
1 HE Society of Friends, known to most of us as Quakers, has established an enviable repu-
tation for living according to fundamental Christian principles in tension areas. In the dis

tressed places of war, both in enemy and allied territory, these practical, hard working, conse
crated "believers" have carried a ministry of reconciliation and love. They have healed the sick, 
fed the hungry, comforted the dying, in the name of Christ. In strike areas with social situa
tions which have caused most organized help to flee in terror, the Quakers have effected some 
of their most important "living techniques." In the process they have triumphed over material 
weakness, they have proved the reality of their belief so that their lives have become infected 
with a contagion that has spread far beyond the small confines of their work areas. Their minis
try, in fact, has become the modern equivalent of the "loaves and fishes." It is literally feed
ing the five thousand! In another sense it has become the evidence of the constructive Christian 
alternative to much of the evil of the world. 

A way of life to be effective must be demonstrated in living. In this simple fact may lie the 
secret of the spiritual renaissance of the future. Tension areas are all around us. Sometimes 
they touch us closely. At other times our social quarantine keeJ,s them at safe distance. The 
leprosy of a degenerating social system is spreading rapidly. To stop it calls for brave spirits 
willing to risk everything not only to eradicate the disease but also to build up the new body 
which will not be subject to these fatal plagues. The eradication of the new diseases depends 
not on immunization and segregation-a process Christians have long practiced-but in building 
new persons and new groups to counteract the most insidious and dangerous diseases that man 
hqs ever known. The time for quarantining evil is at an end. 

All of life is tension area now. We must live-religiously, effectually and powerfully. The 
campus is no exception. What a part of the world it really is! We must live intently, desper
ately if need be, alive as we have never been alive before. Now every moment of our living 
counts-now every action registers its weight in living stuff. Here in our groups is our starting 
place-to be a "friend." And this will mean to live by principle and practice so that knowing 
us men will see the reality of a society of "friends" whose fountainhead and source of power is 
God through Christ. 

And there are ways to start and to continue in our growth: 

Let us think thr011gh our position on all important questions as we've never thought before. 
Hunt out by reading and discussion all clarifying helps. Let's not rest content until we know 
just where we stand and why. 

We should ally ourselves with lik.e-minded friends, to seek together and to find the way that 
we should go. Discard other activities if necessary and spend the time that's needed in this 

way. 1 1 ,i ,
1 

1, . 

Seek to understand the basis for our living in the source material of Christian literature. Here 
is a way of life to be sought out. We must discover for ourselves the springs of action in the 
life and letters of a man named Paul. Read Acts! 

Our aim should be to cultivate an inner, deeper, richer life. Nothing is trivial now. Make 
every experience an asset to the personality we want to be. 

Discover techniques of living-disciplines that will make more certain the strength and might 

we need. 
Work.I-this summer, next year-all the time-in some constructive, realistic job-to be a 

witness of our purpose and sincerity in living. 
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The War Crisis 
I doubt if any generation has ever been 
quite as confused since the Reformation. 
The Lost Generation of the last war got 
involved in the New Era of the twenties 
and regained confidence in their world 
again for a time, but we haven't even 
that ..... 

None of us want to get shot, or gassed, 
of bombed, or bayonetted, or grounc! 
under tanks, or hung up on barbed 
wire, or to sample any of the other de
lights of war which we have heard about 
since we were born. 

We expect a double order of the same 
and we are not cheering over the pros
pect. We are not hysterical. We are 
depressed and . . . . confused. 

News items about draftees being kept 
in the army for the duration don't lighten 
our hearts. The assurances of educators 
of our willingness to accept with a smile 
whatever is in store for us, are pure un
adulterated hooey. The nasty suspicion 
that we are being taken for the same 
kind of ride that the boys got in 1917 
keeps reoccurring. . . . . 
-Bob Barsky in The Daily Bruin, U. C. L.A. 

• 
Army demands under the Selective Serv
ice act will prevent approximately 5 00 
male University students, not seniors, 
from returning to school next fall. . . .. 

Tracy F. Tyler, chairman of the classi
fication committee, emphasized, however, 
that no accurate prediction of the effect 
of the draft on University enrollment 
can be made at this time. 

"It is easily possible," he said, "that the 
decrease caused by army demands might 
be countered by an increase in the num
ber of high school students entering 
college. 

"We simply can't tell what will hap
pen at this time." •.•. 

-The Minnesota Daily. 

• 
This week Blue Key did more for democ
racy on the University campus than any 
organization or group of organizations 
has done in years. They nipped a rising 
fascism in the bud, then crushed it under 
their heels in a stinging indictment ..... 

The organization's national headquar
ters had devised an ingenious scheme, a la 
Sherlock Holmes, by which Blue Key 
men were to be used as private investi
gators to report to the Dies Committee 
so-called subversive activities of their 
classmates and professors and to demand 
that books favorable to Germany, Italy, 
Japan and Russia be stricken from the 
library rolls. . . . . 

It is a brand of fascism, of red-baiting, 
of witch-hunting that no sane man or 

What 's On the Student 
Mind? 

I 

Grace Sloan Overt on 
,. 

W HEN anyone is asked: "What's on the student mind?" his reply mus t be 
a very guarded one. He is permitted to say that he has been among stu

dents; that he has tried to be sane and intelligent in his approach to them; that 
he has tried to deal in his contacts with them in such a way that they might 
feel released in discussion and sufficiently secure as toC,e quite honest and fra nk 
in what they say. Further than that, the adult st,.clent leader is obliga ted to 
admit that he may not have succeeded in getting ,.,the sense, the tempo an d the 
mood of the students. When, therefore, I attempt to indicate some of the 
areas in which I find students thinking, I can only say that I am attempti ng to 
make a simple and direct statement concerning what I have observe d. I 
should be unworthy of the confidence of students were I to write a propa
ganda article on the basis of what they have said frankly in my pr esence. 
All I can say is that here is an account of reactions which I have been observ
ing, particularly since last September, on the campuses of both sta te and 
church institutions. I have been in several state student conferences. I have 
attempted to evaluate objectively what I have observed. This is the way I 
sense it. But, like any other adult doing student work, I must be sufficiently 
honest to add: "This may not, after all, be the whole student viewpoin t." 

I 

CONSCRIPTION AND THE TRAINING CAMPS 

Concerning these I have encountered the widest differences of opinio n; but 
I have yet to find the first trace among students of disloyalty to country or 
to true democracy. 

1. On the reasons for conscription, I have heard considerable of discus-

(!) National defense. (2) Liquor. (3) As
sumption of individual and group responsibility. 
( 4) Influence of social living groups. 
-Ray Lyman Wilbur, President, Stanford 

University, California. 

(I) Inadequate social opportunity due pri
marily to mores and social standards established 
largely unconsciously by the student group. (2) 
The problems arising out of the changed environ
ment into which students are catapulted. Definite 
limitations are placed upon them on the campus. 
Frequently it is difficult for students who have 
lived a rather free and easy life to conform to 
the restrictions. 
-Herbert J. Burgstahler, President, Ohio 

Wesleyan University. 

In normal times some of the utension areas" 
would be very different from those which I am 
about to list, but the world war and its attendant 
problems over shadows every other tension area, 
at least so far as our campus is concerned: (I) 
War and peace ( conscription and national de-

Tension Areas--by Those 
fense, aid to Britain, feeding German -occupied 
democracies). ( 2) Future employment and eco
nomic security. (3) Social and economic recon· 
struction. . 
-Ario Ayres Brown, President, Drew Un•· 

versity, New Jersey. 

(I) The accumulative grievances of scud•0 '.' 

who do not understand or agree with acadentth' 
d eac · procedures, curricular arrangements, an t 'tY 

. h d h f d h Univerll mg met o s (we ave oun at t e . r for 
of Texas that a voluntary non-credit semina 0 
campus leaders has provided an exce llen~ 0 ':f 
forum for the clarification of many Po'.0 u of 
misunderstanding and for the excha nging ) 
views between students and faculty members c~-

1 h . co a (2) The relation of vocationa c 0 •~•. 
5 

,hert 
demic work . In many of our unive rsiu e deol 
is inadequate provision for helping the 

1 
'te of 

discover his aptitudes and acquire know •hi ,o
occupational trends as a background for es bis 
cational choice, and consequencly he p~r •~ d. 
academic work without a clear purpos e in 
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sion; but since that matter has been decided for most students by other forces, 
the individual student naturally turns his thought toward questions having 
to do with his relationship to the selective draft system and the results to 
himself of his participation in it. "I expect that the year in camp will do 
me good," confidently declare some students. "Can I come out of camp 
clean?" Boy after boy has talked over this question with me on various cam
puses. It is a question over which I find many deeply concerned. "Shall I 
marry before going to camp?" is a problem being faced by some student~i 
and in answering it they will be considering the increase or decrease of emo
tional and physical strain which may result from their decision. 

2. The college woman has a special problem with respect to associating with 
men in uniform. In one state student conference it was reported that four of 
the state's colleges forbade their women students to date private soldiers in 
uniform. Here are some of the things said: "Is this fair?" "Is the private 
any less decent than the officer?" "Our parents feel the same way." "How 
can college women be fair under such a rule?" 

II 

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE PROMISE? 

Here again, there is no evidence of disloyalty to democratic ideals, but 
much questioning as to their future. These are statements made by students 
in discussion: 

1. "Here it is-might as well face it." "No use going to pieces." Good 
sportsmanship-of which this generation of college youth has aplenty! 

2. "Democracy is O.K. But we had less of it after the last world war
who knows that we'll have any more of it after this one?" History professors 
say that in the study of modern European history there is much such question
ing whenever free class discussion is allowed. 

3. "If my country were attacked, I'd give everything I have to defend it; 
but when I think of being sent over to Europe I feel as if I were being fat
tened for the slaughter. I know that sounds yellow-but I'm not yellow. I 
just don't hanker to die for something which is a great, confused, muddled 
mess no war can settle-something only good and honest statesmen can un
ravel." Such is one fellow's exact remark. This attitude is quite common
not 100 per cent by any means, but the majority feeling certainly. 

4. "There is just one way to settle this whole thing-that is to have an-

Who Administer Them 
_(l) The problem of personal adjustment and 

Otientation. (The only advice accessible to most 
~ew students is that of fellow-students, and this 
". not always valid from a counseling point of 
'''.w. Faculty members, psychiatrists, and ap
P<linted advisers frequently fail to detect the 
Pr?blerns of earlier adjustment which though 
:•n~r rnust involve the student in much waste 

tune and emotional energy.) 
,. (4) The relation of the student's academic 

Ork to his part in the national crisis. 
---lITorner P. Rainey, President, University of 

exas. 

,,,<l) Fraternity rivalry, especially during rush 
!J)on. (2) Motivation of grades and honors. 
(4) }.xtra-curricular activities and their control. 
N •nance 

-..s'telson P. Horn, President, Baker Univer-
1 Y, Kansas. 

civil liberties with the right for the majority to 
rule, ( 4) The national spiritual reactions to 
the adventurous in life and the modern clamor 
for security. ( 5) Problem of love and marriage 
in an age when young people have no desire to 
begin life on the economic level which was com
mon for their parents. 
-Tully C. Knoles, President, College of the 

Pacific, California. 

A year ago I would have been prepared to 
name several utcnsion areas" which cause trouble 
in campus life. This year, however, it seems 
to me that the international situation, with its 
uncertainties for students, overshadows any other 
campus question. I wish we could give our stu
dents the faiths of many sorts which they will 
need in the next few years. 
-Franklyn Bliss Snyder, President, North

western University, Illinois. 

(I) Fraternities, sororities, and organized so-
•nJl) Peace and war. (2) Planned economy cial groups. Are they democratic? (2) How 

free economy. ( 3) Theory and practice of far should a church college go in making con-
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woman would want pervading the very 
core of University life. 

This is the free and democratic United 
States of America-not Nazi Germany. 
-The Red and Black, University of Georgia . 

• There is a trend which can be seen in 
our national government as well as in 
our universities toward sweeping aside or 
disregarding individual judgments, except 
those of the right individuals with the 
proper authority, regardless of how many 
other individual judgments can be heaped 
in a mass to make an imposing majority 
against the sentiment of the properly 
qualified persons who exert power, be 
they college presidents or the president 
of the country. 
-Bob Rathburn in The Daily Northwestern. 

• 
To love one's country is noble and honor-
able, but to have one's love aroused only 
by the skim influence of pressure propa
ganda is cheap and shoddy ..... 

\Y/ e are the subjects of streams of such 
propaganda of every possible guise. Our 
ears have drummed with the strains of 
"God Bless America" until we see the 
notes of Kate Smith's pet song dancing 
in thin air. Every place of business from 
the clothing store to the barber shop to 
the saloon proudly displays a "God Bless 
America" banner over its cash register. 
A lady's attire is not complete without 
a jeweled reproduction of the Stars and 
Stripes. The flag peeps at us from the 
rear window of every other automobile 
and in many cases it serves as a secondary 
license plate. We could enumerate many 
other examples. 

The United States is our home and not 
a publicity or propaganda office. \Y/ e 
should be for the national defense pro
gram, but for it with sensible, honest 
and profound spirit ..... 
-The Daily Reveille, Louisiana State Uni

versity. 

• 
Studying for finals is going to seem rather 
futile this semester. 

It's going to seem just a little irrele
vant memorizing the seven characteristics 
of the Federal Reserve System and the 
nine kinds of igneous rock and the for
mula for the calculation of standard de
viation-while they're dropping bombs on 
London-and Berlin. 

It's going to be hard to concentrate in 
the library when you think of people's 
homes being blown to pieces over there 
and widows and children turned out into 
the street and whole cities being leveled 
to heaps of smouldering ashes. 

You think of all that and wonder 
why-why innocent people, the common 
people who mind their own business and 
go home at night after work to a warm 
fireside and a family and have no thought 
of international diplomacy and no knowl
edge of political intrigue-why these peo-
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pie have their homes destroyed and their 
lives blasted and their hopes shattered by 
forces over which they have no con
trol. .... 
-Hal Gilliam in The Daily Bruin, U. C. L.A . 

• 
Fraternities and Sororities 

Schools, colleges, and universities have the 
responsibility of giving equal opportuni
ties to all students. The industrious will 
benefit and others will not make use of 
these advantages-as is true in every
thing. However, when there are favor
ites, pets, or special personal interests the 
initiative of the entire group is killed. 

Fraternities and sororities are con
structive organized groups whose purpose 
is to promote culture on the campus 
for the benefit of the student body. As 
such they are valuable. The danger ex
ists when they forget their purpose and 
become elite social groups; and whel!_ 
their attitude is "I am better than 
thou." .... 

-The Herald, Arkansas State Co llege. 

• We doff our editorial hats this week to 
Louisiana Tech's Inter-fraternity council 
for incorporating the preference system 
of pledging, and for making other equally 
far-reaching provisions for better Greek
letter government in its new constitu
tion. There has long been a need for 
legislation designed to "curb the pledge 
stampede" at the beginning of each se
mester. There has been an equally press
ing need for some definite regulations to 
be set forth in regard to inter-fraternity 
government. . . .. 

There are undeniable benefits to be of
fered by fraternity life at Louisiana Tech 
or on any other campus-benefits that 
are not otherwise provided for in one's 
college career. But, when the cost of 
such benefits are not held in keeping with 
the average student's budget, the Greek
letter organizations are defeating their 
own purpose ..... 

-The Tech Talk, Louisiana Tech. 

• 
The Race Question 

Let us now consider exactly what can 
we, individually, do about this problem 
[ race prejudice]. Digging facts about 
a problem helps one to do away with any 
congenital child-like fears one may have 
contracted innocently. Knowledge and 
education do displace many unfounded 
fears. 

Moreover several of us have been read
ing a pamphlet printed by Alfred Kor
zybski on General Semantics. We have 
learned that there is no such thing as a 
"Jew." Everybody is a unique individual. 
Shylock's faults should in no way influ
ence our reaction to people like Maurice 
and Na than whom I mentioned before. 
The fact that Maurice and Shylock are 
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other war with a complete victory for the democracies, then build a real, 
going democracy. I'm willing to help if I'm lucky enough to come out alive. 
If I have to fight for my country I mean to have something to say about 
how it's run." Not so many of these remarks; but they come from enough 

students to merit this statement. 
5. "After all the pictures we've seen of the horrors of war, and the noble 

speeches we've heard for peace, we are not very well prepared psychologically 
to face a war machine, to say nothing of the instruments of war." 

6. 'Tm willing to go to C.O.C. camp; but my conscience is against war
I will stand by my C.O. conviction and take the consequences. And this 
doesn't mean that I do not love my country. I feel that I can serve both my 
country and my God best by taking this stand." We have this from a sma ll 
minority on almost every campus. Our students are not cowards. They are 

questioning, however. 

III 

MORAL STANDARDS 

1. "Will we have to change our traditional standard of morals?-so few 
students live up to them!" This usually brings the student response: "N o, 
what we need is more social pressure to compel living up to them" or "Ye s, 
there is too much hypocrisy about morals." 

2. "We will not have any very well established standards in morals until we 
become more clear in our philosophy of life and in our definition of values ." 
Here there usually are tense moments, and several mature students trying to 
talk at once. But the immature ones are lost and someone is pretty like ly 
to say: "Let's get back to the subject-this is awfully abstract." 

The pragmatic is more generally the test among students than most relig ious 
leaders would like to think. It causes some of us to question whether ther e is 
on our American college campuses sufficient skill in the study of basic ideas 
and in following through to their social implications. Democracy and Chris
tianity---each has at the very heart of it a basic idea. Sometimes it almost 
seems that, in our education, we tinker at the nerve ends of personal and social 
morals, rather than beginning with a basic idea. Science without apo logy 
begins with basic principles of scientific procedure; but too often these very 
scientists are unwilling to begin with such a basic, motivating idea when they 
undertake to deal with questions in the area of personal and social psycho logy. 

cessions to popular trends in such things as 
smoking, drinking, etc. ( dancing perhaps) ? ( 3) 
The social issues arising out of capitalism, paci
fism, etc. ( 4) Student support and loyalty to 
the church-religious philosophy of life. 
-John Benjamin Magee, President, Cornell 

College, Iowa. 

• 
I believe that our students feel, as do a great 

many students elsewhere, that the voice of youth 
is being largely ignored, even denied, on a great 
many matters that directly concern them in na
tional and international affairs. This feeling in 
itself makes for tensions. I believe that the 
students today are determined to make them
selves heard on political questions that affect them 
and their futures, and I believe they are right. 
Their feeling of urgency makes them many times 
disregard tact and effective working techniques, 
and this fact tends to make for tension between 
some students and older members of the faculty. 

Our student body, partly because we have a 
good many Friends in it, comprises extremes in 
feeling about the extent to which the United 

States should extend aid to Great Britain. We 
have conscientious objectors and pacifists among 
our students-not all on religious grounds-and 
there is a certain amount of tension created be
cause of their feelings about war. . 

The area wherein there is the most tension 11 

certainly the political one. Our student body is 
about equally divided in the lower classes between 
Democrats and Republicans, if I am to believeha 
straw vote taken last fall at the time of t • 
election. Our senior class is about equally divided 
between the Socialist and Democratic parties. 

Co-operative job experiences of various studen: 
in industrial and other areas througho ut t • 
United States have created among our studen~ 
body very different conceptions as to the place 0 

unions and labor in this country, althoug h ~~ 
b I' e 1

" tioch students, generally speaking, e ,ev h •, 
unions, I think, and are intellectually symp at etl 

toward the cause of labor. 
• • 111etinie' 

On the Antioch campus there 1s so use 
tension between Town and Gown, partly _ ~ca ill 
our students desire to participate acuv

1 
e \ 01, 

community affairs, to vote in village e ect• fat 
and to break down all race discriminations so 
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3. "Has the development of birth control methods removed one of the 
major reasons for chastity?" When there is an honest human situation in 
discussion, this question in one form or another is certain to arise. I think 
I can say, without wishful thinking, that usually each group comes through 
with the idea that chastity is not something a nasty-minded old lady thought 
up but, rather, that it has both psychological and social validity-that it 
promises much for spiritual fulfilment of the personalities concerned, and 
also for the social institution of marriage and for family life after a demo
cratic pattern. This does not mean that the question is settled for each 
student. Sufficient personal interviews usually follow to give the distinct im
pression that there is, at least, some conflict concerning the issue on the part 
of many of the more sophisticated. 

IV 

RELIGION 

Usually when one is announced as a religious leader, without being pre
viously known, there is not much student interest. For the comfort of the 
ordinary Christian, entirely too many students have an idea about the bore
dom of religion which is just too bad for both students and religion. But
if religion be clearly stated and without apology-there is definite response. 
The student is interested in the fact of God; in the integrity of the processes 
of God; in the principles of Jesus; in the redemption of God-and in what 
all of this means for him as a personality; in the construction of a social 
canopy which shelters him; to his sense of values; and in promise for the 
future. 

Above all things he wants no pretense; no catering; no high sounding 
phrases; no professionalism. He wants a simple, sincere, and intelligent state
ment. But the average American student is sometimes surprised to find him
self eager to have a fundamental faith which gives both dignity and direction 
to his life, ;nd which "gears in" to make a difference in current life, and in 
promise for the future. 

There is a slight increase of student interest in the church. It is partly a 
sociological interest as these characteristic quotations show: "We need the 
church if we are to have a democracy; therefore we cannot dismiss the 
church as casually as we have done." "What kind of church?" "What kind 
of ministry?" "What have we a right to expect of the church?" "What is 
the student responsibility to the church?" 

'.' Yellow Springs is concerned. The difference tend to make for tension areas-are richly educa
in backgrounds and mores ( 80 per cent of our tional. 
students come from outside Ohio)-though they -A. D. Henderson, President, Antioch Col

lege, Ohio. 

Tension Areas--by Those Who Teach in Them 
(I) War: especially the great fear that this 

country may be dragged into the present war. 
(1) Drafts: the dread and fear that one's turn 
;o be called is imminent. ( 3) Democracy: the 
ear that unscrupulous political entanglements :•y create conditions jeopardizing our democratic ,tt of life. ( 4) Religion: science vs. religion, 

0 
eisrn, theism, humanistic concern--especially 

h: the part of those coming from Christian 
•f~es. (5) Economics: the uncertainty of a job 
ltu~r graduation. (6) Personal: sex, professor
--..p ent relationship, student-parent tension. 

Nau! Schilpp, Department of Philosophy, 
orthwestern University. 

p,,;,1l War-What ought America to do in the 
flt c " · ? ily-~h rlSls What ought I to do? (2) Fam-

en shall I marry? How can I get mar-
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ried in the present economic and political uncer
tainty? (3) Job--What kind of a job should I 
prepare for? Can I get any kind of a job? What 
will become of me if I don't? ( 4) Campus loy
alties-Shall I let my fraternity dominate my 
life? Can the campus be democratic with racial 
and social cliques? ( 5) Philosophy of life-
What can I believe? How can I live up to what 
I believe? 
-Georgia Harkness, Professor of Applied 

Theology, Garrett Biblical Institute. 

( l) Physical handicaps-weakness and ugli
ness among men; awkwardness and homeliness 
among women. (2) Fraternity-sorority partici
pation and activities. ( 3) Race relations-par
ticularly as they affect the Negro and the Orien
tal. ( 4) Differences in economic status-the 

classified as Jews does not mean that they 
are alike. Treat each case individu
ally ..... 

Let us digest this moral and apply it to 
ourselves. If at some time, one of us 
meets a boy like Maurice Rosengard, let us 
not close our minds to him and condemn 
him because he happens to be classified as 
a Jew. Let us talk to him and treat him 
as a unique individual. Let us form our 
reactions to him after, and not before, 
we have scrutinized his own personality. 
Let us not base our reactions on some past 
unfortunate experience which we may 
have undergone. Each particular situa
tion exacts its particular reaction and 
response ..... 
-Louis Geannopolous in The Daily North
western. 

• 
Acceptance of Kappa Alpha Psi, Negro 
social fraternity, into membership by 
the Inter-fraternity council W ednes
day night is a pleasing and almost 
surprising comment on the abilities of 
individual college students to take ad
vantage of the college's liberal environ
ment to go beyond the conventional habit 
patterns of prejudice and racial intol
erance of the family and outside social 
world from which they come. It is a 
frank realization of the fact that rela
tionships among people within the uni
versity can afford to be more progressive, 
more idealistic-call it what you like
than generally they are outside, and 
K. A. Psi's admittance puts that prin
ciple into action ..... 

Admittance of the Negro fraternity 
allows now for a constructive approach 
to interracial issues which have been in 
the air and defied solution here for some 
time. And that is the real beauty of 
the I-F council's action; not its pristine 
idealism of declaring full privileges of 
membership to a group usually barred 
from participation by the generally drawn 
color line, but the opportunity which 
such common council membership offers 
for both Negro and white members to 
attack together such racial problems as 
housing and equal social privileges with 
more effectiveness than sporadic attempts 
in this direction have had in the past 
four or five years ..... 

-The Daily Northwestern. 

• The "Youth Problem" 
The well-meaning editors of the Rich
mond Times-Dispatch are at it again. 
This time .... they're bemoaning the 
fact that the political youth organizations 
of America "all are 'Left' or 'Right.' " 
They overlook the millions of youth, 
who are by far in the majority, that are 
too busy with democratic living to be 
worried about joining groups who idealize 
the -isms. 

These young people upon whom rests 
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the responsi bility of assuming democ
racy's flaming torch are worthy of that 
trust . It might give our way of life 
some needed support, if you of the older 
generat ion wou ld get to know u s better. 

We're American, and we mean to keep 
America free for Americans . 

We have our society: organizations, 
t he Y .M.C.A., the Y .W.C .A., the scou t 
gro ups, our colleges and universities with 
all their intricate workings . 

We're doing the job that is before us: 
we're developing our knowledge, our tal
ents, our aims (under the guidance of the 
elder generation) toward a noble end: 
democratic citizenship. 

\Ve have a great deal of energy which 
you have not put to definite use as yet, 
and which in turn is dispelled in jitter
bugging, movie-going, etc. 

We have our prob lems of employment, 
of education, of relations with others of 
our age. It is your ignorance of these 
problems and your failure to help us 
find a working solution to them that has 
caused the more restless of our number to 
look for a solution themselves. A tem
porary subscription to communism is 
often a stopping off place on the way 
to a solution of these questions . . ... 

If those who are now responsible for 
our government, industry and education 
will set us a better example in democratic 
living, and will come to know us and 
our problems more closely, we will be 
able to take our rightful places in the 
American scene, wlien we're called on to 
do so, better equipped than any genera
tion of youth has ever been. 
-"Half" Nelson in Tlie Yellow Jacket, Ran

dolph -Macon College (Va.). 

• 
Against the dark horizon, a psychological 
crisis looms for the thinking college man. 

It is apparent that the present world 
conflict will affect the United States 
with greater intensity. We are likely 
to be caught in the mad maelstrom, en
meshed with heart and wealth, with blood 
and munitions. 

\Vhen this happens, the first reaction 
of the confused intellectuals may be to 
adopt the "what-the-hell" attitude which 
characterized the men of F. Scott Fitz
gerald's "lost generation." .... 

Our susceptibility to that fallacy may 
be even greater. We were caught in the 
backwash of their cynicism. We were 
battered by the debacle of 1929. It is 
with dented morale that we face the surg
ing events of today. 

And yet, if we succumb to defeatism, 
we shall be no better than our prede
cessors who left us to drift in the tide. 
There can be no justification for such 
cowardice . 

For it is moral cowardice that makes 
man use a "so what" instead of logical 
reasomng. It is the easy way out. There 
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For Whom the Bell 
Tolls 

Harold H. Hutson 

W H ER EVE R college bell s to ll th e approac h of classes, senior me n , r ipe for. 
th e draft, shufil e no nch alan tl y toward discussions in the social sciences 

and the hu mani ti es, mu t te ring as they go, "Now for an hour of unreali ty.' 
For art, literat ur e, and re ligion are once again on tria l before a youth fu l jur 
heavily prej ud iced in favor of vocationalism-a vocationa lism directed tow ar 
skille d tra des wh ich can sup port a world policy of big muscles. Et h ics and 
ideals are once again relegated to the attic known as "drea m -wo rld " an d to 
the dus ty shelves of "t heory." The illusion that education shoul d involve ap
preciation of cult u re was grand while it lasted, but now-we live in a worl 
at war . Co llege courses are good if they give some skill which will make on 
efficient in winning the war, they are useless if they merely teach socia 
engineering. Graduates of the small college which stood for the "li bera 
education" have turned toward their alma mater with the concerned query 
"Little schoo l, what now ?" Every day on the college campus one en 
counters students whose confidence that an education can make life rich an 
full has been badly shaken. They look back upon several years of histor 
and English literature and civics as of dubious value . That sense of loss 
that element of doubt in the cultured way of life, that lack of confidenc e i 
education has brought tensions into the lives of thoughtful young people . 

The world is at war. This student generation cannot dodge that fact . A 
every turn the young person is reminded by headlines and authoritative voic 
that "every peaceful resource has failed and force of arms is now nece ssar 
to preserve the democratic or free way of life.'' For twenty years adult 
counselors have been guiding young people toward a complete disavow al o 
war. Many earnest individuals signed pledges stating that under no con
ditions would they fight . Numbers of this student generation watche d the 
movement with interest and shared its ideals, although they cou ld no 
bring themselves to make the desired written commitment . Now this 
sentiment is being systematically forced into the corner marked "ye llow," 
and the name-ca lling sometimes originates within the organization whic h gave 
it birth, the church. Impersonalism meets the bewildered student on every 

well-to-do setting the pace for the poor. ( 5) 
Religious differences-especially between Protes
tant, Catholic and Jewi sh groups. (6) Compe
tition for campus laurels and publicity-athletic, 
publication, socia l, etc. (7) Uncertainty about 
the fu ture--particularly army service and job
getting for the n1en and marriage opportunities 
and job-getting for the women. ( 8) Dissatis 
faction with individual teachers or with specific 
systems of teaching. (9) Sex relations-infatua
tions, jealousy, over-emotionalism, growth of nat
ural interest in persons of the other sex. (10) 

Financial problems-need to work way through 
school, lack of money (for proper cqu ipmen~ 
books, entertainment, food, clothes). ( 1 I) Psr· 
chological adjustments or maladjustmen ts_,,,. 

feriority complexes, excessive ego, reactio n frotd 
home repression or liberty. ( 12) Phi losophical 
differences-particularly in relation to t he wall 

and economic illnesse s of our day. 
-R. E . Wolseley, Professor of Journalid, 

Medill School of Journalism, N orth"'"'' 
ern University. 

Tension Areas --by Those Who Deal Officially with The1ll 
I. The area of religion. II. Social relationships hatred and war. ( 4) Apparent immediate J,-

-(a) adjustment between the sexes; (b) dif- mands of materialism for successful Jivin& 
ferent social backgrounds; (c) smoking and over against challenge of high ethical and S,:: 
drinking; ( d) parent-child relationships. III. itual living. (5) Vocational proble ms, p,tf 
Vocational ouclook. IV. War tensions. Apathetic response, or unwillingness on the fl",' 
-Louis H. Dirks, Dean of Men, DePauw of some students to assume the dema nds of 

University, Indiana . ticipation in the democratic process in college~ 

(I) Social stratification; economic status; color -Samuel L. Gan dy, Assistant to the f'-
preference. (2) Men-women relationship. (3) of Men, an d University Minister, 
Sense of futility and frustration in a world of U n ive r sity, Tennessee . 



hand. Our nation now resembles a huge machine geared to war production 
-not one of the cogs or human beings seems to know where the responsibility 
for direction lies. Bewildered and uncertain, numbers of young people have 
concluded that all is futility and that the march of events is predetermined. 
Acquiescence is easier than resistance . 

IT TOLLS FOR YOU 

Unfortunately, the tension is not eased once a person has decided the mo
mentous question, "Am I a pacifist?" For the person who answers in the 
affirmative there are trials ahead which may bring something of a martyr
feeling . Theoretically the government has provided for those whose con
science is against participation in war; actually the path of the conscientious 
objector is strewn with sharp rocks and cutting epithets. But if the question 
be answered in the negative, if a Christian young person cannot regard failure 
to use killing force as the highest Christian virtue, then the more serious 
problem truly confronts him, "What is the will of God?" For murder is 
repulsive to him and war is an acknowledgment of the failure of civilized 
methods of settlement, and yet there are values which he feels cannot be sacri
ficed even at the cost of battle. To accept war is to accept a method which 
he hates, to refuse participation in it is to open to destruction those values 
which he holds to be a part of God's will. Thus the terrific tension persists 
whichever choice the thinking student may make. 

American education throughout the past few years has laid heavy emphasis 
upon the necessity for critical thinking on the part of its students. Now that 
critical spirit faces a period of enforced dormancy. Frustration at this point 
has naturally brought with it a deep-set tension. Taught to view the issues 
of life objectively, to make decisions only after calm consideration, the Ameri
can student now finds the atmospheric pressure demanding that he follow 
blindly. Freedom faces constant redefinition under the stress of the times. 
"In the interest of national defense" has become a phrase which threatens to 
discourage differences of opinion. Very limited indeed is the "university 
freedom" which President Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia University 
has said should transcend "academic freedom" as this country has known it. 
Professors and students alike would find this "university freedom" simply 
another. term for complete acceptance of the nation's prevailing policy, a 
"freedom" which would brook no differences of opinion. Trained for years 
under the older definition of "academic freedom" the student finds it difficult 
to reverse gears at high speed without severe stress and strain. 

Once again the strong man walks the earth and his might-makes-right 
technique threatens to become the order of the day. Two of the most popular 
books of the day, Ernest Hemingway's For Whom the Bell Tolls and Jan 
Valtin's Out of the Night, show the power of big muscles. In a day of force 

~ive sorts of students co whom religion, es
P,cially church-centered religion, owes attention: 

b, (l) The one-meal-a-day st udent, with a cot 
11de somebody's furnace. Do people realize how 

numerous is his tribe? He is too poor for the 
' 0·op," too shy to reveal his need. 

. (l) The student who fails socially because, 
••thout background or fraternity discipline, he 
nerer discovers chat his 1nanners are bad. Deans' 
Pr~grarns do much for girls, little for men. Re
~&•on and manners are historically and funda
. <ntally connected. We did wrong to forget 
1•t t d . .,., rue an lovely medieval phrase, "the cour-

u, Christ." 

,,,~l. The studen t who sacrifices integrity to 
,,,,"1°.n or security. In many ways this college 

n 'ation is ahead of mine-but not in simple 
,,:"Y, and that personal refinement of it called 

r, 

r 4) 1'he .. " d h . 1· . .·, pagan stu ent, w o 1s non-re 1g10us 
ti. Use h 

. ~ e has never been exposed to religion. 
"' stud <i,t ents come from both extremes of the 

. 0lt\ scale. Some are sons of immigrants, to 
r . religio · f d' . ~hers n 1s a vague, orgotten tra 1tton. 

~ are from highly sophisticated families 
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who have "emancipated" themselves, and brought 
up children who consider religion an amusing, 
perhaps charming, folk-tradition. 

( 3) The student of only average gifts, and 
too much self-effacement, who never gets a chance 
to contribute to campus-promoted enterprise, be
cause he is overshadowed by the more gifted, or 
more confident. 
-A. Pauline Locklin, English Department, 

Pennsylvania State College. 

A college professor writes listing these 
interesting tension areas: 

The feeling of a small religious group 
deeply under the influence of the Society 
of Friends so that they are dissatisfied 
with the religious life of the campus, in
cluding our chapel service. It almost 
tends to be a "holier than thou" attitude. 

Failure of an aging faculty to bring suf
ficiently the live issues of the day to the 
attention of the students. 

The fact that fine arts activities are 
largely in the hands of modern pagans. 

can be no easy way out m times that 
demand courageous action and valid 
thinking ..... 

The world of tomorrow will demand 
men of education, men of courage, men 
of broad perspective. Social and political 
upheavals will provide the clay from 
which a great and beautiful civilization 
can be molded. 

That we shall not be able to do unless 
we are masters in the new arts of human
itarianism. 

We shall need clean hands. We shall 
need clear heads. 

-The News, Boston University. 

• Glamour 
Students, be on your guard! 

During the student chapel next Fri
day the Phreno Cosmian is conducting 
a campus-wide poll of college opinion 
which will end in the selection of a 
"glamour girl" and "glamour boy," the 
"most likely to succeed," the "most indi
vidualistic" and other "mosts." . . . . 

Since the Phreno is anxious to have the 
"Glamour Girl" picked by experts in the 
field, students will be allowed to pick 
only the top three in the contest. Photo
graphs of the three girls garnering the 
largest number of votes will be sent to 
the Earl Carroll Theatre-Restaurant in 
Hollywood to be judged by Mr. Carroll 
himself. 

Students are asked to give serious con
sideration to candidates for the follow
ing: a "glamour girl," the most hand
some boy, the student most likely to suc
ceed, the biggest flirt ( male and female) , 
the best apple polisher, the most silly, 
the best conversationalist, the most popu
lar professor, the most individualistic, and 
the most representative boy and girl 
from all four classes. . . . . 

Photographs of the three "glamour 
girl" candidates will also be sent to the 
Look Magazine, which is sponsoring a 
nation-wide contest and has asked for 
pictures of "our choice." .... 
-The Phreno Cosmian, Dakota Wesleyan. 

• Get out my gown of gingham and lace 
Fo,· today I must win the beauty ,·ace. 

So, with the seven o'clock whistle it's 
awake and up for Henrietta, Suzanne, 
Claribel and all 3 0 today for the "Darling 
of L. S. U." will be chosen ..... 

All 3 0 want to win, and why not, for 
it is somewhat of an honor to be pro
claimed "Darling of L. S. U." And it 
can easily be seen which want the honor 
more than the rest, for they'll be dressed 
nicer than usual today, and they'll smile 
at you when you meet them on the walks 
or give you that friendly glance over 
the top of a textbook, and they'll be 
in the Field House sipping a coke all 
hours of the morning, just waiting 
there so that you can see them again, 
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and they'll give you that "Hi!" or 
"Hello" that you haven't heard so cheer
fully voiced the past few weeks. But not 
all of them will do those things-just 
the ones who never are elected. 

And today will be a day of politick
ing-politicking which may equal that 
of the campus elections. It's amazing 
how the machinery can be lined up with
in a few days' time, and still more amaz
ing how many voting males can be 
stopped before they reach the polls. Each 
year the editor of The Gumbo pleads for 
no politicking, but it can never be elim
inated. 

And after today, there will be one 
happy co-ed among the lot, for she will 
have the most prominent place in the 
pulchritude section. The rest will be a 
little disappointed, but they will still 
have the consolation to know that they 
are among L. S. U.'s 3 0 outstanding per
sonalities. . . . . 
-The Daily Reveille, Louisiana State Uni

versity. 

• Today, the Yoncopin has released an-
nouncement of the annual popularity 
contest which it sponsors. . . . . The 
winners will be used in developing a sec
tion of the 1941 Yoncopin. 

No student may be nominated for 
more than one position. In the event 
that conflicting nominations are turned 
in, the nominee will be asked to pick the 
classification in which he desires to run. 

The eight places to be filled are Cente
nary Lady, Centenary Gentleman, Most 
Versatile Girl, Most Versatile Boy, Most 
Popular Girl, Most Popular Boy, Best 
Girl Athlete, and Best Boy Athlete ..... 
-The Conglomerate, Centenary College 

(La.). 

• 
The Eternal Duo 

Did you know that the majority of West 
Virginia college students haven't found 
their "one and only" yet? 

A student opinion, conducted by the 
West Virginia Inter-Collegiate Press, has 
found this to be true. For the first 
time the 11,000 students of college cam
puses throughout the state have a chance 
to express their opinion on controversial 
problems ..... 

Here are the results: 
Do you think that going "steady" 1s 

more fun than being a free-lancer? 
Yes 43 % 
No 57 % 

. . The general agreement of the 
"steadies" was that consistent daters had a 
deeper relationship, had someone on whom 
to rely, tended to become stable in their 
habits, and as one senior said with dig
nity and assurance, "There is ONLY 
ONE," unquote. 

Members of the majority party, the 
free-lancers, presented a good case too. 
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the law of love seems indeed the refuge of weakness. The ethics of Chris 
tianity rest upon this besieged principle; unless it can be vindicated, we must 
abandon the college student to Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. 

PERENNIAL TROUBLE-MAKERS 
A great many of these tension areas are perennial trouble-makers. A d

justment of courtship and marriage to moral judgments which are perpetua lly 
in transition requires understanding and wise guidance. Moralists have too 
often spent time in urging "purity" upon young people without an hon es 
effort to define this purity as it relates to specific situations. In this area col 
lege students are continually searching for concrete guidance; they will no 
be satisfied with generalizations worn smooth by usage. 

Clubs, societies, honorary organizations, and fraternities often add thei 
share of tension areas to the campus. The honorary key "racket," by wh ic 
every student is expected to decorate his chest with mementos of work well 
done or politics well won, often extends even to the service organizatio ns 
Keys come to be the symbol of success in college: blessed is he who has his 
watch-chain full of them. When a campus comes to the point that mem ber 
ship in a certain fraternity or sorority, or recognition by some honor society 
takes precedence over all other activities in the eyes of incoming stude nts 
that college ought to re-appraise its aims. Terrific tensions are encoura ge 
by students who put their standard of success in college into the hands o 
some select group with the tacit assumption, "Elect me into your group or I 
am a failure." Students should constantly evaluate these groups to see 
whether they foster fellowship or encourage divisiveness and discord. 

With these tension areas the Christian movements among youth must deal. 
Many of these problems seem old-they are in truth as ancient as the record 
of human relations, but their forms change from generation to generat ion. 
The shop-worn solutions cannot be offered; the answer must be as new as the 
dress which the problem takes. 

• PEACE MONUMENT ON ROLLINS COLLEGE CAMPUS 

This quotation is on the opposite side of the base: 
'' The day will come when a cannon will be exhibited in public 
museums, just as an instrument of torture is now, and people 
will be astonished that such a thing could have been."-Victor 
Hugo. 



Rough Spots in Climbing 
"Fool's Hill" 

Albert C. Outler 

IN one of the "Hardy Family" movies, there is that scene where Andy speaks 
more wisely than he knew: "Being an adolescent is no joke; I know!" The 

job of "growing up" is an arduous task which seems to produce a veritable 
rash of "crises" in those stormy years between childhood and maturity. This 
is the time when "old things are passed away; behold, all things are become 
new," for all things are set in a new perspective. It is a time when the grow
ing person faces an upset and dislocation of his childhood habits, his borrowed 
norms of authority and standards of judgment and his naive notions about 
many, many things. Now, if ever, parental control has to be exchanged for 
self-control; the sheltered securities of home and childhood renounced in 
favor of self-reliance (maybe) ; the imitative forms of childhood religion 
now have to be grounded in genuine personal faith, or they tend to become 
meaningless and inoperative. The average student comes to college wrapped 
in a mantle of illusion. Whether or not he is enabled to exchange it for a 
garment of more substantial texture is one of those perennial questions which 
makes a college campus a place of mystery, danger, and adventure. lt is 
neither necessary nor desirable that Joe College should come out of Zenith 
University simply shorn of his childhood ideas and attitudes; what he ought 
to have are his oi11n ideas and attitudes and not just a miscellaneous collection 
he has picked up or borrowed from the profs, his fraternity brothers or Betty 
Co-ed. 

Climbin~ "Fool's Hill" is no cinch, and the recurrent crises which arise in 
the process of transplanting a human life from the hothouse or cold-frame 
of childhood into the rough but ample field of mature human life-these 
furnish many, if not most, of the headaches and heartaches of the student 
and his friends. 

AUTHORITY 

To begin with, there is the problem of authority. The student quickly 
discovers that, save possibly for deans and house-mothers, nobody's bare 
"say-so" constitutes final authority. The professor presents three or four 
alternate theories in economics or ethics and asks the student to make up his 

Tension Areas--by Those Who Direct Campus Religious 
Activities and Counsel Students 

(I) Loneliness. ( 2) Men-women relationships. 
(3) Financial worry. ( 4) The future: war and a 
Job, (5) Authority in religion. ( 6) Over-
'111Phasis on intercollegiate athletics. (7) The 
relation of the fraternity to campus politics, the 
•niversity as a whole, and the church. 
-MR• Willard Lampe, Director, School of 

eligion, State University of Iowa. 

The increased uncertainty because of domestic 
' nd World situations. From this, specific tension 
:nters in the problems of job, marriage, personal 

orality and, to a considerable extent, religious 
hn~ictions. The possibility of early drafting 
, as lts effect on the question of marriage. Others t:' facing very keenly the question of whether 
0 rnarry or wait until the world settles down. 
"1 ne rnoves from this into a question of personal 
g,°'•ls. Students are tempted to give life one 
unand fling while they still have a chance. This 

certaint y in the world has also pushed a great 
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many thinking students into a sharpening of their 
religious convictions, and we find that students 
generally are far more responsive to what we 
used to call "straight religion" than they ever 
were before. We don't have to put religion in 
chocolate-coated pills. 
-Robert G. Andrus, Counselor to Protestant 

Students, Columbia University, New York. 

( 1) Student "Academic Freedom." Non-existent 
at present; in theory, student has no "academic 
freedom"; in practice, he has varying amounts 
and kinds. Situation chaotic. This is major ten
sion area of future. American Civil Liberties 
Union is now making study of it. (2) Minority 
group disabilities. Quotas, legal restrictions in 
fraternity, sorority, and interfraternity charters; 
social bans, attitudes; housing restrictions; ath
letic facilities; faculty-appointments disabilities, 
etc. (3) Competition between Protestant reli
gious organizations on campus. Specifically, 

Steady dating, they said, tended to keep 
one in a certain group of friends and 
limited one's personal contacts. This 
did not give them enough chance to 
seek a life partner or liven their social 
events with variety, they argued ... 
-The Pharos, West Virginia Wesleyan. 

• 
American colleges and univers1t1es have 
been called "the greatest matrimonial 
agency on ·earth," and Willamette is no 
exception. . . . . Many feel that their 
first task upon arrival in Salem is to find 
a "steady," in order to "be in the swim" 
of the social set. 

Certain advantages such as never hav
ing to worry about whom to take to that 
party or dance, naturally go along with 
this practice. But I rather question the 
common custom of finding the "one and 
only" during freshman or sophomore 
yeafs and settling down for the rest of 
the college period. It seems so foolish 
when marriage is years away to grab the 
first object of your fancy and not look 
around any more. 

.... The sentimental drivel of the 
average novel or magazine story is a large 
factor in influencing the ideas of Amer
ican young people about love and in many 
ways it sets up false standards of judg
ing people. 

The whole idea of college, that of 
broadening and deepening the personality, 
the stimulation and training of latent 
energies, is in opposition to this prac
tice of going steady so early. This is 
the time when a young man or woman 
should be looking around, learning about 
other people and about themselves. And 
a little common sense mixed with one's 
romantic tendencies goes a long way to
ward making for happiness. 
-The Collegian, Willamette University 

(Ore.). 

• 
Education 

Today education is on the spot! Our 
nation is in the throes of the most per
plexing maladjustments in its history, 
due perhaps to our extreme mechaniza
tion without economic planning. 

There can be only one hope for the 
solution of our problem . . . . this is 
education. And by education is meant 
not the amassing of facts and theory 
alone, but the ability TO THINK and 
MAKE APPLICATION. The future of 
democracy and possibly even sanity in 
our world is dependent to a large extent 
upon the manner in which the colleges 
and universities of today treat the de
mands of the time upon them ..... 

.... When the smoke of the battle 
has cleared from our eyes, and we can 
afford to think again, there must be men 
and women who can plan and build. 
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And yet today there are heard again 
and again from students of this university 
the pleas: "I have no time to think! I 
haven't time to read that material." 

We need background for our thinking, 
but we must begin to reason in 1941 
or we may not know how when our 
culture hangs in the balance ..... 
-The Oracle, Hemline University (Minn.). 

• 
The average college student is not en
couraged to engage in the art of think
ing. He is too busy. There are so 
many outside activities to attend to and 
so many tasks to perform that he has 
no time to sit down and reason things 
out, even if he had the inclination to 
do so. He does not have time to read 
books and articles which require him to 
concentrate in order to understand them 
and which raise questions in his mind. 

His studies do not force him to use 
his own initiative. He learns to study 
just enough to get by .... and, while 
he may realize that he is not getting 
anything vital and lasting out of the 
course, he has neither the time nor the 
incentive to dig out things which are not 
assigned and for which he will not be 
held responsible at examination time. 

He is shallow and obvious, taking 
everything at its face value, for he has 
not bothered to go deeper than the sur
face. He is dogmatic about expressing 
his convictions, which are usually gleaned 
from things he has heard other people 
say ..... 
-As We See It, Inter-Church Student As

sociation, New Mexico State College. 

• 
Creative act1v1ty seems to be a necessary 
element in the happiness of every in
dividual. This may be carving a dog 
from soap, carpentering a chest of draw
ers, writing a story or musical composi
tion, building a bridge or formulating a 
system of philosophy, but whatever the 
activity the enlistment of man's creative 
abilities gives him a satisfaction nothing 
can equal. Man is unique in that he 
can create thus, and he reaches the zenith 
of life when so engaged. 

Lack of stress on this is to me one of 
the most serious indictments of our whole 
system of education. We cram students 
full of knowledge without showing them 
either its use or its purpose. The acquisi
tion of knowledge is important, but is 
in itself a fruitless occupation unless we 
know what to do with what we know. 
We respect learning, but what is it but 
a tool? Is not a large part of the con
fusion so prevalent in the minds of peo
ple today due in large part to the fact 
that they have something they don't 
know what to do with? .... 
-The Collegian, Willamette University 

(Ore,). 
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mind! But how can you know which is right and why this is better tha n 
that? In the dormitory, on dates, on and off campus, this puzzler of wha t 
makes an idea true or an action good keeps rearing its annoying head. Ho w 
to gear in our ideals and universal principles into the complicated and relativ e 
situations which life throws at us: to know this is to have treasures of wisdo m 
whose price is far above rubies. 

POPULARITY 

Then, there is the whole complex of tensions connected with this busine ss 
of popularity and prestige. Belonging or not belonging to the "right" fr a 
ternity or club, making or not making a varsity letter or a campus office, 
dean's list and Phi Beta Kappa-here are the hurdles which disturb the ego 
and produce those strenuous efforts to do and to be which, in their extre mer: 
forms, can be described in campus slang as "rat-racing." 

ROMANCE 

Romance is as integral to college life as classes-and infinitely more inter
esting. But it is also a tension area. Some students are lovelorn, some " not 
wisely but too well." To avoid the pitfalls which lie on either side of a whole
some and varied experience with the other sex is a matter which can be, and is, 
discussed endlessly, but still remains unsolved by formulae. 

RELIGION 

To put religion next in the list of tension areas is not to "rank" its imp or 
tance, but merely to indicate that it is rarely an all-absorbing problem for 
the modern college student. It's there and makes for tensions in thought and 
feeling. But notice that, when it comes up in a bull session it is more ofte n a 
subject for critical questioning and speculation than as a matter for specific 
concern and commitment. The reason that it makes for trouble is tha t in 
the religious quest for his own faith and philosophy of life, the college stu dent 
has to shed off niany former notions which had, for a time, given him emo
tional security and stability. We all know the sophomore "atheist," the 
chem-major who is a "materialist" or the psych-major who is a "determin ist," 
but we don't all see that they are usually cases of arrested development. The 
main problem is to keep the religious thought and experience of the college 
student from crystallizing too soon . 

THE WORLD OUTSIDE 

Right now, and in a fashion quite unknown to my own college genera tion, 
the world beyond the campus is obtruding its disturbing influences in to the 
comparatively even tenor of "college life." Upperclassmen and gra duate 

Y.W.C.A., Y.M.C.A., and church groups and 
foundations. ( 4) Tensions within minority 
groups regarding philosophy for "getting along." 
Examples: (a) Jews: conserve, develop, take p_ride 
in fact of Jewishness vs. "play down" Jewish
ness, make yourself like unto and acceptable to 
Gentiles. (b) Negroes: "be good" and inconspicu
ous vs. organize and stand up for equality. ( 5) 
Democracy vs. centralizatio11 of power and au
thority in administration of University. 
-Thornton W. Merriam, Director, Univer-

sity Board of Religion, Northwestern Uni
versity. 

(I) What kind of a world are we to have 
after the war? (2) What will be the occupa
tional opportunities in this world? ( 3) How 
shall one choose a life work in this new order? 
( 4) Shall we be isolationists or international co
operators? ( 5) Shall we be pacifists or mili
tarists? If pacifists, should we be absolutists or 
willing co render noncombatant service? ( 6) 
What kind of a philosophy should there be for 
a long-time screech, rather than for just the 
immediate present? By that I mean that many 
students are wholly absorbed in what their phi-

losophy for war and peace is while they neglect 
a philosophy that projects into the futu re, be· 
cause the war will lase for only a compa rati vely 
brief period anyway. (7) How can one sins!• 
individual do anything to influence the econoDII' 
order? ( 8) Is man or God responsible for th• 
Eco11omic Mess? ( 9) How can colleges develop 
a sense of a Christian world community? ( IO) 
Should married women hold jobs? 
-Warren T. Powell, Director, De part111et11 

of Student Counseling and Re lig ious Ac· 
tivities, Boston University. 

A tension area chat is usually overlooke d inisb; 
be called performance versus drill. The you~ 
is quite certain that he is going to write t 

greatest poem, become the greatest violinis t , .:· 
complish the greatest engineering const ructl ch'. 
etc., but he is decidedly opposed to the rig id c;j 

10 
ing of leaders who insist upon drill, opPo' d.,d 
the assignment of the violin instructor, and till& 
certain chat the teacher of calculus is presen air
assignments chat do not apply. In the last an joll, 
sis chis is the chief tension in higher educat 
as in elementary education. , ):leli• 
-Edward W. Blakeman, Counse lo r •~b'glll-

gious Education, University of Mic 1 
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students are finding their plans for jobs or further study rudely interrupted 
by the draft. The cluster of problems which have grown out of the student's 
role in the face of a world-shaking and world-changing catastrophe, in which 
he is inescapably involved, are making "hot spots" in many a class and bull 
session this spring. This is the most serious aspect of the perennial problem 
of choosing a vocation and then hunting for a job, and all of it is made diffi
cult by the rising hysteria of our common life. 

These are not all the tension areas, but if we had working wisdom for even 
some of these, our world could face the future with clearer eyes. 

• 
What-' s in a Survey? 

Student Opinion after Three Years of 
Experience 
Joe Belden 

THREE years in the making, a self-portrait of the American collegian and 
his campus is today ready. 

On more than two hundred campuses from coast to coast, student inter
viewers have been conducting the Student Opinion Surveys of America, an 
organization financed by the University of Texas publications and sponsored 
by the country's leading college newspapers which weekly publish the results. 

Democratic through and through, awake to the social problems of the day, 
even more emphatic in his beliefs than his elders-that is the kind of student 
found among the majority in the million and a half now occupied with higher 
learning in this nation. Student Opinion Surveys uses a representative cross 
section to ,over every type enrolled in all manner of institutions, from the 
small private school, such as Bates in Maine, to the great state universities, such 
as California. Every section of the country is mathematically weighted to its 
proper proportion in this national sampling. "A Gallupesque poll," Time 
magazine called it. 

Analyzed from a common point of view, 96,000 separate answers result in 
the most complete continuing study yet devised to measure the attitudes of 
U.S. college youth. Summarized from more than a hundred questions polled, 
here is a picture of what the students themselves think of education and what 
education ought to be. Here is likewise a detailed analysis of undergraduates' 

Tension Areas--by Those Who Work in the Larger Admin
istrative Areas of the Student World 

(I) Integrity in classroom and examinations. 
(l) Fraternities and sororities. (3) Drinking. 
(4) Recreation and leisure time--intercollegiate 
athletics. (5) Friendship, courtship and mar
riage. ( 6) Secularism, or the indifference to 
rnoraj and spiritual values and realities. 
-Gould Wickey, General Secretary, Council 

of Church Boards of Education, Washing
ton, D. C. 

(I) In many colleges, predominantly Protes
:'.nt, Catholics and Jews are most often not in
, •ted to make their full contribution to the 

0
t"itual life of the institutions. Result, Cath
r;'h and Jews often feel that their legitimate 
n g ts and the values of their traditions are ig
~red and misunderstood. ( 2) In some college 
-. nn;unities there is definite discrimination to-
1/' Jews, Negroes, Latin Americans, Orientals 
ho regards dormitory space or rooms in private 

nnes. ( 3) Most of national fraternities and 

"~, 191/-1 

sororities include certain Christian concepts and 
ritual in their ceremonies. This is used as an 
excuse to exclude Jews. Result, Jews are driven 
to form their own groups. ( 4) Generalized at
titudes toward Jews, Negroes, and other minority 
groups which are unscientific, based upon hear
say, but result in the exclusion of talented and 
spiritually sensitive members of these groups 
from some of the finest experiences of college 
life. 
-Herbert L. Seamans, School and College 

Director, National Conference of Chris
tians and Jews. 

(I) The Jewish-Gentile tension and other ra
cial, class and group tensions. (2) The war 
tension. ( 3) Tensions arising from ucramping" 
attitudes of the college administration. These 
seem to rise annually and concern themselves 
with compulsory chapel, attitudes towards stu
dent organizations, freedom of student participa-

Politics 
Whisperings of a break-up of t;he fra
ternity clique, since the middle thirties 
a strong influence on campus politics, 
were rife during the week. 

Representatives of fraternities com
posing the clique met Tuesday night to 
consider the problem of erasing the bad 
smell allegedly surrounding the organi
zation ..... 

Cause for most of the bad feeling to
ward the clique, formed following the 
dissolution in 1934, of the Revised Stu
dent Council, has been in its relationships 
with the independent or non-fraternity 
groups. Frequent cries of railroading 
and economic discrimination have been 
heard ..... 

During the past two years being brand
ed as the clique nominee has been judged 
by observers as political poison. While 
there has been no permanent, concrete 
non-fraternity party in opposition to the 
clique group, candidates running as "in
dependents" have recently found the go
ing easier ..... 

-The Daily Texan. 

• 
The official Student Council action as-
sumed yesterday is a positive indication 
that a definite movement is taking form 
on the campus towards a general clean
up of the political organization of stu
dent governing bodies. How far will 
it go? 

Nearly every organization on the 
campus has promised its support. This 
is not a reforming crusade on the part of 
any one particular group, but rather a 
move by each group, to do what it can 
to eliminate any signs of underhanded 
politics that interfere with the operation 
of the organization ..... 

.... Most of the student body will be 
satisfied if the council merely pushes 
politics to the background, but if a total 
elimination can be effected it will un
doubtedly herald the beginning of an era 
in campus relations which will result in a 
more unified and more group-conscious 
student body in this college ..... 

-The Pleiad, Albion College (Mich.). 

• 
Events of the week have focused the at-
tention of all ---- on a war that 
has · been quietly going on for some 
months-a war of attitudes, and the mis
interpretation thereof on the part of the 
faculty, on one hand, and the student 
body, on the other ..... 

In September, the student government 
at ---- was reorganized. "That's . 
fine," said the faculty. "We would like 
for the students to take on more respon
sibility." And then, from the student 
viewpoint, they sat back in smug com
placency with the attitude, "Oh, well, in 
a few months, your student govern-
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ment will be right where its predecessors 
have been-forgotten and cast aside." 
When student leaders came and asked 
for more responsibility-asked for a 
chance to take certain phases of student 
government into their own hands, they 
were put off by excuses and prom-
ises ..... 

From the faculty standpoint, as one 
faculty member bluntly put it, "All they 
( the students) seem to want to do is 
raise hell!" And, as we heard Monday, 
the students have "defied constituted au
thority" (whatever that may be). 

Looking at both sides as impartially as 
we can, we conclude that both groups 
are liberally misinterpreting these trou
blesome attitudes in their overzealous
ness to protect their own interests. They 
have construed the "balance of power" to 
mean that if the power of one group 
goes up, the power of the other group 
must go down. This is not necessarily 
true; the "balance of power" is not as 
rigid as all that. 

We do not seriouslv believe that the 
faculty thinks of the" students as being 
infantile ..... We do not believe, fur
ther, that the students are forever hell
bent. True, they have their wilder mo
ments. But any psychologist will tell 
you that this is normal. 

All things considered, it would seem 
that both sides are making mountains 
out of molehills ..... 

-From a college newspaper. 

• 
Honor 

There will be an honor system in--
governed by the students of--- and 
maintained by the acts and conduct of 
those students while on the campus, in 
the classrooms, and in the dormitories. 

In scholastic work, there will be a writ
ten pledge from each student, worded: 
"I have neither given nor received aid 
on this paper." If a student is caught 
cheating, he will be told privately to stop 
and that the disciplinary student has 
pledged himself to defend the merits of 
the system and that his duty is to tell 
the offender and to explain the functions 
of the system to him. He is to be shown 
the necessity for his participation in the 
system for the benefit to the system, to 
him, and to the student body as a whole. 

The facts of the act and the con
versation between the two shall be held 
in confidence by the disciplinary stu
dent ..... 

The student should be asked to report 
himself to the honor council on a re
occurrence of cheating. He should be 
given three days to do so, and if at the 
end of three days, the person does not 
report himself then the person who 
caught him cheating the second time 
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opinions on drinking, and a check-up on their church-going-with findings 
that may be surprising. 

Higher education, a good majority believes, is not overemphasized, as som e 
people would seem to think. Education is not even meeting present-day 
needs, they conclude. 

ACADEMIC SORE SPOTS 

What would they do to improve it? The problem is obviously one of tre 
mendous proportions, but these are a few of the suggestions: Students wi ll 
tell you that there are too many campus misfits cluttering up the process of 
education; they would find some means of restricting enrollments. Sex edu
cation courses they would make compulsory, but class attendance would be 
voluntary. Most co-eds would disparage the notion that it is more importa nt 
to find a husband at college than to study. Final examinations. 5 3 per cent 
say, are not a fair test of a student's knowledge of a course. But most wo uld 
prefer to keep the ABC system of grading instead of being merely eith er 
passed or failed. The larger part frown on hazing. 

Overwhelmingly approved by both men and women is R.O.T.C. traini ng 
and civilian aviation courses. In general, however, if the majority of the 
students ruled the college world, higher education would point more and m ore 
toward a wide cultural background rather than toward technical and pro
fessional training. 

In one of the most emphatic votes ever registered in any Student Opin ion 
Surveys poll, 96 per cent asserted that college administrations should have no 
right to hinder a student's personal political activities or expressions of opin
ion. Only 91 per cent, however, defended the academic freedom of fa culty 
members. Most students want to learn the facts about the "isms" in the 
classroom. "But be sure the teachers teach, not preach," said a Middle 
Western junior. They want their college editors to discuss extra-mural prob
lems of the world; 75 per cent read editorial comment in their campus pa pers 
at least in part. 

ON DRINKING AND CHURCH-GOING 

The prevalent idea that the average American collegian is more than likely 
an excessive drinker is not compatible with the opinion of a majority of the 
students. Six out of every ten believe their schoolmates don't drink too 
much; 30 per cent of the men and 50 per cent of the women say t hey are 
teetotalers. Here is a tabulation of the two surveys taken on this qu estion, 
the close parallel in the figures demonstrating the stability of the samplin g 
devices used by Student Opinion Surveys: 

tion in social issues, and the like. ( 4) "Power 
politics on campuses." These concern themselves 
with campus organizations, fraternities, and the 
like. ( 5 ) Certain religious tensions: (a) Has 
Christianity failed? It seems to have had so 
little effect on things, national or international. 
(b) How can God be a good God and let this 
war go on? Or how could he be God and let it 
start? Or is there even a God? (d) Let's "can" 
Christianity and get into the army. Then when 
it is all over we will go back and pick up the 
pieces where we find them and go on with Chris
tianity. Let's not drag Christianity into this. 
We will come back to Christianity later when we 
can again wash our hands. . • . . ( 6) What is 

the Christian position? Why isn't there one? 
Is Christianity too "namby-pamby"? Isn' t this _a 
real weakness in Christianity not to have a po51• 

tion? (7) Resentment and tension aris ing fr olll 
the smugness and complacency of some. (8~ 
Tension arising from positions towards war ~n 
peace, i.e., the pacifist position. (9) The tension 
in individual life between indifference and a rud· 
derless life philosophy and the direction resulting 
from religious foundations and a consc iously sat· 

isfactory conviction. t 
-DeWitt C. Baldwin, Secretary for Studt 

Work, Board of Missions and Church t· 
tension, Methodist Church. 

Tension Areas--by Church Directors of Student 
Religious Programs 

(I) The outmoded, uneducational, unscientific, the curriculum resulting in inadequate purpasl 
personality-destroying practice of giving grades and motivation in the students. . oftell 
and grade points with its attendant result in ( 3) The content of the courses 15 tOO ,ning· 
cheating by the students. presented by the professors in a way me 'fht 

( 2) Lack of co-ordination and unity within less to the life and experience of the student• 
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Believe students don't drink too much .. 
Admit they drink (both men and women) 
Opposed to return of prohibition . 

1939 
65 o/o 
60% 
78 o/o 

1941 
61 o/o 
61 o/o 
81 o/o 

And this is something some people may not believe, but it represents the 
honest answers of honest students: 40 per cent attend church regularly, 48 
per cent occasionally, 12 per cent never; since arriving on the campus, 54 
per cent go to church more often than or about the same as they did at home. 
These are the results, cross-tabulated, as to religious belief: 

Attend church regularly . 
Attend church occasionally 
Never attend church 

All 
40 % 
48 % 
12 o/o 

Prot. 
39 % 
54 % 
7 % 

Cath. 
75 o/o 
20 o/o 

5 % 

Jew 
9 % 

67 % 
24 % 

Other 
24 % 
5 5 o/o 
21 o/o 

Do you go to church more or less often than you did before you came to 
college? 

More often 
Less often . 
About the same 

All 
15 % 
46 % 
39 % 

• 

Prot. 
16 o/o 
49 o/o 
3 5 % 

Cath. 
10 o/o 
31 o/o 
59 o/o 

J.::w 
12 % 
52 o/o 
36 o/o 

Other 
18 o/o 
43 % 
39 % 

I HAYE tried to select, by collecting ideas from several campus leaders-adult 
and student, those points of tension which, I believe, most keenly affect student 

life here on our own campus. For the first problem or "tension area": I think im
mediately of "Acute Loneliness"! I suppose loneliness is common to all of us. In 
some area of living, each of us is lonely. We never reveal our complete true selves. In 
Kentucky there is a river which is about 3 00 yards long. It rises up to the earth's 
surface at one end, from where no one knows; it sinks beneath the earth's surface at 
the other end, going where, no one knows. And yet, when it rains within a ten mile 
radius of "Hidden River," the amount of water in the visible 300 yards of surface 
~ is immediately increased. Every human life, in analogy, is a hidden river; only a 

courses are subject matter-centered rather than 
experience-centered. 

( 4) The frequent practice of each professor 
considering his course as indispensable and there
fore the assigning of work beyond the time of 
the student. No correlation between professors' 
assignments. 

. (5) Overorganized state of the student life 
"

1th its attendant whirl of student activities. 
. (6) The slurs thrown at religion by a few un
informed professors who are personally nourishing 
•n old grudge and frustration. 
b (l) The difference of opinion and judgment 
~t>,een the administration and large minority of 

t ' student s regarding the pre sent world crisis 
' nd ways of solution. 

(S) An over -apportionment of time and loyal
ty given to the fraternities and sororities . 

(9) Expensive social functions. 
f (IO) Discrimination against students by some 
ratern· . f d r 1• • tties and sororities because o race an 
•us,on. 

b ( 11 l The Selective Service Act which will '••k. 
( 

1n on the education of many male students. 
12'l An over-emphasis on athletic s for the 
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few with the demand for a winning team by stu
dents, faculty , 0 fans," and alumni. 
-Herman N. Beimfohr, Director, Wesley 

Foundations and Colleges, Southern Cali
fornia-Arizona Conference. 
(I) We find lack of democracy in the suppres

sion of freedom of speech, autocratic control of 
organizations by adults while giving a semblance 
of student leadership, a lack of tolerance and the 
failure to recognize and present more than one 
side of a question. (2) Teacher-student tensions 
grow out of the fact that the teacher does not 
know the student: his background, the adjust
ments he is having to make, and how he is go
ing about making them. Along with this is the 
problem of the student who begins to think 
but is not given an opportunity to develop this 
into a constructive force. ( 3) In the area of 
religion the tensions seem to arise from students' 
desire for a vital experience of God and the prac 
tices of organized religion, also from a conflict 
between traditionally accepted beliefs and his 
growing intellectual attainment s. 
-Ethelene Sampley, Director, Wesley Foun

dation, Mississippi State College for 
Women. 

would be bound to report him to the 
honor council. 

. . . . There will be a call meeting 
within one day in case of the reporting 
of the violation of the honor code. The 
honor council shall commend the per
son in reporting himself for any dis
honorable offense, and the offender will 
have the right to drop the course as well 
as to have the functions, merits, necessity 
of the honor system to the student body 
explained to him. Then, if a person 
refuses to report himself making it neces
sary for the persons who caught him 
cheating to report him, the offender will 
be called before the honor council, and 
automatic failure m the course will be 
the penalty. 

At all times . anyone involved 
in any way will keep in confidence the 
conversations, the results and penalties 
of any disciplinary action. . 

-From a college newspaper. 

• We all want something for nothing, but 
a recent occurrence on campus showed 
too clearly that this, like everything, can 
go too far. The stealing and distribu
tion of five exams to students before the 
exam was given is more than a mild form 
of cheating. 

Exam questions are made up on the 
theory that a cross-section of questioning 
will reveal the general knowledge of the 
student. When the student has the 
exam, knows definitely what to study 
and what to omit, he himself is the 
loser ..... 

The cardinal sin, however, is the sell
ing of exams to the students. $ 5 or $10 
is a high price to pay for a decent grade 
on a final, and it can be chalked up for a 
definite loss in educational value. 

It is the student's responsibility to see 
that he gets an education-fairly. It's 
possible to get grades by many means 
besides honest study. But the problem 
of playing square with the university is 
completely in the hands of the students. 
If they refuse to buy exams and study 
as they should, the practice would be 
stopped and the students who, presum
ably, are here for an education, would 
profit. 

-The Northwestern Daily . 

• \Ve Americans have talked so long and 
so loudly about our rights and privileges 
that we are prone to overlook the other 
and more vital side of self-government
and even of good citizenship. It con
sists of duties and responsibilities. 

Rights and privileges, to be true, are 
essential. But rights and privileges with
out corresponding duties and obligations 
destroy self-government. 

Translated into the affairs of the 
campus, what then is the real crux of 
the problem of student self-government? 
Just what is meant by the statement that 
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student self-government has been unsuc
cessful and has been abandoned on nearly 
every college campus in this country? 

Fundamentally, it means just one 
thing-the "honor systems" have been 
broken down. It is in only a few in
stances, here and there, usually in some 
smaller college, or in some old institution 
where the forces of tradition are still 
binding, that any semblance of the honor 
system remains. 

Yet, the honor system is the very heart 
and core of student self-government. 
Under it the student assumes the re
sponsibility to do his part, the very basis 
of which is just plain, common honesty. 

Here in a nutshell is your whole prob
lem of self-government. There probably 
isn't a college faculty in Texas that 
would not welcome the opportunity of 
relinquishing the unpleasant task of mak
ing rules and enforcing what amounts to 
ordinary police regulations, provided, of 
course, the students would assume the re
sponsibility ..... 
-George C. Hester in Tl,e Megaphone, 

Southwestern University (Texas). 

• The faculty and administrative officers 
must step aside utterly and turn over the 
whole problem of honesty in examina
tions, lock, stock, and barrel, to the 
undergraduates themselves and let them 
deal with it in their fashion. When un
dergraduates really found such a system 
it means that they have become con
vinced that cheating must be regarded 
by them as an offense against their own 
code and no longer merely one against 
faculty and trustees. A violator is then 
judged as having forfeited his place in 
the group and is drummed out of town 
by his own classmates. 

-Christian Gauss, Life in College. 

• 
"I'm Too Busy" 

A problem, perhaps typical of the 
women's college of today, is to be found 
in the foundation of a committee at Con
necticut College for the purpose of "de
crowding" their overly crowded calendar. 
The committee has been finding itself in 
an embarrassing position lately, however, 
for the calendar is so full that the cru
sading members can find no time to meet. 

-From an exchange column. 

• Goosestep 
What was the matter with the Uni
versity women? Why was it that we 
couldn't seem to get interested any more? 

The answer to this bothersome prob
lem came from a friend of ours who 
had just transferred from another col
lege. In the course of the conversation 
he happened to mention that the nice 
thing about the Northwestern womeh 
was that they were all alike. THAT was 
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fraction of one's true self ever appears for men to share and to understand. Our 
larger selves lie hidden, even from our own knowledge. And it is within our larger 
selves, the revealing of which and the sharing of which is an art which we have not 
yet mastered-it is within our larger selves that we discover keen, stabbing loneliness 
-therein we are alone. 

On every college campus, I dare say, there are those persons who are acutely aware 
of that portion of their lives which, seemingly, has no companionship, and when one 
of those persons becomes aware of that tension area to the extent that he is self-con
scious in his efforts to be a normal social creature he may deal with his problem in one 
of three ways: 

(a) In his lack of perspective, in his concentration upon his problem as being pe
culiar to him, he may become almost isolated from the group of persons with whom 
he should be associating; he feels himself a misfit. And he begins upon a vicious 
cycle: he becomes aware of his inability to be completely merged into a group, there
fore, he feels himself misfitted to that group; consequently, he withdraws from the 
group, and in so doing he magnifies in his own mind, his handicap, all of which con
vinces him more than ever that he cannot be a part of his group. 

(b) Or in his first realization that in certain parts of his life he is lonely, there 
grows in his mind a fear that because he is lonely, he must be different, and if he is 
very "different" he will be isolated from the group. This very fear may drive him to 
become very unbalanced in the other extreme, in that he may attempt to affiliate him
self with every possible group. Every campus has its "joiners" who apply for mem
bership in any and every club. Such persons refuse to admit their problem into the 
room of their intelligent analysis, and as a result of such dishonesty those persons suc
ceed only in "spreading themselves out thin" instead of digging deep into the soil of 
resourceful living . 

( c) There is a third way. It seems to me that an effective religious ministry to a 
person facing this problem of coping with one's aloneness, could succeed not only in 
the discovery of an adequate solution, but could convert the problem, itself, into a 
means of achieving more abundant life. Religion should lift up for that person the 
whole of life--the lives of all men-and in some way give perspective on his problem. 
It should let him see that a person's loneliness can be proportionate with his great
ness; that every great man was great simply because he had ventured out farther into 
the sea of understanding than his fellows, and in so doing, he had gone beyond his 
fellows, alone. Jesus must have been the most lonely man the world has known, be
cause he used the fine tensions of his spirit as his telescope through which he looked 
into the vastness of the Universe, and saw beyond what any other man has ever seen. 
Religion should show that student that every spirit is rooted in integrity, including 
his own, and that every sensitive spirit must cope with the problem of how to use his 
loneliness. In the low uses of loneliness lie cynicism, neuroticism; in the high uses 
of loneliness, there lie insight, poise, purpose, and power. 

As a second problem I would suggest Patterned Personalities. Oftentimes in col
lege, people fail to act as individuals, and act only as a member of a group. By that 
statement I mean, many students do not stop to evaluate for themselves merits or de
merits of activities, projects, or ideas, but they are willing to let the majority in their 

Tension Areas--by Those Who Work Through the 
Christian Associations, Y.M. and Y.W. 

( 1) Dirty campus politics, rivaling many of our 
city political machines. (2) Relationships be
tween men and women. (3) Adjustment to un
accustomed freedom in college. . . . . The prob
lems which should be causing trouble actually do 
so only for a minority-freedom of speech and 
assembly increasingly becomes an issue as various 
college administratives tighten up tensions be
tween pacifists and non-pacifists, or isolationists' 
and interventionists' groups. 
-Luther Tucker, Secretary, World's Student 

Christian Federation. 

Belief. Is it necessary to believe in something? 
What can a person believe about God, about man 
himself? Must a man have faith, or is reason 
enough? Is there a purpose in the world? Is a 
high loyalty or sense of devotion essential to a 
full life? Must man have a purpose for living? 

Moral principles. How important is it that a 

man should hold with firmness to certain ,uoJ· 
ards of moral conduct? 

Life purpose. How and where does a rn•• la< 
hold of a deep, absorbing purpose in life-:"°"': 
thing big enough and sufficiently challeng_inSJJ,. 
become for him the central stream of h15 

to which everything else becomes secondary? stDl' 
Sched1tles. How hold in balance, or sorn• Jr 

of proportion, the four essentials--classes, stu ' 
recreation, and rest? (ID 

Friends. Too many easy acquaintanc.,..-toit>' 
few real friends. How build one or two g•:

1 
1 

friendships in a setting often disrupted~ ~ 
system of fraternities or other excl usive 

I 
r" • 

which tend to provide a delightful sens~~ 
ognition and security for the few and an 

for the many? . els! I• 
Money. Must one spend to have fr,en clictl' 

lack of money an insurmountab le h•0 

~ 



groups make up their minds for them. There is an evident reluctance to active ly par
ticipate as a person in campus elections, student government, shaping of campus atti
tudes, etc. Occasionally, a lone, brav e student rises up and stands against his group or 
his dominant campus attitude, because he honescly thinks he is right. To such a stu
dent go our "Bravo's." 

But the majority of our students are perfectly willing to be dominated by the rulings 
of the social clubs, frats, classes, etc. Too, there is an obvious acceptance on the part 
of underclassmen of their upperclassmen ideas. Students are, too often, willing to have 
their attitudes toward religion, government, athletics, etc., formulated by other stu
dents. Students are sometimes too willing to do the usual thing, mostly because 
"Everybody's doing _it!" 

In many instances this problem is the result rather than the cause. It is often be
cause a student is trying to feel himself identified with his larger group that he per
mits his individual ideas to be chucked over for the "ruling of the masses." Often
times a "patterned personality" is the result of a student's not knowing what to do 
with his loneliness. However, docility to a larger group can also be a very great 
problem within itself. It thwarts the person's opportunity to live abundantly in his 
own right. He is not an ordered individual; he is rather a patch-work of secondhand 
attitudes. And he seriously threatens the society in which he lives. The key to the 
democratic way of life lies in the willingness of each person to participate, as an in
dividual associated with the larger group. 

If religion ever saturates the lives of persons, it must show them to be valuable 
not as cogs in a machine, but as specific personalities. The whole basis of the Chris
tian religion is the belief that each man is unique, and that the significance of that 
uniqueness depends upon that man's response-as a person-to the eternal in life. 

Tension areas in all of life are imperative. Without the effort to be
come aware and to achieve, there could be no life. And wherever there 
is effort struggling to be fruitful, there is tension. Tension is the embryo 
of growth; it must be. Our tension areas are not our major problems. 
Our real difficulties arise in our not knowing what to do with those ten
sions; because our response to our tensions can lend fineness and balance 
to our lives, or it can submerge them in chaos and bitter misunderstand
ing. 

Religion has two ministries to perform. Religion's ministry must be
gin by "coring into" problem areas, lifting out the real seeds of the prob
lem, and exposing them to the scrutinizing light of perspective. However, 
religion's ministry to student life must, at the same time, reach into the 
mind-fibers of the student and guide him in the weaving of those fibers 
into patterns which will call for a total response of the person to the prob
lem in a way that stretches and ennobles and dignifies his personality and 
his use of life. Religion's ministry must approach the two simultaneously, 
lifting up the true problem and the true response. 

Does a fat allowance lead one to the best things 
1n college? 

Drinking. Can good times be had only when 
beer or liquor flows? Is the non-drinking man 
the. fellow without friends? Are college men 
'.,"fficiently astute to recognize the effect of 
rn,11,on-dollar" advertising which associates 

drinks with all the best society? 
\\'lomen-udates" or per sons? How meet 

rnen_ (or women) in settings other than those of 
~'rttes and dates? Fun and recreation, of course. i"~ without association on intellectual and cultur
i ases; without co-operation in community work, r~ts, religious conferences, etc., where is the 

ISts fo . d d h h ' 11:'h . r coming to un erstan eac ot er . 
of •he is the groundwork for intelligent choice 
~ e future wife (or husband)? 

~ hampus honors. Are they worth the price, 
t er· · 

10 b 111 time consumed or the politics that have 

1 
e played? 

,11.i;olatio11is,n, Midst the rush of campus ac
,. hY-how keep an interest in outside affairs, 
, t e Id 
1.,d ~or at large? 

i,,k 't"on. Inability to make decisions, or 
•ning O 

• courage to take a definite stand. Dead
influence of certain faculty people, who 
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though expert in their particular fields, are "weak 
sisters," ruled by timidity and fear, in daring 
to speak out and act on controversial, social, 
economic or political issues in campus or com
munity life. (Notable exceptions, of course; 
honor to them!) 

Economic secm·ity. How solve that question 
of a suitable job after college? Something to 
live on; something on which to start a home . 

Class distinction. How meet the drift toward 
becoming an aristocrat, in attitude if not in 
fact? Difficulty in overcoming the pressure of 
the thought that college men are a shade better 
than ordinary people and have a right to a bet
ter standard of living. 
-Ray Sweetman, Secretary, Student Chris

tian Movement, New York State. 

• 
Many of our [ college administrators'] 
methods seem to be based upon the 
thought that students come to college to 
resist an education. 
-Max Mason, one-time President of the 

University of Chicago. 

the trouble! ! ! We had it now. They 
are all alike. Kappas, Thetas, Gamma 
Phis, and even the open house girls, all 
of them. This prompted a little closer 
study of the situation, which only served 
to bring the horrible fact into a sharper 
focus. We, and a thousand or so fel
lows like us, had not been dating indi
vidual personalities, but rather an arti
ficial type. 

.... Their original personalities had 
been suffocated by the college system. 
It wasn't their fault really, because a 
non-conformist just did not fit into the 
pattern laid out by the god of the so
cial whirl. 

A girl who doesn't look, act and talk 
as Betty Co-ed should look, act and talk 
isn't smooth. She must learn when to 
be sweet and when to be bored whether 
she feels like it or not. She must dance 
properly; no, not j',ust properly, but ex
actly like three thousand other girls. She 
must be the epitome of suave compati
bility, a product from the Northwestern 
production line ..... 

-The No1·thwestern Daily. 

• We would like them [students] to ap-
proach this world of theirs and its prob
lems with an attitude compounded of 
the clear, high thinking and intellectual 
honesty of the best Greeks, and the hu
mility and sense of the rights of others 
and wrong in themselves that is our her
itage from Palestine. 
-Kerr D. Macmillan, former President, 

Wells College. 

• One who is lost m a crowd 1s lost to 
himself. 

-Ibid. 

• College students, with all their hue and 
cry for free-thinking by and large prefer 
to sit at a lecturer's feet, or lean upon a 
textbook authority, rather than roll up 
their sleeves and set to work thinking 
out a problem for themselves. They are 
quite upset to have their preconceptions 
disturbed, and easily discouraged when 
familiar landmarks are called into ques
tion. 

-Paul E. Johnson, Who Are Yott? 

• These conflicts create unfortunate self-
ratings, feelings of limitation, inferior
ity-possibly superiority. The rush, con
fusion, emotional conflict, the constant 
striving for social status cause fears , 
worries, jealousies, hate. These are ten
sions. Tension means contracted muscle. 
Tension devitalizes and disintegrates. Ten
sion burns up fuel and wastes energy; 
"it takes it out of you." A large amount 
of expended energy usually means waste 
products; this means fatigue; fatigue 
causes us to cease doing our best and 
induces failure. 
-Margaret E. McGaul, Gttidance for College 

Students. 
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Toward a Philosophy for "Man Alive" 
BUT you have courage. You are going to war if it comes." 

"That may save me. Fighting something solid. Fighting what others are fighting. Not alone. N of alone, 

against half-grown boys. Then, when it is all over, I shall not be by myself. There will be other poor devils even worse 

off than I am. This is the first tinie I have ever felt I was needed .... that I belong with the living .... that I 

am not drifting outside . .... " 
"That may save you," she said, "at least you can believe-if it is only that the struggle is worth while." 

He was murmuring under his breath. "To find something bigger than life . ... bigger than death . ..•. " 
From In This Our Life. By Ellen Glasgow. New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company. 1941. 

• 
THE fact is, some men are more sensitive than others, as there are good and bad violins. A great work of art 

requires a finely appreciative soul to draw from it the full enjoyment of which it is capable. The same thing is 

true of a good horse and a good jockey, and of a good musical composition and an understanding musician or con

ductor who can draw out of Schubert all the tenderness that is in Schubert, and out of Brahms and Tschaikowsk'V 

all the sorrow that is in Brahms and Tschaikowsky. And so it is true also of books and authors. Every man's ap

preciation of a good author is strictly limited by his own mental and emotional endowments. One man appreciates 

one line, another man appreciates another, and only rarely do we find a perfect sympathetic response between reader 

and author, as we find between a musical composition and a masterly interpretation by a gifted conductor. 
From With Love and Irony. By Lin Yutang. New York, Jo hn Day Co. 1940 . 

• 
J RECOGNIZED at a very early age that the revolt against metaphysics is the cause of all our misery. It began, 

logically enough, among the Protestant nations, puritanism led it to victory by exalting time, work and money 

to the place of the divine Trinity, and we are now witnessing its most frenzied triumph in our own homeland. Yet 

the revolt itself is less abominable than the indifference which it has broitght in its train, the cosmic stupefyi ng of 

men's minds. . . . . We have, however, to deal with a pestilence of the soul. Our souls refuse to believe any longer 

in their indestrnctibility, and hence in their eternal responsibility. The Heaven of which we have been defrauded 

is the great deficit of our age. Because of it our accounts cannot be balanced, either in the realm of politics or in 

that of economics, because everything human springs from the same source. A consistently godless world is like a 

picture without perspective. A picture without perspective is flatness itself. Without perspective everyt hing is 

meaningless, and when everything is without meaning our natural human rights have 1w meaning either, even the 

right not to be killed. Consequently there is today only one right, namely the so-called power of facts, or the law of 

the jungle, and this will prevail invincibly so long as modern man remains what he is. Since he is unable to believe 

in any kind of indestructibility, he already acknowledges the Devil's creed. For him everything is fleeting and 

nothing is permanent. Nature shows him that everything which is fleeting is mere clay and changes to corruption, 

So at bottom he regards everything as destined to corruption. Even the Church cannot affect this outlook if ii 

maintains itself only as an institution and is not kindled anew with a mystic flame of which it hitherto had no 

inkling. One day, when we are sated with the achievements of applied science, sport, and materialism, the longing 

for this flame, the longing for a new metaphysical consciousness, will be the latest emotion of an audacious avant· 

garde. 
From Embezzled Heaven. By Franz Wedel. The Viking Press: New York City. 1941. 
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South America 

and the New Order 
Murray S. Dickson 

''DIOS!" cried our Peruvian cabin
mate. "San Lazaro! Estamos 

aqui!" 
I rolled over and looked out the 

porthole; for mornings we had seen 
only the Pacific, had watched the 
light run off across the waves as the 
early sun kissed the sea with daylight. 
But this morning, looming up out of 
the water, dark and foreboding in 
the morning mist, was a big hulk of 
an island. 

We were there indeed. There was 
a confusing round with excited cus
~oms officials, who attempted to reply 
tn their impossible English to my 
Worse Spanish. Then we drove 
through earthquake-ravaged Callao 
and on into Lima itself. 

h
lima, capital city of Peru, land of 

t e Incas, is compounded of anach
b0?isms and contradictions. Mud-
rick buildings shoulder new struc

tures of glass brick and steel; old
~0rld balconies and New York neon 
signs overhang the streets; cobble
st0ne alleys open into beautifully 
~v_ed and landscaped boulevards; the 
t niversity of San Marcos, oldest cen
er of learning in the New World, is 
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but a short distance from the Inquisi
tion Chamber, where up until 120 
years ago unfortunates caught read
ing a book without a license from the 
established church were tortured and 
condemned to death. And it's not 
far from the huge colonial Cathedral 
and the Palace of the Archbishop to 
a Peruvian National Protestant 
Church .... the cathedral built hun
dreds of years ago, the church con -
structed since 1915, the date when 
Protestants were first permitted to 
hold public meetings in Peru. 

We had come to Lima for a very 
special purpose. We had come to see 
a dream materialize. Twelve years 
ago, in a Methodist young people's 
conference in Montevideo, the 
Uruguayans and Argentinians saw a 
vision of a Latin American Christen
dom united above national and de
nominational lines. They nursed the 
VlSlon. The idea grew. It spread to 
other nations, other denominations, 
expanding slowly, meeting terrific 
obstacles. Various countries held their 
first interdenominational youth con
ferences, looking forward to Lima. 
And now the Conference, the First 

12 sacks to a craneloa 
cranes to a shi p 



Latin A111erican Conference of Prot
estant Youth, was materializing. The 
dream had come true. 

The congress met under difficul
ties. Many countries had elected dele
gates and had then, after herculean 
efforts, still been unable to finance 
them. The government had taken 
no action on our long-pending appli
cation for the necessary permit to 
hold a cbnference in Peru, and we 
~ere meeting in violatio~ of the law, 
m danger of indefinite imprisonment; 
San Lazaro is a reality in Peruvian 
politics. 

I think I have never seen a more 
wonderful group of people than the 
thirty-nib.e delegates and fifteen fra
ternal representatives gathered there 
in Lima at the Colegio Norteameri
cano. Possessed of a keen sense of 
humor, with unlimit~d capacity for 
fun and good-fellowship, they were 
quick to make friends with each 
other and to receive us "norteameri
canos" into their fellowship. We 
were ma de at home from the very 
first, and the very associations of the 
congress i.n themselves made the ex
perience invaluable. It was startling 
to find how completely one's thoughts 
and living were in harmony with 
those of Christians from totally dif
ferent racial and cultural back
grounds. I believe that the high qual
ity of the personnel was one reason 
for the success of the Conference. 

_Another important factor was the 
series of addresses by Dr. Sante Bar
bieri, ld lian born, European and 
American educated, Brazilian citizen 
directing a theological seminary in 
Argentina. Dr. Barbieri is a grad
uate of Southern Methodist Univer
sity, my alma mater, and I shall never 
f~rget the thrill of standing up with 
him on top of a table at Rio Blanco, 
where the Conference had gone for 
a picnic, and singing "Varsity." But 
a grea~er thrill it was to sit, night 
after night, and hear Dr. Barbieri ex
pound, simply and directly but with 
a startling profoundness, the theme 
of the Conference, "With Christ a 
New World." He spoke first of our 
concept of God, insisting that if we 
were to have a new world through 
Christ, the beginning point was in 
a complete acceptance of Christ's new 
concept of God as a loving father, a 
complete fejection of the earlier He
brew con~ept of God as a jealous and 
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bloodthirsty tribal deity. But a new 
God is not enough, said Dr. Barbieri. 
There must be also a new man, a 
man sincere, honest, strong, healthy, 
consecrated, self-sacrificing, and joy
ous. And this new God and new man 
in Jesus must produce a new religion, 
a religion that scorns form and cere
mony and is a continuous outward 
expression of a genuine inward con
dition, rather than a pharisaical at
tempt to impress one's neighbors. 
Then Dr. Barbieri spoke of the new 
economic order. Finally, in the con
cluding session of the congress, on 
Sunday evening after a week of in
tense work, Dr. Barbieri, speaking 
again simply and directly, but with a 
tremendous urge and power, chal
lenged us, dared us, to accept Christ 
in all of His meaning, to make reli
gion a part of all of life, to dedicate 
ourselves to realizing the motto of the 
Conference, "With Christ a New 
World." 

The proceedings read as I imagine 
the record of an early church con
ference during the first years after 
Christ would read. Much was said 
of the importance of disciplined in
ner spiritual devotion, developed 
through prayer and Bible study, 
through fellowship with other Chris
tians, through public worship and 
service. The question of evangelism 
was seen as an opportunity to share 
with others the glorious privilege of 
being a Christian. The social action 
report condemned "the present capi
talistic system, based on economic op
pression and inequality, speculation, 
and exploitation of oppressed classes." 
It pledged the Conference "to strive 
for the implantation of a co-operative 
system," supporting the existing co
operative movement and educating 
for its extension. The congress voted 
"to repudiate all classes of war and 
to recommend that Protestant youth 
not bear arms under any pretext." 
It insisted on the importance of the 
abolition of child labor, the curtail
ment of the dope and liquor traffic, 
and the development of "the person
al integrity and purity and well
rounded spiritual development of 
man." 

All these pronouncements of the 
Conference are so startlingly in har
mony with early New Testament 
dicta and with the early practices of 

the church that one can but marvel 
at the parallel. And the analogy be
comes more apparent upon an exami
nation of the background of the dele
gates. 

For in Latin America the religion 
of the established church has been 
completely divorced from the daily 
living of the people, at the same time 
that it has controlled their economic 
and political destinies. It is a religion 
of ritual and magic formulae through 
which the worshiper hopes to evade 
evil and win some desired good, rather 
than a code, an impetus for living . 
For example, the little old woman 
who was caretaker in the beautifu l 
church of Santo Domingo in Are
quipa proudly and in tones of awe 
pointed out to me an image of " la 
Santa Maria" which she explained ha d 
been made by two angels in heave n 
and let down in a cloud to the buil d
ers of this particular church; wha t
ever woman worshiped the Santa 
Maria according to the prescribe d 
forms and paid the prescri bed alms 
would be freed of such and such 
diseases. Yet the same women who 
were taught thus to worship "t he 
Perpetual Virgin" bore illegitima te 
ch~ldren to the presumab ly celibate 
pnests, and saw no inconsis tency in 
such practices. Thus tota lly is re
ligion divorced from · life. 

And this same phenomenon of ir
religious religion manifes t s itself in 
the economic and political life of the 
west-coast countries. We visite d a 
mine, 16,000 feet up in the An des, 
where an orthodox Catholic overseer 
forced the Indians to work t en hours 
a day, six days a week, for eighty 
cents a month. La Paz newspapers, 
while we were in the city, pro claimed 
that National Justice was in the hands 
of one powerful family who con
trolled all the important posts and 
used them to their own advantage; 
the family are big churchme n. 

Yet out of a backgroun d like this 
came a conference whose records read 
like New Testament writings in mod
ern language. And this is their chal
lenge to us. If, out of such difficul
ties, Latin American Chris tian young 
people can rise to such height s, how 
much more ought we, fortun ate 
North Americans, to broaden our 
vision, extend our dept h, foll?: 
Christ in all our lives, and build v,rit 

Him a new world . 



Dialogue in Letters 
Between Two Young Men Caught 

Historic Struggle 

. 
1n a 

AS the summer months of 1940 wore 
on, thinking on the subject of peace 

and war took on added seriousness for all 
sincere and wide-awake young people who 
were trying to face the situation of 
tyranny and destruction which the world 
presented. Many of the issues seemed 
confused and it became harder and harder 
to make judgments in regard to what 
one's personal attitude should be and 
what action the government should take. 
When in the early fall the Selective Serv
ice act became a fact, it became necessary 
for young people to make a decision in 
regard to their own stand. The young 
men whom we have designated as George 
and Roger had been united in their feel
ing against oppression and destruction and 
were both trying to think through their 
own positions. Gradually they found 
themselves taking opposing viewpoints 
as to the method in which the interna
tional situation should be met. Roger 
was among those young men who felt 
that war is a distasteful but necessary 
method of meeting totalitarian aggression 
and destruction, and therefore favored the 
Selectiv~ Service act designed for the 
preparation for the defense of this coun
try. George, however, among a few 
others, who considered the whole situa
tion very carefully from every viewpoint, 
felt that he could not accept this first 
step toward the militarization of the 
country. Just before the date announced 
for the registration of all young men for 
a year of military training, he signed a 
statement explaining why he and the 
others could not register because of con
scientious objection to war. Excerpts 
from the statement which they signed on 
October 11, 1940, follow: 

It is impossible for us to think of the con
scription law without at the same time thinking 
?£ the whole war system. To us, the war system 
" an evil part of our social order, and we declare 
that we cannot co-operate with it in any way. 
'War is an evil because it is in violation of the 
: ay of Love as seen in God through Christ. 
. ar consists of mass murder, deliberate starva-

tion, vandalism, and similar evils. The war 
rnethod perpetuates and compounds the evils it 
Purports to overcome. It is impossible to over;me evil with evil, as history reveals. The last 
th orld War is a notorious case of the failure of 

1. e War system, and there is no evidence to be
~•ve that this war will be any different. We 
, ave also been led to our conclusion on the 
nonscription law in the light of its totalitarian 
•ture, It is a totalitarian move when our gov-
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(Editor's Note: Dialogue in the April 
issue of motive gave the background for 
the letters which are printed here. 
George's letters have been written from 
a Federal Penitentiary, where the am01mt 
one can write is limited. Again we are 
grateful to several persons for securing 
this correspa,ndence fa,r us. And we 
should not fail to express our gratitude to 
the two boys for allowing us to use the 
letters.) 

ernment msists that the man power of the nation 
take a year of military training. It is a totali
tarian move for the President of the nation to 
be able to conscript industry to produce certain 
materials which are deemed necessary for national 
defense without considering the actual physical 
needs of the people. We believe therefore that by 
opposing the Selective Service law, we will be 
striking at the heart of totalitarianism as well as 
war. We do not accept war and conscription as 
necessary evils. We believe that permanent peace 
is possible and that when the world loses sight 
of this, it lowers the whole standard of civiliza
tion. The time to work for peace is when war 
and dictatorship threaten. If this conflicts with 
the state, we must obey our conscience before 
we obey the state. As Chief Justice Charles 
Evans Hughes has said: "In the forum of con
science duty to a moral power higher than the 
State has always been maintained. The essence 
of religion is belief in a relation to God involv
ing duties superior to those arising from any 
human relation." This brings us directly to the 
problem of how to express our convictions on 
October 16. We feel a deep bond of unity with 
those who decide to register as C.O.'s, but our 
own decision must be different for the following 
reasons: If we register under the act, even as 
Conscientious Objectors, we are becoming part 
of the act. If we try to rationalize on the theory 
that we must go along with the act in order to 
fight the fascism and militarism of which it is a 
part, it seems to us that we are doing that very 
thing which all pacifist Christians abhor: we are 
consciously employing bad means on the theory 
that to do so will contribute to a good end. We 
do not contend that the American people mali
ciously choose the vicious instrument of war. 
In a very perplexing situation, they lack the 
imagination, the religious faith, and the precedents 
to respond in different manner. If it is urged 
that this act, however bad, has been arrived at by 
the democratic process, let us not forget that it is 
possible, democratically, to vote democracy out of 
existence. It is not alone for our own exemption 
from fighting that we work-it is for freedom 
of the American people from fascism and mili
tarism. For these reasons we hereby register our 
refusal to comply in any way with the Selective 
Training and Service Act. We do not expect to 
stem the war forces today; but we are helping 

to build the movement that will conquer in the 
future. 

On November 14th the young man 
whom we have designated as George, re- ' 
ceived his final sentence to a year's im
prisonment in a federal institution for 
failure to comply with the Selective Serv
ice act. Both young men continued to 
do a great deal of thinking in regard to 
the relation of the Christian to the whole 
question of war and peace. They con
tinued to write to each other at inter
vals carrying on the discussion which 
they had come to find invaluable for the 
development of their thinking on this 
vital subject. We start with the first 
letter Roger was able to write George af
ter the sentence. 

December 8, 1940. 
Dear George: 

I was down at the court the morning of your 
sentence, but though I got there early I was 
unable to get in the courtroom. I had hoped 
very much to see you that morning. Needless 
to say, I was sorry about the course of events, 
but I'm sure that you will find life as meaning
ful as anyone could in the situation. I was very 
glad to read what you wrote the last couple of 
days and others were too. What you wrote about 
Christian unity in the face of differences meant 
a lot to me. 

When people find that I know someone who 
refused to register, I am asked a great many 
questions. By rights, I guess, I should argue 
against you, but when I see how some of them 
look at it, I find myself closer to you than to 
them, and often end up by all but arguing on 
your side--never quite. We' re so used to talking 
around the seminary about how Christian ideal
ism can express itself in either a pacifist or non
pacifist position that we forget to emphasize how 
utterly devoid of idealism either position, as a 
political stand, can be. And I'm inclined to 
think the latter is the more important. It's so 
much easier right now to swing people to one 
position or the other than to make them hold 
the position which they do take for Christian 
reasons. I'm eager to hear from you when you 
get a chance. What you wrote about Christian 
unity in the face of differences meant a lot to me. 

Sincerely, 
Rog. 

December 9, 1940. 
Dear Rog: 

My ideas are, I think, taking on a crystallized 
form more than ever. I am exploring the whole 
field of faith and its meaning as I have never 
been able to before. I have always wondered 
what it means for Kagawa to say that he puts 
all of his trust in God. I am just beginning to 
see. If God is not the Creator and Judge of all 
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the world, if his purpose does not transcend the 
finite purpose of men, if all men are not caught 
up in his meaning which is far beyond their 
own-then life is not worth living. What hap
pens to us is not important. We must live al
ways in the light of God's purpose for us which 
is humility, repentance, love and, of course, much 
more than this. No matter what one does, he 
must do it in the name of God. We never can 
fully approximate the will of God on earth, and 
this forms the crux of the problem for pacifists. 
Therefore, I do not call myself an absolute paci
fist if by that is meant an impossible perfectionism. 
But I am a pacifist because I believe the love of 
God stands not only in judgment upon the miser
able failures of men, but because love also draws 
men towards it. All of us have some of the 
love ethic in us, otherwise we would not 
even know what true love is. Also I am a paci
fist because the war method is a failure. I do 
believe it is possible to settle disputes in ocher 
than bloody ways. But there is a much deeper 
problem which comes up here ( which space ob
viously will not allow me to go into) in regard 
to the validity of minority Christian action. 

I have about decided where I stand when 
viewed from an historical perspective. I am be
coming part of a new monastic movement, but 
not a movement which is a retreat from the be
wilderment of society but which rather lives in 
the midst of the troubles of society. To me 
the movement which is going to be the re
juvenation of the badly institutionalized Chris
tian Church is the one which emphasizes commu
nity disciplined worshipful living in underprivi
leged areas. I am going to give my life to this. 
My religion is definitely God-centered from every 
viewpoint, although, of course, this makes even 
more accentuated my tendency towards action in 
human affairs. Here it is necessary to recognize 
one's own fallibility, but nevertheless acting with 
greater justice and brotherhood as the end in 
view. 

Sincerely, 

George. 

December 22, 1940. 
Dear George: 

It's fine to know that you are finding life as 
meaningful as you are now. I was very much 
interested in reading what you had to say about 
your conception of what you are thinking chat 
your work should be, particularly since I am 
facing some decision of my own. I agreed with 
most of what you had to say. You know I used 
co argue with you about your belief in discipline, 
but I think you are essentially right in what you 
are saying. For me disciplining is an empty idea; 
the question is discipline for something. Your 
social-monastic ideal unquestionably has a lot in 
it-much more than most of us are ready to 
recognize. It is the old idea so necessary now of 
"the church against the world," but in a way 
chat contributes to the world. My only question 
is that I hope you won't overlook the wider pos
sibilities in political action ( used in the widest 
sense of the expression). Your disciplined com
munity, it is true, can do things chat policies can 
never do. But on the ocher hand, political ac
tion can sometimes accomplish at one whack 
things chat a church organization can never get 

done. 

Within the next month I have to make some 

fairly definite decisions about my own future. To 

complicate the problem, there is the business of 

conscription. I am essentially in agreement with 

the draft at the present time, and I don't like 
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being exempted from it. My number is way 
down at the bottom, so I don't expect to be called 
for a long time, but that is just a matter of 
luck. If we were sending an army to war, I'd 
apply for the chaplaincy. As it is, I don't know 
what I ought to do. I'd make a rotten soldier, 
but I sometimes think I ought to be doing that. 
It's all very confusing, and I don't know what 
the answer is. 

I've been sending out Christmas cards this 
week. The two-cent stamps which I got at the 
post office have pictures of big guns on them and 
the words "National Defense." It seemed a ter
rible irony to be putting those stamps on Christ
mas cards. At moments like that I feel very close 
to you boys. Our ideal certainly is a long way 
from our practice. I wish I could agree with 
you as to the method for drawing the world closer 
co the ideal. Reconciliation is so much more 
wonderful than fighting. I just don't see how it 
can be accomplished until some ocher forces are 
crushed. May Christmas bring you all the joy 
of chose who find in it the reality of Christ and 
the meaning of life. 

Sincerely, 
Rog. 

December 13, 1940. 
Dear Roger: 

I am getting to the place where I do not like 
to refer to pacifism as such. There is so much 
danger of its becoming a religion of its own. 
Pacifism is true only if it is Christian. Chris
tianity is much more profound than simply talk
ing about "the way of love." Our problem only 
begins when we talk of "loving everybody a liccle 
more." For the tragedy is we fall short of chis. 
The whole realm of politics in life is a com
promise with love. If we speak of love as abso
lute pacifism, then any political measure such as 
non-violent resistance is not pacifistic. In this 
life we are trying to approximate the way of life 
seen in Christ, but when we take an interest in 
politics we fall far shore. Policies and love don't 
mix very well. I do not call myself an abso
lute pacifist at all. I am merely a person who 
tries to live in a more loving fashion, tries to 
make brother hood a fact, falls far short of this, 
conseq uencly stands under the judgment of God, 
and is in the need of divine grace. I would be a 
terrible cynic if I did not have faith in a loving, 
judging, redeeming God. Human history has been 
such a mess in itself, empires rising and falling, 
seemingly without purpose, nations whose internal 
unity is found only in a common hatred bolstered 
by high-sounding ideals, suffering, suicide, etc. 
What is the meaning of all this? It has no mean
ing in itself. It has meaning only when seen 
from the perspective of God's redemptive pur
pose. This is my faith. 

December 26, 1940. 
Lately I have been puzzling over a very con

fusing intellectual problem which is a basic one 
-the relationship of Church to State, of free
dom co necessity, of prophetism to institutional
ism. I chink I am arriving at a sort of solution. 
The traditional Christian answer has been ex
tremely dialectic and even contradictory. On the 
one hand the Church, the will of God, the pro
phetic stand over against and in judgment upon 

the things of this world. But on the other hand, 

the State, law, and institutionalism with all their 

evils are a necessity because of human sin. I 

agree with chis analysis. But the seemingly tradi

tional Christian way of action that has followed 

from this analysis is to accept the State as or-

dained of God and to support the rulers of the 
State in their decisions and their wars. This I 
do not think follows. In fact, I can only suggest 
what I think the answer is, at least in my pres
ent way of thinking. I think that one can be 
more true to a Christian judgment on the sin of 
the world through minority group action than by 
accepting the more obvious alternative offered in 
everyday life. Frankly, the only hope (both in
dividual and social) which I have in this present 
situation lies in terms of minority action as seen 
in some form of socialist agitation for a co-opera
tive society, and some form of pacifist agitation 
for a warless world. This is far from perfection
ism for which I have no use. Sorry, space is up 
and I can't finish my thought. 

I can understand your position and your di
lemma in the present world situation. In the 
abstract-that is, in principle--you and I agree 
pretty much. Bue the more I chink about the 
world situation, the more I feel that I would 
have to become a complete defeatist and cynic 
in order co support one side or the other in the 
war. What hope is there even if Britain wins 
the war if history is a cycle of rising and falling 
civilizations? This cycle has co be broken some
where, and I chink one of the important points 
at which to break it is at the point of the meth
od of war. I do not believe that war is an essen
tially necessary method. If someone doesn't 
stand against it, however, it will continue to be a 

method. 
Sincerely, 

George. 

January 12, 1941. 
Dear George : 

The days are at hand when we suddenly be
come conscious of our scholarly obligation, and 
figure out we'd better get on the ball. My room
mate would like co hear from you as to what you 
used to do co get your famous feeling of "ur
gency. Or does chat just come co one like 
salvation in some theologies, without your having 
anything co do with it? 

The Christian Century has been running a se
ries of ten articles, five by pacifists and five by 
non-pacifists, in which the authors answer the 
question of whether, if this country gets into 
war, they will support the war. So far, John 
Bennett, Charles Taft, and Niebuhr have ap· 
pearcd for the interventionists; all gave thought• 
fol and non-hysterical answers. On the other side 
they have had Albert Edward Day, John Haynes 
Holmes, and Albert Palmer. With all due regard 
for pacifism, I can't say that their articles have a 
lot of cogency. None of the three seemed to have 
much realization of che contradiction between 
human life and the Kingdom of God, and none 

paid much attention to the terrible forces chat 

are now loose in the world. It is not only that 

I disagree with their ideas on these points; the 

trouble is that they just blithely skid by thelll• 

for the most part, without frankly facing thelll· 

I wish you guys were around to argue wich ~•• 
1. Chr,s· 

so I could occasionally hear some incel ,gent 
. . h ide ches• tian pacifism. About all I hear on t at s r 

days is either pretty wretched appeasement . on 

f 1. h 1· . Th' No foreiS pretty oo 1s re 1g10n. 1s new l ha! 
War Committee, headed by Verne Marshal '(iDed 
got a sorry bunch of fascist-minded guys y 

. • Jcforlllall 
up. Of course, I still won t say a O • for 
of my fellow-travelers; I have co put that 
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the good of my soul. 
[ Continued on page 



NOBODY makes a pass at Daisy. 
Yet according to Pins and 

Needles, a Broadway production of 
these few seasons, she "spends her 
hard-earned bucks on just what the 
ads suggest." She sprinkles on a dash 
of Fleur LaMeur, washes her clothes 
in Lux, uses Ovaltine and Listerine, 
is ful~ of Kellog's bran and eats 
grapenuts on the sly. But still she 
"ain't got 'oomph.' " 

Daisy wants "love and kissing and 
more of what she's missing.'' For this 
reason she falls easily for all adver
tisements and radio commercials 
promisil¼g her the glamor that she 
hopes will bring romance into her 
life. 

Ridiculous as Daisy's case may be, 
the average consumer stumbles along 
about as blindly. And small wonder! 
For consumers are all possessed with 
certain basic wants and needs which 
they are attempting to satisfy. Nat
urally this makes them very sus
ceptible to all commercial appeals 
which promise to help them in their 
quest for such things as beauty and 
riches, power and prestige, health and 
comfort. 

Not only is the consumer con
fronted with thousands of confusing 
claims and counter-claims, but with 
a choice of goods so huge it is human
ly impossible for any single consumer 
to collect the necessary facts which 
he needs to buy intelligently. 

What, then, are you as a consumer 
to do if you want facts instead of 
fables? Unlike Daisy most of you al
~eady know you won't find romance 
1n a package of breakfast food, but 
do_ubtless there are still plenty of 
~h1ngs you'd like to know about buy
ing. 
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Facts or 
Fables 

Buying Aids for 
College Consumers 

Kathryn Blood 

For example, suppose you've been 
saving for months to get a new radio. 
The one you have is done for. After 
you bought it you heard that that 
particular model was never any good 
anyway. Besides you're finished with 
trying to coax it into picking up just 
one good station. Now that yot: ·;·e 
about to junk the old set, you've al
most decided on one of those infini
tesimal portable sets that you carry 
over your shoulde·. The portability 
feature of the small set appeals to you. 
You tell yourself that you could take 
it with you whenver you go whether 
it is just on a picnic or on a trip to 
the mountains or woods. As the 
salesman you talked with said, "It's 
little .... it's light .... and you'll 
love it.'' What he failed to tell you 
is that its performance is poor and it's 
expensive to operate. 

Since few persons have enough 
money that they can afford to buy 
a radio just as a gadget, such facts 
concerning a radio's performance .and 
upkeep would doubtless influence 
their decision. 

But how do you find out these 
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things except by the expensive trial 
and error method? 

Fortunately there are independent 
testing agencies which are attempting 
to bring the testing of consumer 
goods within reach of the con
sumer's pocketbook. Two such or
ganizations and the cost of subscrib
ing to their services are: Consumers 
Union, 17 Union Square West, N. Y. 
C., $3.50; Consumers' Research, 
Washington, N. J., $ 3. 

Both agencies are supported entire
ly by consumers, receiving no money 
whatever from manufacturers, pro
ducers, distributors or advertising 
agencies. They carry on extensive 
testing of a great many different types 
of goods. Reports on the tests are 
published in bulletins, buying guides 
and handbooks which are sent to all 
subscribers. The best buys, those 
that are satisfactory, and the ones 
which the consumer should avoid, are 
all listed by brand name. Reasons for 
giving articles either a high or a low 
rating are given. All ratings take 
into consideration both quality and 
price. Consumers Union, recogniz-

Glenn Hensl ey. Pbot 



ing that workers are consumers, too, 
frequently carries articles on the labor 
con ditions in plants manufacturing 
different brands of commo dities. 

Other publications which will help 
you with your buying problems in
clu de Consumers' G1tide, prepared by 
the Consumers' C<;mnsel Division of 
the Department of Agriculture. A 
limited number of copies of each is
sue are dist ributed free. This journal 
carries clear factual articles not only 
on buying and prices but on many 
other subjects affecting you as a con
sumer. Another government agency 
which puts out informative materials 
on buying is the Bureau of Home 
Economics. You'll find its reports 
and pamphlets on various commod
ities are very helpful. Many of these 
are free; on others there is a nominal 
charge. 

The Household Finance Corpora
tion, 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chi
cago, also prepares bulletins for the 
consumer. Titled Better B11,ymanship 
B11,/letins, they may be secured for 
2 ½ cents each. And whether it is a 
used car or life insurance that you're 
thinking of investing in, you should 
not miss the Facts bulletins published 
by the National Association of Better 
Business Bureaus, Chrysler Building, 
N. Y. C. These are 3 cents each. 

If you're especially ambitious you 
won't stop here. For there's lots more 
you can do. You can find out just 
what you paid for when you bought 
your last jar of cold cream or shaving 
cream-and even learn to make it 
yourself, if you wish. There are 
simple scientific tests which you can 
easily apply not only to cosmetics but 
to many other articles. This can be 
done in your college laboratory or 
even in a kitchen. 

With vacation time almost here, 
there's no doubt about it-you're at 

No two ages are better calculated to 
repel each other than the late teens and 
the early fifties. This, however, is the 
usual spread of years between the boy 
in college and the father at home. Even 
grandfathers are more likely to under
stand their grandsons. A sister a few 
years older almost always has a far juster 
estimate of her brother. That is why 
before a father chastises or reproves a 
college son he should always consult the 
boy's older sister if the boy is lucky 
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a crucial stage in your buying career 
-and you will need all the scientific 
buying aid you can get. For in ad
dition to buying such everyday items 
as cosmetics and silk stockings or 
shirts and razor blades, this is the 
time of the year when those special 
articles you want begin to pop up. 
Cameras, tennis rackets, and bathing 
suits are probably only a few of the 
articles that are trying to crowd their 
way into your budget. If you pur
chase any one of these articles with
out adequate information, you're like
ly not only to be sadly disappointed 
but also to lose considerable money in 
the deal. 

According to buying information 
on these articles from Consumers 
Union, it's well to remember in choos
ing a camera that you don't neces
sarily need the best camera but the 
right one for the kind of pictures you 
want to take. It is easy to buy a cam
era that is too complex or too expen
sive for the actual use to which you 
will put it. If you are a beginner in 
photography, and want to take only 
occasional snapshots, don't get a 
miniature camera. They are for the 
serious amateur who takes many pic
tures and is willing to spend time and 
care on them. The cheaper, simpler 
miniatures are no better than the 
larger cameras, but are more expensive 
to run because of the cost of enlarge
ments and extra gadgets. 

A box camera or an inexpensive 
folding camera will serve very well if 
you want it only for occasional snaps 
for outdoor shots in fairly bright 
light. If you wish to do close ups 
and more distant scene~ in poor as 
well as bright light, then you'll need 
a better camera, one in which the 
picture is focused on ground glass, 
with a double extension bellows and 
a good f: 4.5 lens in a good shutter. 

enough to have one. . . . . The man of 
middle age is still fighting off his youth. 

-Christian Gauss, Life in College. 

• I believe it is fair to say of the American 
undergraduate that the possession of 
tnoney as such is a less important ele
ment in his happiness than normal rela
tions to his home and family, the respect 
and esteem of his classmates and at least 
some degree of success in either extra
curricular or curricular activity. Success 

Don't forget, however, that it takes 
more skill to get good pictures with 
this camera than it does with a cheap 
box camera. If you buy an exposure 
meter, the quality of the meter should 
correspond to your needs as a photog
rapher. It is a waste to buy an ex
pensive meter if you are using a cam
era with a limited lens and shutter. 

If it's tennis you're going in for
get a good racket. You can play a 
better game and learn more rapid ly 
if you buy a racket that has a well
balanced frame and resilient strings . 
It is often better to buy a racket wit h
out the strings and have it freshly 
strung as manufacturers string the m 
rather loosely to avoid breakage while 
they are on the dealer's shelf; stri ngs 
also deteriorate in the frame. Silk 
is less resilient and does not hold ten
sion as well as gut. The cost of 
strings is usually about half the retail 
strung price. As to the balls, t he 
wool cover is the most important part 
to consider, for it is the nap that keeps 
a ball air resistant and holds i_t t rue 
in flight. 

In deciding .on what kind of a 
swimming suit to buy, don't let the 
price tag fool you, for sometimes the 
highest priced suit may be the poorest 
in quality. A good suit shou ld be 
made of soft wool, tightly knit, with 
color fast to sun and water. A lastex 
suit won't wear as well as a good wool, 
and a rubber suit is definitely in the 
luxury class for they are good for 
only a few swims. 

But whatever you buy, don 't ex
pect the impossible. No suit waI 
transform you into a slim bron ze god 
or goddess-if you aren't. N or will 
the best camera or tennis racke t make 
you a second Hurrell or Tilden . And 
through it all, remember-" It 's fun 
to be fooled, but it's more fun to 
know." 

in any one of these three phases of his 
life may be sufficient to keep even a pav· 
erty-stricken boy cheerful and on_,an 
even keel. -lb• · 

• Because this community sense is so st%ng 
conformity is rated more highly = 
character. In spite of un dergradua g 
protestations of independence the st:, 
herd instincts tend to suppress ra 
than develop originality. -Ibi d• 



The Magna Carta of 
Social Prayers 

W. J. Faulkner 

" .... Your Father knoweth what things ye have need of 
before ye ask him, after this manner, therefore, pray ye: 
'Our Father, ... .' "-Jesus. 

The Lord's Prayer has a deep and vital message for the 
whole world in a time of such great peril to the freedom and 
growth of the human spirit as this generation in which we 
live. To Christian students especially, this Prayer charts a 
high road to spiritual certainty for the individual and a co
operative way of life where all humanity may live together 
in peace and security. I invite you now to look earnestly at 
this Greatest of all Prayers in the same spirit of compassion 
for humanity which our Lord expressed when he uttered these 
immortal words centuries ago to a few of his intimate and 
trusted friends: 

"Our Father who art in heaven, 
Hallowed be thy name. 
Thy Kingdom come. 
Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on earth. 
Give us this day our daily bread. 
And, forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors. 
And bring us not into temptation, but deliver us from the evil one." 

(Moffatt translation). 

I 

One will then find in this Prayer the finest and purest 
expression of the mind of Jesus. It will show His clear and 
lucid penetration of life's deepest meanings for man in his 
relation to God. It will reveal at once His true under
standing of man's simple, basic needs and the human disa
bilities and weaknesses which handicap him. Here will be 
felt Jesus' full comprehension of His Father's power to sup
ply these needs-physical, moral and spiritual. The Prayer 
now reveals Jesus' childlike trust in his Father's will to minis
ter to man's highest good always. It also shows the depth 
and serenity of the soul of Jesus in the face of man's defi
nite limitations. There is no boastfulness here, no flattery 
of God, no attempt to tell God what to do. But the simple, 
~incere and reverent approach of one who is unafraid, trust
ing and worshipful-certain that his position will be heard, 
understood and granted. Jesus puts us to shame with our 
selfish prayers. It is now, as it was then, a rebuke to wordi
ness, to the vanity of men's prayers. The entire prayer is 
scarcely thirty seconds long. 

"Do not pray •.. like pagans 
for they suppose they will be heard the more they say; 
You must not copy them; 
your Father knows your needs before you ask him." 

(Matt. 6: 7-8). 

I 
_Dr. Walter Rauschenbusch has rebuked us justly for our 

hsuse of this prayer. The Christian's misunderstanding of 
t e Lord's Prayer has twisted its meaning, corrupted its use 
:?d Weakened its power. Instead of stopping vain repeti
cion, he reminds us, the Church has ritualized its use into 
thnstan_t repetition. The Prayer is neither ecclesiastical, 
theo og1cal nor sacramental, although it is now so used by 

e Church. The Prayer is the purest expression of the divine 
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mind and the simple faith of Jesus. It is the straightforward, 
confident approach of Son to Father. 

II 
The Greatness of the Lord's Prayer lies in its ministry to 

both the personal and social needs of men. It voices the 
cry of our individual soul in its outreach toward God, in 
our private, personal devotions. In worship it guides the 
soul in its search for its counterpart. In a far more signi
ficant fashion, however, Jesus links the needs and yearnings 
of the individual soul with the basic needs of all other human 
souls. Jesus includes the hopes of all souls in the "vaster 
purposes of the Kingdom of God." The individual must 
first commit himself to God's Rule before he can under
stand the full meaning of the Prayer and enter "into the 
spirit of the Lord himself." Our Lord understood God's 
rule to be His Will that all men should have abundant life 
-"life above the average." The Christian must first un
derstand in this Prayer Jesus' concept of God's love for all 
men, and then resolve to practice this love before the fullest 
benefits of life can become possible to all men through the 
Christian's efforts. The Lord's Prayer is both personal and 
social. It is the "Great Charter of all social prayers," says 
Rauschenbusch. 

When Jesus bade us say, "Our Father," he was thinking 
of the kinship of the whole human family, created by one 
common father. He affirmed the "solidarity" of the total 
human family, a togetherness under God, not a separateness. 
This is a direct blow to our practices of narrow and ex
clusive religion. It leaps over superficial barriers and com
pels us to clasp hands in spirit with all our brothers every
where whose souls reach out toward one Father. We dare 
not leave out any class or segment of the family of man. 
In one sense, each man must stand alone before God in the 
nakedness of his solitary soul to give an account of his deeds 
and his misdeeds. There he will cast no shadow in front or 
behind. He will stand revealed in the presence of the blind
ing Whiteness of God's purity. But in another sense, in a 
broader sense, no man goes alone or stands alone before God. 
"Before the All-seeing he is surrounded by the spiritual 
throng of all to whom he is related .... all whom he loves 
or hates, whom he serves or oppresses, whom he wrongs or 
saves." (Rauschenbusch.) We are one in all our needs. 
We are one in our sins and our salva t ion. Jesus compels us 
to confess, therefore, that the first step in praying aright the 
Lord's Prayer is the recognition of our oneness with the rest 
of the human family. Now let us look at the Prayer and 
analyze its meaning. 

III 
The Prayer begins with three fundamental convictions of 

Jesus, deep-rooted in his mind and heart: 

First, "Our Father, hallowed be thy name." 
Second, "Thy Kingdom (must) come, and, 
Third, " Thy will (shall) be done, as in heaven , so on earth." 

In other words, Jesus held the confident belief that: 
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Fir st , only God shall be King and ruler over men of the earth. No 
mortal , however well born or circumstanced, dares presume to super
sede the priority of the Eternal 's right to man's deepest affections and 
highest allegiance. 

Second, on earth God's name only shall be hallowed as most sacred, 
for he is the only holy and Eternal One. For man at his greatest and 
his best is still but a frail, imperfect and mortal creature. 

Third, God's will shall finally rule in men's hearts and over their 
iivcs. 

The central meaning of these three statements is that man's 
highest possible achievement is to worship God and to obey 
h,, will. Jesus does not ask his Father to take him out of 
this world and transport him to another world, to heaven. 
I fear the Christian Church has long placed too much em
phasis upon the other-worldly life, after death, rather than 
upon the joys of a brotherly way of life on earth, where the 
love of God, ~s revealed in Jesus Christ, transforms men 
and makes them morally and spiritually new. This latter 
emphasis is the primary aim of Jesus. Here, as all through 
his gospel, Jesus expresses his faith in the divine possibilities 
of men; that the lowliest and meanest of them may, by 
their own faith and life, become sons of God. Therefore, 
they are all fit subjects for the Kingdom of God. And the 
establishment of his Father's Kingdom on earth is the high
est aim of his ministry. In this spirit, he implies that we 
have no right to ask of our Father bread for our own bodies 
and souls unless we are also willing to ask ti11t :ill other men 
b~ fed. Elsewhere he prayed: "that they all m.;; be one." 

IV 
The Prayer next voices the common cry of all men for 

satisfaction of their personal needs: 
a. "Give us this day our daily bread." "Give us bread" 

takes a high place in Jesus' mind. Jesus was never so "spirit
ual" that he belittled man's need for food. He recognized 
definitely that a solid economic basis of life is necessary for 
normal living. But he allows us to pray for only that which 
is needful. Human life is constantly evolving and develop
ing and its needs are expanding. This is in obedience to the 
law of social evolution. Yet no prayer is justified which 
asks for luxuries that degrade or for possessions which can 
never be used. Too often they curse the souls of their pos
sessors. We must stand together in asking for bread to 
meet a common need at a common table which is spread in 
the midst of God's great storehouse. 

The Moral Law decrees that the needful supply of each 
depends upon the security of all. This truth is strikingly il
lustrated in Osa Johnson's recent motion picture "I Married 
Adventure." In one of the scenes the photographer records 
a very rare picture of an epic trek of millions of famishing 
African animals, moving from a dry waste-land to a new 
water supply. In the front were swift-footed buffaloes, 
zebras, giraffes and gazelles. Elephants and other slower 
moving creatures fell in behind, with lions and other carniv
orous animals bringing up the rear-the latter feeding upon 
victims who were constantly falling out of the race against 
death by thirst. Native villages were trampled upon by the 
thundering herds of creatures goaded on by an ever in
creasing thirst. What the animals wanted was water. What 
man wanted was water. "W' ithout water they would all die. 
The needful supply of the least of the creatures depended 
upon water supply for all of the creatures, and like one great 
unified caravan these beasts of the jungle moved on until 
water was found. Herein lies a great lesson of the interde
pendence of man. 

As we become more Christian we must recognize more 
and more the common basic needs of all citizens as being fun- · 
damental to the tranquility and security of our civilization. 
The Negro, Indian, mountain white, sharecropper, tenant 
farmer, slum dweller all have a right to share in the blessing s 
of life in our great American democracy. As we must look 
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up to our God for bread we ought to feel the sin and shame 
of asking for more than our share, while others go hungry 
to allow us a surplus. Such a selfish way of life is inhuman, 
irreligious, and indecent. As men hunger for bread for 
their bodies they also thirst for sustenance for their minds 
and souls: for a chance to live creatively, at their best. 
The fulfillment of this urge is a responsibility that rests 
mutually upon all of us. 

b. "Forgive us as we forgive" expresses Jesus' awareness 
of our need for forgiveness and strength. If we dare look 
back we would see our lives full of sin, failure, and un
worthiness. Here we stand in great need of forgiveness. A 
forward look makes us fearful and tremble in the face of 
trials and limitations which lie ahead for all of us. We 
pray God to spare us such suffering, and to deliver us from 
the perils of temptation. The human soul in this state 
seems to stand alone in the presence of God, unable to go 
on without assurance that the All-seeing One, the Great 
Shepherd, is there. Even in this dilemma, however, Jesus 
warns us that we cannot expect forgiveness if we are unab le 
and unwilling to forgive our brother. "It is socially rig ht 
to be religiously right." One cannot be pious toward God 
and merciless toward men. Therefore, I must be able to 
overlook the little things that little people do to me, and 
forgive them, and work to make them more Christia n. 
Only the Grace of God, however, can enable me to exercise 
such forgiveness. 

c. "Lead us not into temptation" expresses Jesus' pene
trating insight into the frailty of human life. He knew 
that we tremble and fear in the face of overwhelm ing 
dangers. The experiences of life have taught us our fra ilt y. 
Jesus makes us acknowledge it. If we stop and think we 
would see life situations only a step ahead of us in whic h our 
moral resistance would collapse if we were thrown into 
them. Jesus voices our unspoken cry to God "Lea d us 
not into temptation," Oh Father, lest we be unable to stand. 
Let us not play with the fires of temptation within us and 
about us; nor let us be guilty, as Christians, of forcing others 
into the terrors of temptation. In our smug complace ncy 
we feel secure, and through our indifference we lift not a 
finger to remove the blight of poverty, unemploy ment , 
ignorance, crime, and class and race prejudices from the 
shoulders of thousands of people in our own community and 
country. We forget that our un-Christian society is largely 
responsible for most of the situations which sweep away 
man's moral foundations and hurl them into lives of deg
radation. 

As the loving father of one son and two daughters, all 
crossing the threshold of manhood and womanhoo d, I en
deavor to give them sufficient food and clothing and shelter 
and training to remove from them the pressure of hunge r and 
other evils which might bankrupt their moral charac ter. I 
have no guarantee that my daughter, like you who sit bef?re 
me, might not paint her lips too red, and adorn herself with 
clothing too gaudy in order to sell her body for food and 
shelter should the pressure of a cruel society become :;; 
great. This awful situation confronts thousands of g 
girls in America today, who, through no fault of thei r own, 
must choose between starvation and disgrace. Jesus, kn?"'" 
ing this about us, begged his Father to "lead us not tntO 
temptation." God forbid that we Christian students, cornd 
fortable and secure today, should refuse to lend a hand and 
speak a word which might bring new life and health an 

d · hour happiness to others about us. We are all weak, an wit 
the mercy and Grace of our Father, we would all fall. 

d. "Deliver us from the evil one," was Christ's recogd 
nition and admission that there is a grapple between God/

0
s. 

the entrenched powers of evil deep-seated within all _0 
:, 

These evil tendencies are in us as individuals and in ° 
rcontinu ed on page 57] 



recreates the scene of the Gettysburg 

HIT her with a baby!" someone 
shouted as Richard Cranson walked 

into the great studio at W 6XAO in 
Hollywood. He stopped and cast furtive 
glances about the great sound stage that 
was humming with activity, tension and 
excitement as each member of every crew 
went about his particular duties in the 
preparation of a telecast. Sensing the 
consternation on the part of the visitor, 
a studio guide quickly explained that the 
phrase was an order from one "juicer" to 
a fellow electrician to put the smallest of 
spot-lights on a particular area. "Hey, 
do you want her to wash?" said a "gaffer" 
to a cameraman as he ran over the coax
ial cable in rolling camera number three 
into position in front of a miniature. A 
pile of costumes hurried by, completely 
obscuring the wardrobe mistress en route 
to the dressing rooms with changes for 
the second episode of Patrick Michael 
Cunning's The Man in the Street. Near 
by, under the intense heat and brilliance 
of the lighting equipment, a make-up art
ist was putting the finishing orthochro
matic touches on members of the cast 
about to take their places before the sen
sitive cameras that would soon become the 
focus of all attention, as everything with
in their line of vision would be converted 
into electrical impulses and transmitted to 
television receivers all over Southern Cali
fornia. 

Richard was curious, as is everyone, 
about television. He was intrigued and 
baffled by his findings. The guide had 
carefully explained kinescopes and incono
scopes and monoscopes and their partic
ular functions in telecasting, but since 
his was not a technical mind, they might 
as well have been horoscopes and peri
scopes and stethoscopes so far as his com
prehension of their complex workings was 
concerned. But as he crossed the studio 
his eye caught something that he could 
understand .... a model of a cathedral 
executed in great detail, but small enough 
to be mounted on a table three feet square. 
It was a masterpiece of small scale con-
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Rnd Vision Too! 
David Crandell 

STAGE EIGHT 

struction. As he examined it more close
ly, the guide explained its purpose and 
use in television. "Miniatures," he said, 
"are used whenever distance shots are 
required. You see, our show tonight 
opens with a long range view of this 
cathedral which is the setting or locale 
of the first episode of our program. Now 
the action of the scene takes place on the 
steps of this building and our problem is 
to establish the steps we will use by first 
showing the whole structure to the tele
vision audience and then part of the whole 
in a close-up shot. The camera pans 
down on this miniature which, when 
televised, appears as in full scale of life 
size proportions. Then camera three 
fades on the miniature as camera two 
picks up an actor on the set that repre
sents the portion of the building where 
our action takes place. Through minia
tures we establish the setting of our story, 
the locale, the time of day through proper 
lighting, and the mood of the scene to be 
played there through background music." 

A MINIATURE HARBOR 

At that moment, Richard's gaze turned 
to a small pool of water, banked with 
clay, on the surface of which floated 
several tiny destroyers. "That's another 
type of miniature," said the guide, "one 
that is designed primarily for action and 
plot rather than mood or setting. During 
the course of the program there is to be 
a battle at sea. An electric fan will 
ripple the water realistically as the ships 
are manoeuvered in battle formation. 
To the television audience the picture will 
appear as full scale on deep waters. 
Miniatures are also used whenever special 
effects are desired such as the burning of 
buildings, earthquakes, the bombing of 
cities, and similar effects that would be 
an impossibility m full scale in the 
studio." 

The assistant director topped the hub
bub of confusion and conversation on the 
sound stage with the call, "Five minut es!" 
which was followed by "Cast on the set, 

please .. Cast on the set!" As the actors 
congregated in the center of the stage, 
the producer quickly made a final check 
of costumes and make-up and then gave 
last minute directions on the playing of 
the scene soon to take to the ether. The 
call "Two minutes!" was shouted across 
the great stage . The producer directed 
the cast to take their places and they 
quickly dispersed to their respective po
sitions on and near the cathedral set. 
The production director, having checked 
all phases of the technical units, took 
command of lights, camera, sound, prop
erties and music to see that each phase 
of production functions on cue. "One 
mimtte!" A hush fell on the studio that 
was so short a time before the scene of 
commotion and organized confusion. 
"Thirty seconds!" All eyes were turned 
to the studio clock as the large red sec
ond hand slowly approached the half
hour. Richard was advised to cough 
then or not at all. "Fifteen seconds!" 
The air was electric with suspense. "Five 
seconds!" And then .... "Hit it! Get 
it on three!" Music began to drift into 
the scene as the producer said softly on 
the sixtieth second, "Lights ..... Action. 
.... Camera." The voice of an an
nouncer blended with the music as camera 
three rolled slowly toward the miniature 
and the telecast took to the air. 

An airplane view of a harbor built by NBC. 
A tugboat with a tow of barges gave out puffs 
of smoke. The water was real. NBC Photos. 



FREE SCRIPTS FOR TEN 
CENTS 

During the :first two days following 
the debut of "The Free Company" ( an
nounced in the April motive) on the 
Columbia network, 403 requests ar
rived at W ABC alone for copies of the 
Saroyan play The People with Light 
Coming Out of Them. As a result, all 
of the plays in the series will be printed 
and made available to the public for 
ten cents each. 

The Free Company was formed to 
give "all men of good will who have the 
power of the word" a chance to speak 
out. Fourteen American authors have 
joined the organization. The project 
of the Free Company is wholly volun
tary. Authors contribute their scripts, 
the stars their time, and the broadcast
ing system donates its facilities and un
derwrites production costs. The whole 
project is unsponsored, uncontrolled, 
and unpaid. There are no honorary 
memberships. Only those who work and 
work for nothing are eligible. 

• 
Radio Volumes 

GO AHEAD, GARRISON. By A. A. 
Schechter. New York: Dodd, Mead 
and Company. 1940. 
A story of news broadcasting by the 

head of News and Special Events Divi
sion of NBC in New York. 

LISTENER'S AIDS. NBC. 
Aids and reprints of the following pro

grams are available through the Columbia 
University Press, Columbia University, 
New York City: "The World Is Yours"; 
"Man and the World"; "Story Behind the 
Headlines"; "University of Chicago 
Roundtable"; "Doctors at Work"; 
"America's Town Meeting." 

• RADIO SCRIPT EXCHANGE CATALOGUE. 
U. S. Dept. of Interior. 
The Script Exchange is designed to serve as a 

bureau of information regarding the sources of 
educational radio scripts and as a depository and 
point of distribution for selected script series. 
Any individual or group agreeing to use the 
material for non-commercial purposes may receive, 
for the asking, one complete set of each script 
series available and also one copy of each of the 
supplementary aids to production. The catalogue 
gives a list of all scripts available through the 
Script Exchange, classified by groups according to 
subject. There is no charge for the catalogue . 
Washington, D. C., Office of Education, U. S. 
Department of the Interior. 

DID YOU KNOW .... ? 

Lois Collier, Hollywood radio 
actress, was born and raised in South 
Carolina. Upon her arrival in Hol
lywood three years ago she was ad
vised to "lose" her southern accent. 
After months of training, Miss Col
lier had successfully "lost" the vocal 
vestiges of her environment. Then 
she received a call from Lux The
atre to play the role of . . . . a 
southern belle! • 

Of the twenty-five men who daily 
greet Columbia's guests at KNX in 
Hollywood, :five were presidents of 
their student bodies in college, one 
was vice-president, and four were 
class officers. Two are Phi Beta Kap
pa scholars, three were campus com
posers, and two directed the affairs 
of their school newspapers. Seven 
of the men were officers in col
lege social organizations. It is the 
belief of Columbia's executives that 
men who achieve leadership in school 
are likely to do the same thing in 
business, and the records of these 
men in radio has substantiated that 
belief. • 

Fred Allen recently called on the 
sound effects department for a milk
ing machine. The gadget wheeled 
in for the effect was a combina
tion kitchen sink, shower bath, and 
milker. The device holds about a 
gallon of water in its innards. An 
electric pump rotates the water so 
that it will run out of a faucet into 
a built-in sink. A hose attachment 
and a shower spray convert this de
vice into a shower bath. A spring
nozzle like the ones on gas station 
pumps makes it possible to simu
late a cow being milked into a tin 
bucket. The same gallon of water 
1s circulated so that the gadget is 

completely independent of the studio 
plumbing system. Modern science 
IS a wonderful thing. 

• 
Joseph Conway, young CBS actor, 

says that a Phi Beta Kappa key is a 
key to adventure. Having won his 
key at Minnesota, Conway claims 
he has had several unusual experi
ences with it. Although told that 
New Yorkers never carry them, he 
persisted in wearing his while look
ing for an acting job on Broadway. 
Desperate one day, he answered an 
ad in the paper. The employer said 
he wanted a man to lecture on 
Persian art and culture in a museum. 
Conway said that he knew nothing 
about the Persians, let alone their 
art. The employer looked at the 
Phi Bete key and said, "You'll do." 
So Conway learned about Persian 
culture, lectured on it, and ate. 

• 
John Barbirolli, conductor of the 

New York Philharmonic Symphony, 
is noted for his feats of memory. 
Legends are already growing up 
about him. In England, where he 
led the Royal Philharmonic Society, 
he was to conduct the premiere of 
Arnold Bax's overture, Elegie and 
Rondo. The work was to be played 
from manuscript, the only copy of 
the score in existence. On the day 
before rehearsal, Barbirolli found 
that he had lost the music. Not 
wanting to tell the composer, he 
sat up all night putting a skeleton 
score down from memory. The re
hearsal went on and the work was 
performed with no one knowing the 
difference. The composer was told 
of the loss when everything was 
over. 

(ADDITIONS TO P_REVIOUS PROGRAM LISTINGS) 
VOCATIONS PST MST CST EST 
JOBS FOR DEFENSE CBS SAT. 11:45 12:45 

(A broadcast series planned to coincide with State employment offices' endeavor 
to register all Americans anxious to :fit into the defense production program, in· 
cluding unemployed persons who need jobs, and those already at work but who 
possess skill which may be valuable to defense.) 

DRAMA 
GREAT MOMENTS FROM GREAT 

PLAYS CBS FRI. 8 :3 O 9:3 O 
(A new series of half-hour adaptations presenting the most thrilling portions of 
the world's finest drama.) 

LITERATURE 
AMERICAN PILGRIMAGE NBC Blue SUN. 11:00 12:00 1:00 2:00 

(During the month of May, Ted Malone will broadcast from the following hoJ11e5 
of American writers: May 4, East Aurora, N. Y.-Elbert Hubbard; May I I, 
Philadelphia-Benjamin Franklin. 



The Heavens Declare 

And You Can Understand 
the Declaration 

THE star-spangled heavens have al
ways drawn the attention of men 

who have left the workaday world. Of 
all the mysteries of the universe none 
have been more teasing than the vast 
reaches of space, the constellations, the 
circling planets, the flashing meteors. 
Primitive man found his gods and heroes 
and other characters from his mythology 
outlined on a grand scale in the groupings 
of the stars. Astronomy, music, and 
mathematics grew up together in the 
ancient world. The incomprehensible dis
tances of astronomy even today serve as 
an exercise for minds trying to grasp 
the significance of concepts of infinite
ness in religion. 

Sadly, those of us who live in cities do 
not turn our eyes to the heavens as often 
as people do in the country. In the first 
place, the glare and haze cut out all ex
cept the brightest objects, and then ran
dom treas and buildings further obstruct 
the view. But even under fairly unfa
vorable circumstances city folks do not 
have a complete excuse. I have a sense 
of ownership of that small bit of sky in
cluding the constellations Cygnus and 
Lyra (with Vega as a prominent star)
which is what could be seen from my bed 
in the back yard one summer about ten 
o'clock at night, framed as the view was 
by house, garage, peach tree, and hedge. 

It is not as hard as you might think 
to learn to identify quite a number of 
constellations. As a starter I might sug
gest in addition to "my two" that you 
get acquainted with Ursa Major (which 
includes the Big Dipper), Ursa Minor 
( the Little Dipper), Scorpio, Casseopeia, 
Saggitarius, Corona Borealis, Orion, and 
Draco; of course, the list of those visible 
will vary with season and latitude. Also 
you should be on speaking terms with a 
few first magnitude stars-and I don't 
mean Clark Gable, but rather those lumi
naries many of which have musical Ara
bic names-Antares, Sirius ( the Dog 
Star), Altair, Aldeberan, Betelgeuse, Arc
turus, and their comrades. Sky maps, no 
harder to read than road maps, are pub
lished in many newspapers as well as in a 
host of astronomy books, including some 
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at the ten-cent stores. Illuminated sky 
maps to use outdoors at night are not 
very expensive to buy nor even impos
sibly hard to make. And though city 
dwellers may have some disadvantages in 
the study of astronomy, those in the ma
jor cities like New York, Chicago, and 
Philadelphia can visit a planetarium. This 
invention of man which projects all the 
heavenly bodies visible to the naked eye 
( as they appear at any time in history) on 
a domed ceiling is truly "just as big and 
twice as natural" as the real sky. The 
lectures (usually a different one each 
month) are always simple without being 
condescending. And the admission price 
is no more than a movie. 
· This might be the place to refer you to 
three of the many available printed helps 
for amateur astronomers. Byrd's First 
Observations in Astrono·my ( obtainable 
from Director, Smith College Observa
tory, Northampton, Mass.; 50 cents, 
cloth-bound; 3 5 cents, paper) is designed 
mainly to help in naked eye observation 
but deals a little with telescope work. 
Science News Letter (2102 Constitution 
Avenue, Washington, D. C.; $5, one 
year; $7, two years) will keep you up to 
the minute, or at least the week, in as
tronomy as well as the other sciences. 
Pinpoint Planetarium by Armand N. 
Spetz (Holt, 1940, $2.00) tells how even 
you can make a miniature planetarium 
with scissors, paste, and a pin. 

As soon as you know your way around 
the sky a bit, you might undertake a 
meteor count. One August nigh~ at the 
height of the annual Perseid meteor show
er ( so called because all the meteors, if 
their paths are traced back, appear to ra
diate from the constellation Perseus), 
five of us went out on a hill away from 
the city equipped with folding yard 
chairs of the reclining type, sky maps, 
watermelons, and so forth. We divided 
the sky into quadrants, the fifth man 
serving as recorder, and we kept account 
of the meteors in each of the four 
divisions of the sky in fifteen-minute 
periods-and incidentally distinguishing 
the Perseids from those in an accompany-

J. Olcutt Sanders, Editor 

ing minor shower (the Delta Aquarid, 
appearing to radiate from the fourth 
brightest star in the constellation Aquar
ius) as well as from the sporadic meteors, 
the random ones that come every night. 
A shower is the result of the collision of 
the earth's atmosphere with a collection 
of heavenly debris, in many cases the 
remnants of a comet tail. An observor 
will see approximately one meteor a min
ute in a heavy shower like the Perseids, 
especially after midnight, when the col! 
lisions become head on. During our night 
out, one of the more experienced mem
bers of the group attempted to plot the 
course of especially brilliant meteors on 
sky maps; if another observor in the vi
cinity should plot the same meteor, it 
would then be possible to judge the true 
path and discover where it hit the earth 
(unless, of course, it was consumed be
fore reaching the earth, which is what al
most always happens). Meteors reaching 
the earth are called meteorites and are 
our only tangible contact with inter-stel
lar space. 

You can see, then, how easily an in
troduction to astronomy can lead you be
yond the mere pastime of identifying a 
few constellations to the scientifically 
worth-while hobby of meteors and mete
orites. There is even an American Meteor 
Society to join. 

Another direction that your interest 
could take would be in the making of a 
telescope ( not as difficult as you might 
think-many high schoolers make usable 
ones) . Besides the ability then to study 
the surface of the moon, to see Saturn's 
rings, and to count Jupiter's satellites, 
you can go into another field which has 
attracted amateurs and join up with the 
American Association of Variable Star 
Observers, which you will quickly learn 
to call the AA VSO. Variable stars are 
the OJ)es that are not constant in bril
liance, and the problem is to chart their 
fluctuations; the Society assigns specific 
stars to its members for regular reporting. 
Popular Astr01wmy (Goodsell Observa
tory of Carleton College, Northfield, 
Minn.; $4 a year, ten issues) keeps up 
with both the AMS and the AA VSO. 
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I May Day-St. Philip and St. James 1845 The Methodist Episcopal Church, South, organized in Louisville, ~ Child Health Day Kentucky 

,2. 1923 First transcontinental non-stop airplane flight-Kelly and Macready-
~ New York to San Diego, 2,516 miles, 26 hrs. and SO min. 

3 Finding of the Holy Cross Early Fourth Century-St. Helena (Empress Helena, mother of Constan• IJ tine the Great) discovered the cross on which Jesus was crucified 

4 National Music Week begins 1775 Patrick Henry led Virginians to their first act of resistance to the 
lcS crown 

5 Feast of Flags in Japan, dedicated to boys 1872 Arbor Day, sometimes called Arbor and Bird Day. First observed IA in Nebraska, 1872 

6 1646 First patent granted in American colonies to Joseph Jenks "for ye 11 making of engines for mills, to goe with water" 

7 1915 Steamship Lusitania torpedoed. 114 Americans lost 1 
8 1429 Joan of Arc raised the siege of Orleans 1, 1816 American Bible Society founded 

2_ l 1926 Admiral Byrd flew over the North Pole 

r,1) I Confederate Memorial Day (South Caro• 1869 Union Pacific and Central Pacific Railroads joined at Promontory I~ lina) Point, near Ogden, Utah, the first transcontinental line 

'If l Mother's Day 1926 The Amundsen-Ellsworth expedition in the airship Norge crossed Si Festival of the Christian Home the North Pole 
~ 

I IJ 2 National Hospital Day 1789 Tammany Society, formed as a patriotic association, became almost 
immediately a political organization 

'3 I 1607 Settlement of Jamestown, Virginia, under the leadership of Captain ,j John Smith 

, /.t I 1796 Edward Jenner conclusively established the principle of vaccination ,! -
I '15 1918 First regular aeroplane mail service in the world inaugurated in 1 United States 

6 I 1788 The Constitution for the Presbyterian Church in the United States ~. ~ ,~ 
,7 I 1883 First appearance of Cody's "Wild West Show" ~ 1780 Nashville, Tenn., founded 

f8 t Rogation Sunday World Goodwill Day Ru- 1899 First Universal Peace Conference at the Hague called by Nicholas 
I~ r'al Life Sunday Citizenship Recognition Day II, Czar of Russia 

1r9 I ,~ 1906 Simplon tunnel between Italy and Switzerland opened 

'0 The Mecklenburg Convention, 1775 1927 Charles A. Lindbergh began his first solo flight across the Atlantic 11 for Paris-3,610 miles in 33 hours, 39 minutes 

?/ 1932 Amelia Earhart took off on solo flight across the Atlantic ~ ~:. 1881 American Red Cross organized with Clara Barton as president 

~ 
Ascension Day 1930 For the first time in any theater a television feature act shown in a d. 
National Maritime Day theater in Schenectady, New York j ~3 I 

1498 Girolamo Savonarola, relentless reformer of Florence, burned at the 
stake 

~4 
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.~ Empire Day-observed as a holiday in many parts of the British Empire 

.5 Sunday after Ascension 1825 American Unitarian Association founded in Boston ,$J 
6 St. Augustine of Canterbury, patron saint 1857 Dred Scott and family emancipated in St. Louis 

IJ 
of England 

17 1703 Peter the Great founded St. Petersburg, now Leningrad 
r, 

- j !8 1864 Archduke Maximilian of Austria arrived at Vera Cruz to become 
Emperor of Mexico 

Ii 2_ 1453 Constantinople taken by Turks under Mohomet II. Terminated the 
Eastern Empire after existence of ten centuries -

0 Memorial Day 1431 Joan of Arc burned at the stake in Rouen Saint Joan of Arc -- "u !/ I Vigil of Pentecost 1650 Charter granted to Harvard College C 
1834 Wesleyan Methodist Church organized ---·-- I 

I I 
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Joseph Addison, 1672-1719. English essayist Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all I ~ 
Junius Brutus Booth, 1796-1852. English tragedian thy mind, and with all thy strength. Mark 12: 30. 

Leonardo da Vinci, 1452-1519. Italian painter, architect, sculptor, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. There are none other ----:i 

scientist, engineer, musician and poet commandments greater than these. Mark 12: 31. ~ -
Nico/lo Machiavelli, 1469-1527. Florentine statesman and writer I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good 3 Jacob August Riis, 1849-1914. Danish-American social reformer to them that hate you. Matthew 5: 44. -
John J. Audubon, 1780-1851. Ornithologist and artist If ye love them which love you, what reward have ye? do not even 

~ Horace Mann, 1796-1859. American educator the publicans the same? Matthew 5: 46. -
Carl Marx, 1818-1883. German founder of modern socialism Sinners also love those that love them. Luke 6: 32. ~ -
Robert E. Peary, 1856-1920. Discoverer of the North Pole A new commandment I give unto you, That ye love one another; 6 !_ as I have loved you, that ye also love one another. John 13: 34. 

Robert Browning, 1812-1889. English poet By this shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if, you have 
~ !_ Johannes Brahms, 1833-1897. German composer love one to another. John 13: 35. 

Dante, 1265-1321. Italian poet If ye love me, keep my commandments. John 14: 15. ~ I• 

Sir James Matthew Barrie, 1860-1937. Scottish dramatist and novelist If a man love me, he will keep my words: and my Father will love 
_S him, and we will make our abode with him. John 14: 23. 

Rouget de Lisle, 1760-1836. Author of "Marseillaise" As the Father hath loved me, so have I loved you: continue ye in I Paul Tulane, 1813-1883. Founder of Tulane University my love. John 15: 9. 

Matthew Vassar, 1809-1881. Philanthropist, founder of Vassar College If ye keep my commandments, ye shall abide in my love. John 15: 10. I 
Florence Nightingale, 1820-1910. English nurse, founder of modern Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for t nursing Jules Massenet, 1842-1912. French composer his friends. John 15: 13. 

Arthur S. Sullivan, 1842-1900. English composer 
I have declared unto them thy name, and will declare it: that the 

I I love wherewith thou hast loved me may be in them. John 17: 26. 

l Gabriel Daniel Fahrenheit, 1686-1735. German physicist, inventor of We know that all things work together for good to them that love 1 thermometer God. Romans 8: 28. 

Elie Metchnikoff, 1845-1916. Russian-French bacteriologist Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall tribulation, I ' or distress, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword? 

Saint Joan of Arc, 1412-1431 
French novelist 

Nor height, nor depth, nor other creature, shall be able to separate us I Honore tie Balzac, 1799-1850. from the love of God. Romans 8: 35, 39. 

Dr. Edward Jenner, 1749-1823. Discoverer of vaccination Be kindly affectioned one to another with brotherly love; in honour I preferring one another. Romans 12: 10. 
Sheldon Jackson, 1834-1909. Presbyterian missionary to ,the Indians; Owe no man any thing, but to love one another: for he that loveth I United States Agent of Education in Alaska another hath fulfilled the law. Romans 13: 8. 

Founder of Johns Hopkins University 
,_ 

Johns Hopkins, 1795-1873. Love worketh no ill to his neighbor: therefore love is the fulfilling I Sime Silverman, 1872-1933. Founded Variety, theatrical magazine of the law. Romans 13: 10. ,_ 
Albrecht Dttrer, 1471-1528. German painter and engraver Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the 

I~ 
heart of man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love 

Grace H. Dodge, 1856-1914. Founder, Travelers' Aid Society him. I Corinthians 2: 9. , 
_ Alexander Pope, 1688-1744. English poet If any man love God, the same is known of him. I Corinthians 8: 3. c,,j 

Richard Wagner, 1813-1883. German composer Wherefore shew ye to them, and before the churches, the proof of 
'~ , Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, 1859-1930. English author and scientist your love. II Corinthians 8: 24. 

_ Franz Anton Mesmer, 1733-1815. Originator of mesmerism Be perfect, be of good comfort, be of one mind, live ie peace, and ~ the God of love and peace shall be with you. II Corinthians 13: 11. 
Harry Emerson Fosdick, 1878---. New York clergyman Use not liberty for an occasion to the flesh, but by love serve one ~ - Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, 1855-1934. English dramatist another • Galatians 5: 13. 

• Ralph Waldo Emerson, 1803-1882. Poet and philosopher The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, , 
:'- John R. Mott, 1865 Evangelist and Y.M.C.A. worker goodness, faith. Galatians 5: 22. ~ 
~ Count Zinzendorf, 1700-1760. Founder of the sect of ~oravians Know the love of Christ, which passeth knowledge, that ye might be , 

Jlexander Pushkin, 1799-1837. National poet of Russia filled with the fulness of God. Ephesians 3: 19. ~ 
lnlia Ward Howe, 1819-1910. Author of "Battle Hymn of the Republic" Speaking the truth in love (we) may grow up into him in all things, :2 

1
· _j__lighieri Dante, 1265-1321. Italian poet which is the head, even Christ. Ephesians 4: 15. 

, lean Lottis Rodolphe Agassiz, 1807-1873. Naturalist Walk in love, as Christ also hath loved us. Ephesians 5: 2. ~ ,-
\~atrick Henry, 1736-1799. Orator and statesman If I speak the language of men and of angels, but have no love, I am J only a noisy gong or a clashing cymbal. 
~ J Poet and dramatist If I am inspired to preach and know all the secret truths and pos- 3 I' 0sephine Preston Peabody, 1874-1922. 

sess all knowledge, and if I have such perfect faith that I can move 
I ' W?tt Whitman, 1819-1892. American poet 

-
mountains, but have no love, I am nothing. 

" ~m W. Mayo, 1819-1911. Physician and surgeon Love is patient and kind. Love is not envious or boastful. It does 
not put on airs. It is not rude. It does not insist on its rights. It 
does not become angry. It is not resentful. 
-First letter to the Corinthians-The New Testament translated by ' Edgar Goodspeed. By permission of the University of Chicago Press. I 
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W HEN you go to a concert is it 
Beethoven, Mozart, or Tschaikow

sky that gives you the greatest thrill? Is 
it Wagner or Verdi that you anticipate 
with keenest interest on a Saturday after
noon broadcast from the Metropolitan? 
Everyone who listens to music at all, 
whether it be Boogie-W oogie jazz or the 
St. Matthew Passion, has his own favor
ites. Given a few moments in which to 
reflect, most people could give you a list of 
the music that means most to them. Who 
hasn't thought at one time or another 
what music they would choose were they 
to be marooned on a desert isle? Perhaps 
the more revealing question to ask would 
be: Why do you like your favorite music? 

Every Saturday night at nine o'clock 
it is possible, by turning on the Hit Par
ade, to find out what popular music 
America likes during that week. Unfor
tunately we cannot have a weekly hit 
parade of the great masterpieces of music. 
But recently from two sources came some 
indication of what symphonic music 
America likes best, or at least that part 
of America that buys Victor records and 
listens to WQXR in New York. Last 
year station WQXR conducted a poll of 
its radio audience to learn what were 
the favorite symphonies, concerti and 
operas. In the most recent issue of the 
Victor Record Catalogue there is a sec
tion devoted to "The Music America 
Loves Best," based on what the sales rec 
ords show. 

Parts of these lists of popular choice s 
are here presented; it should prove an 
interesting exercise in music appreciation 
to consider what may be the elements 
which determine people's favorite music. 

WQXR Favorite Symphonie s 

I. Beethoven: Symphony No. 5 ;,, C Mino r 
2. Beethoven: Symphon y No. 9 in D Minor 

("Choral") 
3. T schaikowsky: Symphony No. 5 in E Minor 
4. Beethoven: Symphony No. 7 in A Major 
5. Tschaikowsky: Symphony No. 6 in B Minor 

("Pathetique") 
6. Franck: Symphony in D Minor 
7. Beethoven: Symphony No. 3 in E Flat ("Er

oica") 

3.2. 

What Music Do You 
Like? 

8. Brahms: Symphony No. I i11 C Minor 
9. Brahms: Symphony No. 4 in E Minor 

10. Tschaikowsky: Symphony No. 4 in F Minor 
1 I. Beethoven: Symphony No. 6 in F ("Pastoral") 
12. Sibelius: Symphony No. 2 in D Major 
1 J. Schubert: Symphony No. 8 in B Minor ("U 11-

finished") 
14. Dvorak: Symphony No. 5 ;,, E Minor ("New 

World") 
15. Brahms: Symphony No. 2 in D Major 

Victor Records: Favorite Symphonic 
Albums 

1. Tschaikowsky Fifth-Stokowski, Philadelphia 
Orchestra 

2. Dvorak "New World "-Sto kowski, Philadel
phia Orchestra 

J. Franck D Minor-Stokowski, Philadelphia 
Orchestra 

4. Brahms Fourth-Walter, BBC Orchestra 
5. Beethoven Seventh-Toscanini, Philharmonic 

Orchestra 
6. Schubert "Unfinished"-Koussevitzky, Boston 

Symphony 
7. Tschaikowsky "Pathetiquc"-Ormandy, Phil

adelphia Orchestra 
8. Brahms Third-Walter, Vienna Orchestra 
9. Beethoven "Pasforal"-Toscanin i, BBC Or -

chestra 
10. Brahms First-Walter, Vienna Orchestra 
11. Haydn " Military"-Walter, Vienna Orche st ra 
12. Haydn No. 102-Koussevitzky, Boston Or-

chestra 
13. Mozart "Jupiter"-Walter, Vienna Orchestra 
14. Mozart G Minor-Toscanini, NBC Orchestra 
15. Beethoven Fi/th-Toscanini, NBC Orche stra 

One or two things need to be said as 
a caution against regarding these lists 
as a true barometer of America's favorite 
music. First, as to the WQXR list, it 
comes from a metropolitan New York 
audience which would tend to be some
what above the level of general music 
appreciation. This is said with no intent 
to be provincial or snobbish; it is a plain 
fact that a comparatively limited radio 
public accustomed to hearing several 
hours of good music every day would 
have a vastly wider acquaintance with and 
appreciation of the world of symphony 
and opera than the general public. Look
ing at the Victor list, several condition
ing factors are to be reckoned with in ad
dition to the music itself: the popularity 
of the orchestras and conductors who per
form the symphonies, the fact that some 
sets have been much longer available than 
others, and the quality and cost of the 
recordings. Beethoven's Ninth is prob
ably lacking from the Victor list because 
the expense is somewhat prohibitive. But 
when all these things have been con
sidered it remains that this music is what 

Americans like; it has made the widest 
appeal. 

Comparing the two lists, it will be seen 
that eleven symphonies are common to 
both, though in quite a different order 
of preference. Almost half (five out of 
eleven) come from the pens of Beethoven 
and Tschaikowsky. In the WQXR poll, 
among the first eleven symphonies, Bee
thoven appears five times and all three 
mature Tschaikowsky symphonies are 
listed. Three Brahms symphonies appear 
in each case, though not the same three. 
Schubert's Unfinished, Cesar Franck's D 
Minor, and Dvorak's New World, works 
that have long been hardy staples of the 
concert program, find places well up in 
the first ten on Victor's sales records. 

The results are notable as well for the 
works that do not appear. The first 
Mozart symphony to win mention for 
Victor is the Jupiter in thirteenth place. 
Mozart falls out of the first fifteen alto
gether on the radio tabulation; his G 
Minor Symphony finished seventeenth in 
the voting. Haydn is not mentioned even 
in the first twenty-five on the WQXR 
list of favorites; his two symphonies on 
the Victor list seem surprising, being 
quite out of character with the rest of 
the chosen music. The more classic Bee
thoven and early Schubert are far down 
the list if they even appear at all. There 
are no modern works on either list; Sibe
lius' Second belongs really to the last 
century. Interestingly enough, the first 
fifteen symphonies chosen by the radio 
audience cover exactly a century from 
Beethoven's Eroica in 18 03 to Sibelius' 
Second in 1902. 

If these are truly the popular choices 
we may well ask, Why? There are a 
number of qualities one finds in much of 
this music which may explain its popular
ity. Are these the things people like in 
the music they have chosen? In general 
they are works on a grand scale that make 
a forthright impact on our feelings. 
They are for the most part symphonies 
with dramatic appeal. Many of them 
are intensely human in their emotional 
inspiration. All the Tschaikowsky sy~
phonies, for example, represent the u01-
versal human struggle to find happiness ~ 
and meaning in life, as nearly as we can 
say what any pure music represents. The 
simple, almost earthy, quality of t~e 
New World makes it universally love · 



Summer Music Under the 
Stars 

It is too early to forecast in detail 
exactly what will be our summer fare in 
the way of good music on the radio. But 
the great masters will again this year be 
taken out into the open air; Schubert 
blends beautifully with a golden sunset, 
Mozart takes on new sparkle under a 
sky full of stars, and even a full moon 
fails to daunt Beethoven's magic spell. 
The various outdoor seasons of past years 
will again be in force, with some new ad
ditions, and the microphone will do its 
share in spreading this music to remote 
points. Careful watch of the local radio 
page during the summer months will 
repay with many hours of great music. 
Here is a brief round-up of some of the 
concerts that are in prospect: 

New York: The New York Philharmonic will 
play for an eight-week season at the Lewissohn 
Stadium under guest conductors, June 19 to 
August 13. Young Americans will be among 
the guests both on the podium and in the role 
of featured solosits. 

Philadelphia: For seven weeks the Philadelphia 
Orchestra will be · heard out at the Robin Hood 
Dell on the banks of the Schuylkill. Fritz 
Kreisler will make his first American outdoor 
appearance here. 

Chicago: In Grant Park on the lake shore a 

Again, many of these works, and it was 
the same among all other types of music 
that were sampled, are dynamic, vigorous, 
rhythmic compositions that employ a full, 
colorful orchestra. 

Except for the Pastoral and Choral 
symphonies, Beethoven's symphonies de
fy verbal analysis, but they all speak to 
us in direct musical language, music that 
is most truly expressive of all human life, 
sadness and joy, pathos and humor, the 
emotions of human conflict and triumph, 

I 
beauty and love. Most of this music is 
appealing in its wealth of melody, the 
thing most people hear and remember 
above everything else. Does not this ex
plain the greatness of the Andante from 
Tschaikowsky's Fifth, the Largo from the 
New World, the immortal theme from 
the opening movement of the Unfinished, 
the great song from the finale of Brahms' 
First? One finds very little music whose 
lllelodies and harmonies are intricate, dis
;nant, and not readily apprehensible. 

~ he subtle, remote, unfamiliar pattern of 
• lllusical thought we reject in favor of the 

Work that we can grasp and hold easily in 
our understanding. 

In the field of opera, Wagner complete-

Af a,, 1941 

variety of outdoor concerts will be held featur
ing a number of bands, orchestras and concert 
and opera soloists. In Ravinia Park there will 
be a season of outdoor symphony concerts. 

Los Angeles: Another outdoor season in the 
Hollywood Bowl will feature the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic and a season of outdoor summer 
opera. Some of the great names in American 
music are listed. 

Boston: During June the famous Boston "Pops" 
concerts will be held in Symphony Hall. In 
July the same orchestra moves over to the banks 
of the Charles River for the popular Esplanade 
concerts. Both series will be under Arthur 
Fiedler. 

Tanglewood, Mass.: This secluded spot in the 
Berkshires, which is rapidly becoming the Salz
burg of America, will again be the scene of the 
Boston Symphony's Berkshire Music Festival. 
Three series of three concerts each will be played, 
from July 31 through August 17. Dr. Serge 
Koussevitzky will conduct. 

Washington: On the Potomac River bank, 
back of the Lincoln Memorial, the National Sym
phony will present a series of evening concerts 
during the summer months. 

St. Louis: Outdoor opera will again be the 
feature at Forest Park. 

Cincinnati: Outdoor opera will be presented 
at the amphitheater in the Cincinnati Zoo. 

Cleveland: Symphony concerts by the Cleve
land Orchestra on the lake front. 

Milwaukee: Wisconsin Symphony Orchestra 
in a series at Washington Park. 

ly dominates with six out of the first 
ten, just as he has done at the Metropoli
tan through the past decade. This may 
be partly due to the present popularity 
of Kirsten Flagstad and Lauritz Melchior, 
singers who have made Wagner live in the 
hearts of millions of people. But Wag
ner himself doubtless has a lot to do with 
his own popularity. For he is the peer 
of music dramatists; his dramatic ideas 
are quickened by music that translates 
into vibrant feeling all the deepest mean
ings of his dramatic situations. 

Much more might be said in specula
tion; it would be interesting were we able 
to determine further exactly what sort 
of people like this, that and the other 
piece of music. And in all fairness it 
ought to be said that a much wider field 
of popular appreciation comes into view 
when we leave the symphony for other 
forms of musical composition--overtures, 
tone poems, instrumental solos, and vocal 
music. (Along this line, the new Victor 
Catalogue makes very interesting reading 
for the musically interested.) Perhaps 
enough has been said to raise the provoca
tive question: Why do I like my favorite 
music? 

The New York Philharmonic at the Lewis• 
sohn Stadium. Photograph by Paul J. Woolf 

Toronto: Again the Promenade concerts will 
be played by the Toronto Symphony under 
Reginald Stewart, at the University of Toronto. 

Chautauqua, N. Y.: Chautauqua's music fes
tival under Albert Stoessel is always well known 
and loved. Sunday afternoons these will be heard 
over the CBS network. 

This is to cover only a few outstanding 
points in the United States. Scattered 
throughout the country will be many 
more places where communities may en
joy fresh air with their music. Much of 
this music will be on the nation-wide net
works (Chautauqua, New York, Toronto, 
Washington, Philadelphia, to mention but 
a few) and still more will be available 
locally. Summer is no longer a time 
when the great music is put away in 
moth balls to await the stuffiness of 
winter concert halls. 

100th . Birthday for the 
Philharmonic 

One-hundred-year anniversaries usually 
become occasions for celebrations and 
festivals. Next year will be no exception 
for the New York Philharmonic Society 
which reaches the century mark as New 
York's leading musical institution. The 
New York Philharmonic was founded in 
April, 1842, its purpose being "the study 
and rendering of symphonies, overtures, 
and other classical music in such manner 
as to cultivate a more general knowledge 
and a more correct public taste." It 
boasts a distinguished record in fulfill
ment of that purpose. Oldest permanent 
orchestra in the United States and third 
oldest in the world, the Philharmonic has 
twice merged with other orchestras, with 
the National Symphony in 1921 and with 
the New York Symphony in 1928. 
Through one hundred years the great 
conductors of the world have held the 
baton over its performances. 

To commemorate the centennial, sub
scribers to next year's concerts (and the 
radio audience will share the privilege 
with them) will be treated to the most 
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brilliant parade of conductors ever to 
pass in front of an orchestra in this 
country in one season. Leopold Stokow
ski, who recently resigned from the Phila
delphia Orchestra, will inaugurate the 
season. He will be followed in turn by 
Bruno Walter, whose artistic achieve
ments with the Philharmonic and at the 
Met stood out as high points this season, 
Dimitri Mitropoulos of Minneapolis, Ar
tur Rodzinski of Cleveland, Eugene 
Goosens of Cincinnati, Serge Koussevitzky 
of Boston, Fritz Busch, formerly of Dres
den, and John Barbirolli, the orchestra's 
permanent conductor. Arturo Toscanini 
may be added to this list if he can be 
persuaded to return once more to the 
orchestra that was his through the early 
thirties. 

One hopes that this series of concerts, 
augmented by distinguished soloists, does 
not develop into a series of tussles be
tween conductors and players . Emotional 
displays and struggle for authority often 
mar the artistic quality of what the 
orchestra could do. Interest will be great 
as each of these men takes over the baton. 
Most notable perhaps will be Koussevitz
ky's appearances, the first he has ever 
made in America apart from his own 
non-union Boston Symphony. We will 
await with pleasure Fritz Busch, another 
outstanding refugee from Hitler's Ger
many. 

• 
I terns for the Record 

Collector 
Beethoven 's Symphony No. 3, the Eroica, come s 

out in two eloquent performances; Bruno Walter 
does it with the New York Philharmonic on 
Columbia records as his first American recording, 
and Arturo Toscanini conducts it for Victor with 
the NBC Symphony. Pay your money and take 
your choice. There should be no further need 
for an Eroica for some time to come . 

A number of outstanding sets are supposedly 
in the vaults awaiting an opportune moment for 
release. Perhaps the summer will afford us the 
chance to hear some of the following: 

Felix Weingartner conducting Mozart 's Sym
phony No. 39 i1I E Flat. 

Koussevitzky conducting Bach's B Minor Mass 
with the Boston Symphony Orchestra and the 
Harvard-Radcliffe Choral Societies . 

Toscanini conducting the Goetterdammerung 
Immolation Scene with the NBC Symphony and 
Helen Traube!, Metropolitan Opera soprano. 

Toscanini and Vladimir Horowitz with the 
NBC Symphony in a performance of the Tschai
kowsky Piano Concerto in B Flat . 

• A valuable discussion, "Toward an 
Enlightened Patriotism," by Edgar Dale, 
is included in the March issue of the 
News L efter of the Department of Edu
cational Research, Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio. Mr. Dale lists six of 
the basic ideals in the democratic thesis, 
and, under each, names motion pictures 
( both commercial and educational pro
ductions) which could be used in helping 
achieve those ideals. If you are interested , 
write to the department for a copy. 
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Some Current Films 

Australia at War (The March of Time). 
How the commonwealth is going all-out for this 
war, and how she will probably be attacked this 
year unless the U. S. Navy intervenes. This will 
be good propaganda for our will to go to war in 
the Pacific, for it hint s that our interests and 
Australia's are one, and that war with Japan is 
inevitable . Partisan. 

Blackout (British Film). Another of tho se 
grand British my stery-melodramas. Thi s time 
there is a Danish sea captain who prote sts being 
stopped by the blockade patrol, a dash to London 
at night by some mysterious passengers, fog, dark
ness, spies, secret agents-and you don't know un
til the final minutes who is who and how it will 
all come out. Suspen seful. Valerie Hobson, Con
rad Veidc. 

Cheers for Miss Bishop (UA). The life story 
-marked by frustrations in love, by sacrifice, de
votion and service-of a woman teacher in a 
small midwesc college . Sensitive performances , 
and a worth-while theme. (See first paragraph, 
above.) Rosemary DeCamp, William Gargan, 
Edmund Gwenn, Martha Scott. 

Dream of Butterfly (Italian film). A ro
mance, duplicating the theme of the opera, Ma
dame Butterfly. Climax comes as the heroine sing_s 
a number of scenes from the opera, to be ac
claimed as the first successful star co have per
formed it. Somewhat stilted as to story de
velopment, but the musical portions are delight
ful. Maria Cebotari, Lucy Englisch. 

The Lady from Cheyenne (Univ.). A satire 
on early politic s on the plains, with a school 
teacher from the east setting a cattle town on 
its ears by proposing woman's suffrage as the only 
way to drive the crooked land-grabbers out of 
town, and, furthermore, by going to the state 
capital and gaining her point by a ruse. It is all 
done in exaggerated fashion, and some of the digs 
at lawmakers are more biting than in MR. SMITH 

GOES TO WASHINGTON. It would have been more 
effective with more of "Mr. Smith" and less 
" Toonerville Trolley, " but it's grand comedy 
just the same. Frank Craven, Loretta Young. 

The Road to Zanzibar (Par.). Again you 
have Bob Hope , Bing Crosby and Dorothy Lamour 
in the jungle, this time with Una Merkel for good 
measure. It's perfectly irresponsible, and since 
it doesn't take itself seriously at all it's less hard 
to take than previous offerings of this trio. The 
characters kid themselves, each other, the movie s, 
practically everything . It gets rather tiresome 
coward the end, and has absolutely no relation to 
reality. But if you're just over an examination, 
it might be what you're looking for. 

So Ends Our Night (UA) deals with refugee s 
without passports, fleeing from land to land to 
avoid being sent back to Nazi Germany. The ex
perience s shown are varied, but they center about 
a former German army officer in exile for po
litical rc ·1sons, the boy he befriends and the Jewish 
girl with whom the boy falls in love. The Nazi s 
follow the brutal type already crystallized from 
former films, but the story is marked by sensiti ve, 
conv incing performanc es. Glenn Ford, Frederic 
March, Margaret Sullavan . 

Topper Returns (UA) . Topper and his wife 
are again the victim s of one of tho se disembodied 
spirit s wished on him fir st by the Thorn e Smith 
talcs and continued in the movie s. Thi s one has 
a mystery and a murder added for good measure , 
and the result is a grand melodrama , blood chill 
ing as could be asked for by any detective- stor y 
fan, yet with some of the f1t11niest bit s th at have 
appeared on the screen for a lon g tim e. Joa n 

Blondell, Billie Burke, Carole Landis, "Rochester, " 
Roland Young. 

Meet the Fleet (War.), first of the shorts 
made by Hollywood producers with army and 
navy men at hand to advise and censor, goes with 
a bunch of recruits to the naval training station 
at San Diego, shows something of their daily ac
tivity until the grand day when they sail away 
to Hawaii on a big battleship. Training life, ac
cording to this film, is just one grand adventure, 
with fun on every hand. There's no hint of war 
nor the reasons for war nor the horrors of war. 
[t's just uHurry up, boys, you're missing out." 
Nai ve, but nevertheless probably effective propa
ganda. 

Men of Boys' Town (MGM) continues the 
story of Father Flanagan's effort co give boys of 
all races and creeds a chance to start life anew. 
[n this film, Father Flanagan goes to help clean 
up a reform school where cruelty is still the only 
reforming influence known. It's an inspiring 
story, and played to gain the utmost in sympathy 
for the little victims of hard knocks. Situations 
work out almost too easily, but the film has real 
value because of its ethical standards and its 
insistence that "There's no such thing as a bad 
boy." Mickey Rooney, Spencer Tracy. 

Missing Ten Days (Col.). And still another 
grand British spy melodrama-but not up to 
NIGHT TRAIN. Suspenseful, deft, subtle. Rex 
Harrison, Karen Verne. 

The Great Lie (War.) is an emotional, rather 
impossible yarn about an aviator, given up for 
dead when lost in the jungle. His wife bargains 
with her predecessor, a concert pianist to whom 
her husband wasn't legally married, to exchange 
the child soon to be born co the pianist for l 

trust fund . But the aviator returns, with "tht 
great lie" complicating matters enormously. /,J 
in all her films, Miss Davis somehow makes em<>
tions ring true, particularly suffering. It's wel 
done, and in spite of itself manages to be fair~ 
convincing. But when you look beneath tli 
surface, it's pretty phony. And although pa 
of the premise is based on the aviator's refor• 
from drinking, it isn't quite resolved, and there 
is so much of it as to be most undesirable 
So- so. Mary Astor, George Brent, Bette Davis. 
Hattie McDaniel. 

The Trial of Mary Dugan (MGM). A mattll 
of-fact relating of a story famous in previous 
stage and screen presentations: the girl who d 

tried on circumstantial evidence for the murder 
of her employer, with her reformatory-school 
background working against her and her fian(t 
returning just in time to make the circums t~ 
tial evidence work the other way. Most sor 
elements of former version have been remo•~ 
Long, and interesting only if you like to wat 
these thing s work out by quirks. Laraine pay, 
John Lite!, Robert Young. 

That Night in Rio (Fox). Don Ameche ~~u· 
bling as entertainer from the States and Brazt1;: 
stock-broker. Mistaken identity forms the b 

1
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of the unconvincing plot, with most of th~ f: 1, 
age taken up by performances in unbehev_ II> 
elaborate Brazilian night club, rhumbas, flircat•O r· 
The mu sic will probably entertain North A111'e1, 
can audience s, but Latin Americans will surur< 
feel that it is trying too hard. And one f•t,i,l 
supposed co produce mirth-the nervous .• i~ 
twitch of one Latin-American characcer-•poD 
very bad taste. El aborate, but empty. 
Ameche , Alice Faye, Carmen Miranda. 

ro•I''' Footsteps in the Dark (War.). A h•il• 
murder my ster y. Errol Flynn , Brenda Mars 
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"D emocracy" in the Movies 

A S the climax of CHEERS FOR MISS BISHOP, the excellent film portraying the serv
ice of a woman teacher through the first sixty years of a small college's life, a 

banquet is held to honor that woman by the conferring of the college's highest de
gree. She rises to respond-with a toast to "our nation." Now there is nothing wrong 
with that--except that in this story it seems out of character, dragged-in. We are 
not sure, but it is likely that last year that toast would have been to the college, or 
to the students, or to the founders. For in the most unexpected places in films these 
days you have characters repeating things to each other like "Isn't it wonderful to be 
an American?" 

The intention is good. No one denies that movies should promote American ideals 
and democracy. The question is whether merely saying those ideals are wonderful is 
really serving the desired purpose. Wouldn't it be wiser to make films showing how 
they are wonderful? 

At the recent "Town Meeting of the Air" broadcast on how movies should aid 
national defense, Donald Ogden Stewart, screen writer, had some very pat things to 
say on this subject. "National defense," he said, "implies an understanding of a 
present-day living, breathing nation. It is not served by a series of short subjects de
picting the ride of Paul Revere or the quickest way to assemble a machine gun. It 
depends more on what that machine gun is going to be used for and why." 

Films that show Americans being served by their democracy, that show problems 
being solved in a democratic way-that would seem to be the answer. There are some 
which accomplish this, but there are many more in which those pro blems are solved 
by the appearance of "night riders" or benevolent millionaires or strokes of luck 
brought about by not the most ethical means. 

The difference in two recent films will illustrate what I mean. Both THE GRAPES 

OF WRATH and TOBACCO ROAD are excellent technically; in fact, the same director and 
photographer and producer were at work on them. In both, the characters faced the 
same problems: blinding poverty, induced by inabi lity to cope with worn-out land 
and the forces of nature. In THE GRAPES OF WRATH, the characters set out to better 
their condition; when they have an opportunity, they co-operate to make life better 
as part of a community (remember "Ma" sharing the meager supper, Tom pausing 
to turn off the dripping water tap in the government camp?); in the end, Tom goes 
off to learn what the whole problem is all about, determined to take his place in some 
effort to make things work. Here the problem is solved as one in a democracy. 

On the other hand, the characters in TOBACCO ROAD are uninterested in a real so
lution-and we find ourselves caring little about them or their woes. The only easing 
the movie seems to envision for them is in the generosity of one above them in the 
economic scale; it is the gift from the grandson of the former "overlord" which saves 
them from the poor house. The solution is benevolence-but a benevolent fascism. 

We read complaints, too, that American movies are not well received below the 
Rio Grande. And if we are to gain the friendship of those countries, movies would 
be an excellent means. They are included in the plans which the cultural committee 
headed by Nelson Rockefeller is making for better relations between the two conti
nents. The film companies, eager to replenish the income of the lost European mar
kets, have been making earnest efforts to appeal to Latin-American tastes. 

So what have we? Well, so far, films crowded with elaborate night-club interiors, 
supposedly set in South American capitals, rhumba-dancing Latins and a good share of 
the cast representing visiting North Americans, always most lovely and wealthy peo
ple. 

But I wonder. I know how some young Latin-American friends of mine are going 
to receive those films-with words of their own which mean "phony." If a South 
American film came to your local theater, would you hope to see a New York night
club setting, with visiting Brazilians (lovely people), and American jazz all over the 
Pace? Hardly. Wouldn't you prefer an entertaining film set in South America 
~~e!f, with native characters and with a reflection of how people there really live 

e1r lives? 
b There would be no surer way to spread the word about democracy in lands tempted 
Y the siren songs of fascism than to distribute films showing members of a democ:~cy at work making that democracy serve its each and every member. A good film 

d North American life, honestly made, will be a far better good will measure than 
ozens of elaborate ones trying to show Latin Americans what we think they are like. 

M~, 1941 

For Your Own Showing 
Here are further sources of information 

about selected films which may be ob
tained for showings in schools or clubs : 

Association of School Film Libraries, 
9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City. 
C:italogue free. 

The American Film Center, 4 5 Rocke
feller Plaza, New York City. Monthly 
Film N cws. Leaflet, Motion Pictures: 
16 mm. Sound Film. Free. 

Association of Doc umentary Film Pro
ducers, 1600 Broadway, New York City . 
Catalogue free . 

Teaching Film Custo dians, Inc., 25 W. 
43rd Street, New York Ci ty. Catalogue, 
5 0 cents. 

Committee on Human Relations, 45 
Rockefeller Plaza, New York City. Cata
logue, 5 0 cents. 

Bell .:nd Howell Co., 1801 Larchmont 
A venue, Chicago, Ill. Educational Film 
Catalogue, listing 1,000 films . To own
ers of 16 mm . equipment, free. To others, 
2 5 cents. (This company will shortly 
issue also a Religious Film Catalogue and 
a Utili zation Digest for Educational 
Films.) 

• 
In a recent spe~ch to the American 

movie industry, President Roosevelt 
thanked it for its help in the defense pro
gram and declared that dictators fear the 
propaganda effect of American movies. 

Whereupon Fritz Hippler, head of the 
cinema department of the German Minis
try of Propaganda, answered, saying, in 
part, that if it is true that the American 
movie has carried the ideals of a free na
tion throughout the world, then "Ameri
ca's ideal must be light amusement, song 
hits and tap dancing." When America 
began to omit all German-made material 
from newsreels and to produce provoca
tive films like THE MAD DOG OF EUROPE 

and THE GREAT DICTATOR and THE MOR

TAL STORM, continued Herr Hippler, it 
became necessary for Germany to ban all 
American movies. They have been ab
sent for some months, according to a 
dispatch to The New York Times, but 
pictures of favorite American actors con
tinue to hang on the walls of theaters. 
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You Should Know 
Drama and Pageantry fo,· Use in the Chu,-ch, 

a manual for summer conferences. Published 
by the Presbyterian Board of Christian Educa
tion, Witherspoon Building , Philadelphia, Pa., 
35 cents. 
This booklet is written by men and women of 

the Presbyterian church who have worked in 
the drama field. In a condensed form it gives 
the background, the pre sent use and methods for 
drama in the church. 

• 
Among the new plays or adaptations are 

The Summoning of Everyma11 by John Baird 
(French, 35 cents). This is an excellent adap
tation of the old morality. It should be in 
the repertory of every well-established church 
group ..... Walter Baker has published Dorothy 
Clarke Wilson's A Grain of Wheat (50 cents, 
Royalty $10.00), a dramatization of the novel 
by Toyohiko Kagawa. This play should be 
"must" in every group-for reading if not for 
production. Not to be missed . .... The famous 
actress, Mrs. Fiske, is responsible for A Light 
from Saint Agnes (French, 35 cents, Royalty 
$ 5.00), now published as a separate play ..•.. A 
new dramatic version of the Absalom story by 
Anne Coulter Martens is published by the Dra
matic Publishing Company ( 35 cents). • . . . 
John Hayden's The Faithless (French, 35 cents) 
is well worth looking into. It is a play about 
Judas .... • Helen Willcox is responsible for two 
plays on China, One for All and Dawn in the 
West. They can be secured from the Church 
Committee for China Relief, 105 East 22nd 
Street, New York City ..... A very moving 
and effective play is Marion Wefer's A King 
Shall Reign (French, 35 cents, Royalty $ 5.00). 
A grief-stricken Hebrew mother becomes a new 
woman in the visit of Mary, Joseph and Jesus . 
Definitely recommended. . . . . John Baird is 
also responsible for a version of The Y o,-k 
Nativity (French, 34 cents. Permission from 
Publishers). Plays of thi s sort should be standard 
repertory . • . . . Martha Bayly Shannon, long a 
name to conjure with in all aspects of drama in 
the church, is the author of The Lowly Ki11g 
(Baker, 35 cents, 5 copies must be purcha sed for 
production). It is a play for the Lenten season 
and admirably supplies a real need for plays of this 
sort ..... Other new Easter plays for next year, 
Why Weepest Thou? by William Duncan, He 
Passed This Way by Margaret Ann Hubbard, 
and Three Sons by Mary Russell. All of these are 
published by Walter Baker, the first for thirty
five cents, and the latter two for fifty cents 
each. . . . . Our good friend and Presbyterian 
co-worker, Elliot Field, is responsible for a new 
play published by Walter Baker, Pat and Patty 
(35 cents). A humorous commentary on paren
tal opposition to youth's wishes, it is a delightful 
sketch. This is a different Elliot Field, and one 
which we salute and welcome. 

• 
Two new book s we should all know: New 

Theatres fo1· Old, by Mordecai Gorelik, New 
York, Samuel French, 1941, $4.50. From a re
view of the book by Walter Prichard Eaton of 
Yale: "Once you get your definitions settled with 
him (the author), his book becomes a stimulating 
and provocative one, and on the whole leaves 
you with the uncomfortable feeling that the de
signers are more imaginative and intelligent artists 
just now than the playwrights. Every dramatist 
should be made to read this work." 

The Dramatic Imagination, by Robert Ed
mond Jones, New York, Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 
1941, $2.00, is an even more important book. 
The art of the theatre, past, pre sent and future 
comes in for a thorough discussion by one of the 
leading spirits of the modern theatre. 
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Unto Us, The Players, A 
Saint Is Given 

RT Antinoe in upper Egypt, there lived a deacon named Apollonius, who 
feared torture, being by nature of a highly sensitive and timorous con

stitution. Arian, the judge, ordered every inhabitant to appear before him 
and sacrifice. Apollonius went to Philemon, an actor, stage piper, and 
dancer, and offered him money if he would go and sacrifice in his name, and 
bring him a ticket to the effect that Apollonius had sacrificed. Philemon 
consented, asked Apollonius for one of his hooded cloaks, which would con
ceal his face, and then went before the judge. 

Then Arian said, "Well, fellow, what art thou? A Christian perhaps, 
muffled thus, as if thou fearest to be seen." 

Philemon, filled with the grace of God, answered gravely, "Yes, my lord, 
I am a Christian." 

"Thou knowest the choice that is set before thee, torture or sacrifice," 
said the magistrate . 

"I will not sacrifice," answered the player, "I saw how, by the power 
of God, Asclas held thee stationary in the midst of the river." 

Then Arian, leaning back in his seat, said to his officer, "Send for Phile
mon, the player; perchance his sweet melodies and antics will drive away 
the fancies of this fool, and allure him to the worship of our God." But 
Phi lemon was not to be found; then his brother Theonas was brought in, 
and Arian asked him where was the piper Philemon . Theonas, looking in
tently at the prisoner, said, "That is he." Then the hood was plucked off 
the face of Philemon and the cloak drawn from his shoulders, and it was 
the merry player shod with his gay buskins, and with the tuneful reeds on 
his hands. Arian laughed heartily, and exclaimed that this was a rare 
joke . 

"We make no account of all this, man!" said he, " for to this thou wast 
born, and to this bred, that thou shouldst shake our sides with laughter. 
Now sacrifice and end the farce ." 

But Philemon steadfastly refused, and Arian saw that no jest was meant. 
but that this was sober earnest. So putting on an angry look, he said, "It 
is foolery for thee to pass thyself off as a Christian, player! for thou art not 
baptized ." Then the poor man was filled with tribulation, and in his· 
doubt and grief he cried to the Lord Jesus Christ to accept and baptize him. 
And as he prayed, there came down a soft sprinkling spring shower, and the 
player, stretching his hands to heaven, cried joyously, "He has heard rne, 
and has baptized me in the cloud!" 

And he took his pipes and broke them up, and cast them away. 

Now the officer had taken the deacon Apollonius, and they brought hirtl 
before Arian, who reproached him for his cowardice; the deacon in shame 
admitted that he had done wrong: "But now," said he in a firm voice, 
"know that I will not sacrifice." Then the judge ordered him and Phi le· 
mon to be executed with the sword. 

Martyred at Antinoe in Egypt-AD . 305 . 
F h !56-158-- rom The Lives of the Saints-Rev. S. Baring-Gould. Volume III-Marc -PP· 
Edinburgh: John Gant, 1914. 



The Present State of Religious Drama 

For the third time, Professor Fred Eastman of the Chicago Theological Seminary 
has made a survey to discover "the nature, extent and trends in religious drama in 
the United States." The results of the findings appeared in an article in The Christian 
Century, February 29, 1941. A brief summary of the survey reveals the following 
facts: 

Of the 364 churches of the six larger denominations reporting, 322 or about 
90% declared they were producing plays as part of their regular program. The 
322 churches presented 876 plays last year-an average of 2.7 plays per church. 
This compares with 3.7 plays per church in the survey of 1935, and 3.2 in the survey 
of 1931. 

36 % of the plays used were biblical, 49 % were non-biblical but religious, 15 % 
non-religious. 

Most of the churches reported that they presented plays for "the inspiration of 
the audience." Less than a fifth said that they used plays to "raise money." 

Most of the plays produced by the churches were not on a recommended list, but 
the proportion in the list was higher than it was in 1931 and 193 5. 

In his conclusions, Dr. Eastman revealed certain trends of significance: (a) the 
increasing use of religious dramas among the larger churches of all six of the major 
denominations; (b) the decreasing number but increasing quality of the plays 
presented per individual church; ( c) the preference for modern plays of spiritual life 
over biblical plays; (d) the concentration of productions around Christmas and 
Easter-especially Christmas-indicating their greater use in celebration of the great 
events of the Christian calendar; ( e) the increasing recognition that dramatic di
rectors need specialized training for their work. 

In concluding his article Dr. Eastman says: "There will be plays that lift the 
audience, stir its noblest emotions, and send it away with a deepened sense of 
fellowship with God and man. A dramatic group that has such a purpose will 
demand-and get-the equipment it needs. It will seek the severest discipline. It 
will think of itself as in the great succession of the players of the great tragedies and 
the medieval mysteries. Its task and its opportunity are as great as theirs." 

• 
Theatre and Religion 

In ancient times, the Theatre was a part of religion; it was a sacred and holy thing, 
and was approached with reverence and awe. The actors were priests, and to the 
public these performances were as vital and necessary as the bread which gave their 
bodies strength. 

Through hundreds of years of struggle, of wars, revolutions, massacres, and plagues, 
the Theatre grew to be a different thing, and strangely, from being a part of religion, 
grew to be its enemy. The Theatre was denounced from its lofty and beautiful 
beginning. It is looked on too often as a clown or a buffoon, something to make the 
hours pass easily, with false laughter. 

If you realize the possibilities of the Theatre for beauty, truth and inspiration 
and demand of it these things-you will force the people working in the Theatre 
to a wider vision. . . . . To supply your demand of truth, beauty, and inspiration, 
they must of necessity become finer and nobler in themselves. They must increase 
0n every side their wisdom and their humanity. 

As a priest takes the vow to God when he enters the church, so must the actor 
Bke the vow to God (who is Beauty, Truth, and Love) when he enters the Theatre. 

e must become the priest of a new religion-the religion of Beauty. 
-Eva Le Gallienne, in Creative Expression. 

Progressive Education Association, Milwaukee, E. M. Hale and Co., 1939. 

S The Pasadena Playhouse has produced William 
.,' 0Yan's latest play, Across the Board on 
, 

011lorrow Morning. The author in his char
"?eristic manner wrote after the performance: 
•d~· _rny opinion, the play is now a unique 
tis '.t1on to the American theatre. Anybody 

es opinion is irrelevant. I know. Second-

night audience was less demonstrative but more 
deeply moved, which is the idea. I think the 
Pasadena Playhouse produces plays better than 
any outfit on Broadway." In spite of the obvious 
conceit in the statement, there is a world of truth 
in one or two things Saroyan says. Consider 
them! 

A scene from Lillian Hellman's Watch on 
the Rhine, now running in New York. See 
note above on play. 

A new play, According to Law, by Noel 
Houston, is available for amateur groups. It is 
the prize-winning play in the contest sponsored 
by the American Civil Liberties Union, One-Act 
Play Magazine, New Theatre League contest. 
It can be secured from the American Civil Lib
erties Union, 170 Fifth Avenue, New York City. 
Timely-"honest, compelling and compassionate," 
a friend who knows wrote to us. "It gets you 
where you live." Noel Houston's new full
length play, The Marauders, has just been 
given by the Carolina Playmakers of the Uni
versity of North Carolina. This is a drama of 
contemporary Oklahoma. Hanston is a new 
name in the writing field to be watched . 

• One of the current season's most important 
plays in New York is Native Son, the dramati
zation by Paul Green and Richard Wright of the 
latter's novel. The production is directed by 
Orson Welles. New York critics called the play 
"shrewd, impressive, telling with bitter forth
rightness the painful story of sullen, tortured 
Bigger Thomas, the snarlingly bewildered off
spring of race injustice." Canada Lee, the Negro 
actor, plays the part of Bigger. The play is 
published by Harper . 

• 
Donald Kirkly, critic of The Baltimore Snn, 

chose Watch on the Rhine, Lillian Hellman's 
anti-Nazi drama, as the probable winner of this 
year's Pulitzer Prize. He described the play as 
the anti-Nazi play for which democracy has 
been waiting many years. Mr. Kirkly said the 
show proves that "art is the best propaganda." 

• Bennett Cerf, of Random House, reports that 
the manuscript of a new Eugene O'Neill play 
reposes in the publisher's safe. It is called 
The Iceman Cometh. 



THE BROKEN SPAN. By William Carlos \Vi/
Iiams. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions. 
1941. 35 cents. 
There are eleven poems, some old and some 

new, in this first pamphlet of "The Poet of the 
Month Series." The title of the volume is very 
appropriate, for the span is not together, and 
the majority of the poems do not "come off." 
These minor poems appear to be something that 
Williams dashed off between consultations, and 
their consequence is questionable. I am not sure 
that I can agree this time with the publishers 
when they say "a new group of poems by William 
Carlos Williams is always an exciting literary 
event." 

EDWARD G. McGEHEE. 

H. M. PULHAM, ESQUIRE. By John P. Mar
quand. New York: Little, Brown and Company, 
1941. 432 pp, $2.50. 
H. M. Pulham, Esquire, is written in a medi

tative style well adapted to the story of a man 
engaged in restrospection. 

Bo-jo Brown invited a group of men to lunch
eon. They were to plan the celebration of the 
twenty-fifth anniversary of their Harvard class. 
At this meeting Harry Pulham learned that he 
must write a resume of his life. This obligation 
began his looking backward. 

He pictures himself as a shy, sensitive child 
reared by Puritanical parents, sent to an exclusive 
preparatory school and then to Harvard. Here 
he entered a larger world where he "got on well 
enough with his own crowd but could not pic
ture the environments of boys who had not 
gone to St. Swithin's." World War I broadened 
his view still more. He found there was "a 
common something which you might call de
cency" in farm boys from the Middle-West and 
Italians from the slums of New York. He was 
surprised to learn that most of them were braver 
and more generous than he. 

After the war he did not want 
home where he "had everything." 
took a job in New York. Here he 
with a girl not in his social class. 

to go back 
Instead he 

fell in love 

After his father's death he took up the re
sponsibility of the estate and married a girl he 
had always known. 

If you want a story of thrills and excitement, 
you will not find it in H. M. Pulham, Esquire; 
but if you like to sit by the fireside and hear 
a person with a sympathetic understanding of 
human frailties tell the story of his life, of the 
changes that have taken place, of the interesting 
people that he has met-people who remind you 
of some you yourself know-you will enjoy this 
new novel by Marquand. You will smile or 
chuckle-not laugh-at some amusing incidents; 
and you will carry away with you many wise 
comments about life in general. Perhaps, too, 
you will agree with his comparison of life to an 
accordian, "creased up tightly at one end while 
the other end was all pulled out .... still full 
of sound." "The years of the latter twenties and 
thirties were telescoped together while the years 
before then were stretched out, still playing a 
sort of music." 

ANNA BROCHHAUSEN, 
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The Seed and the Soil 
A Review by 

Franklin H. Littell 

[This book by one of our Advisory Editorial Board is intended primarily for the 
senior age young person. But a careful reading of the text convinces the editor that 
in its scope and meaning and in its writing it is valuable for all of us.] 

I consider this little book ,:. to be one of the most significant contributions to that 
growing body of material in our Christian youth movement which is asking the basic 
religious questions and the basic social questions both at the same time and with great 
intensity. Furthermore, and this is most important as a distinction between this writ
ing and many earlier "liberal" efforts, it has a view to the integrity of the Church and 
the power of the Christian Gospel as well. 

The writing has merit of its own right-as in the poetic style and vivid insights at
tributed to Emery Witter at the opening of the book. The section headed "Transients 
on Move in Nation" is brilliant for its tragic restraint but clear portrayal of life issues. 
The style is often full of incident, a store of illustrations and personal experiences 
making vivid the larger lesson; i.e., the airplane vision of the Danish towns, the inci
dent with Kagawa in China, etc. But as a whole the merit of "The Seed and the 
Soil" is elsewhere. The only characters who stand out as supremely "real" are Bob 
Greenberg and Mr. Blood, and they are types rather than personalities. Emery Witter 
and Mother are too wise, their vision too clear; they do not show that "war between 
one's members," or that impress of condition and circumstance which gives emotional 
compulsion and tragic intensity to decision and therefore to dramatic writing. In 
the case of the protagonist himself, one is aware of universal issues but not of a des
perately human struggle which approaches universality. In the first few sections we 
sense a personality-who values social position for its security, who secretly envies the 
radical who "at least was touching life in the places where it hurt," who on graduation 
looks back with a certain questioning melancholy toward that first triumph when a 
slight poem was termed "promising." But this breaks down about the beginning 
of "The Generation of the Story," and the characters become either factual or the 
vehicles of a message. Perhaps this is because it is at this point that the author be
gins to write from the inspiration of the memory of the growth of a movement, 
rather than from the inspiration of "the Muse" alone. 

A fuller impact of the book comes through the comprehensive, experiential, and can
did way in which the main issues confronting Christian youth today are presented. 
From wide knowledge there is fine presentation of the problems concerning the spirit
ual vacuum which produces dictators, the choices involved in "democracy," the pos
sibilities of an adequate ordering of international life, the character of the universal 
faith, the confusion of the denominational conflict. Especially good is the attack 
made through story and questioning on the pagan nationalism which is the most ter
rible threat today against the existence and propagation of Christian values. And the 
w,riter is especially praised for the fearlessness with which he portrays those denials 
of the Message: the compromised social position of the Church as an institution of 
power and standing, the college administration which tolerates no real criticism of 
"the princes and powers of this world," the raw economic power which precipitated 
the Memorial Day massacre, and the capitalist-imperialism which-masked as "de
mocracy"-means tyranny to colonial peoples (India!) and protection of international 
trading corporations which flourish parasitically on international strife and colonial 
oppression. He says " .... there never could be an orderly world if capital had free 
international exchange while consumers were forced to pay prices artificially buoyed 
up by excessive tariffs. The international corporations had to be representative of 
capital, labor, consumers and government itself. Such companies, when realizedJ 
would become terrific pressures toward a world economic system of justice an 
plenty." 

In a day when many Christians in England (Malvern Conference) and South 

America (Lima Conference) are doing pioneer thinking toward the new order
(while in the U. S. A. we are asked to guarantee the British Empire, minor European 
and American dictators, and American hegemony in the Western Hemisphere without 
any questions )-these things need to be said and they are said well. The issues are 
splendidly raised. 

* The Seed and the Soil. By Richard T. Baker, New York: The Friendship Press. 1941. SJ,OO, 
Paper, 60 cents. 



The vision of Jesus Christ as the central figure in history and of the Church as the 
chief catalytic agent is of primary importance. "This was the Christian revolution," 
this renewed vision of God working in the world. It is good to see this strong af
firmation of a working faith coming out of a generation whose 1::ars first heard "Chris
tian" spoken weakly, almost apologetically. And it augurs well that as we enter 
this period of tremendous trial, we are coming to realize that we cannot be ashamed 
of the Gospel and that our vision is cleared through the conflict and the suffering 
itself. In general Christ is pictured as overcoming the world-I) through the 
Christian mission in a broad sense; 2) through the "organization with a memory"; 
3) through remade individuals. But the question is still raised as to whether the 
Church can be more than a seedbed, more than a program-influencing center, more 
than a supra-national agency of enlightenment. The integrity of Christian social 
action is defended: "But still the insistent word came through to me that the church 
did not depend entirely upon political action nor other agencies for ministering to the 
needy. It was itself an answer to need." But can the Church, or a remnant in it, 
be specifically radical in judgment?-can it be, through the techniques of spiritual 
warfare ("War without Violence"), not only the inspiration but the militant leader
ship of a mass movement?--or must the Christian renounce forever "the road to 
power," and concentrate on a monastic witness in dark hours? This is a particularly 
biting question in this moment, and there must be more fundamental thinking-as to 
whether an entirely new "missionary" pattern is not implied by the closing of large 
sections of the earth to the Christian witness, and the increasing pressure of most gov
ernments and economic blocks against a devout Christian community. It is a profound 
spiritual awakening among the common people which is imperative, and not extension 
of the ecumenical movement as such ..... And it might be asked whether this can 
come if our main emphasis is to be "maintaining the unity of the faith" in wartime, 
in a way that makes action impossible-and may compromise the whole Christian wit
ness in an ignorant and pointless and fruitless militarism. In other words, it might 
be that breaking fellowship as a weapon of the Church is justifiable, although claim
ing to speak for God in doing so is not. Again, the author's view of social unity 
raises serious questions-"The ideal should be that the highest individualism is realized 
when men relate themselves to the social group." He sees a team of horses plowing 
and reflects that "it was this kind of teamwork which was lacking in society. This 
was the reason that our times were sick." Today there is much of this straining to
ward social unity; a recent book by Eleanor Roosevelt, "The Moral Basis of De
mocracy," is a conspicuous example. But the values of social unity calculated in hu
man terms, without providing for a cause-conscious Christian minority and a theory 
of .its place in the world, are not only exaggerated: the situation is potentially de
n.onic. 

It is at the last that the writer hits his high, with a significant series of references 
to the biblical tradition, to the supreme need for Repentance in our time, to the small 
fellowships which are creating the patterns of the working faith of the future, to 
the Crisis which compels this profound re-thinking of Christian teaching and action. 
Here is vividly evident the vitality of faith, the sincerity of conviction, the brilliance 
of treatment, which have made the author such a significant voice. This is the sec
tion which gives wings to the whole writing, and makes reading and thinking through 
the book not only "interesting" to others in the work-but a cause for rejoicing. 

CHINA REDISCOVERS HER WEST. By Yi
Fang Wu and Frank W . Price. New York: 
Friendship Press. 1940. 206 pp. $ 1.00 . 
If you want to know what's going on in China 

today the best book to read, in the estimation 
of missionaries, is China Redisco vers Her West. 
Th_is is a collection of eighteen, short, brisk essays t 1tten by a group of China's most distinguished 
••ders. The authors are themselves the chief ~h?rs and actresses in the amazing drama of 

1na today, and write in the midst of the 
~cenes of action and from every angle of its 
evelopment . Most of them have been a part of 

;he great migration, yet have been in the West 
ong enough not only to know the facts but to 
Catch it s feeling. 
.dCenturies ago when her contact with the out
~ e World was through her western gateways into 
i Urope, the center of China's life and culture was 
; the West. Today her people have come home. 
tr: ?ehold the drama of 30,000,000 refugees 
?o kking thousands of miles away from the war 

ne, whole universities migrating and five of 

Af~, f9 J/.f 

them finding a haven on one campus in the 
ancient city where books for the first time were 
printed. To these Chinese the vast hinterland 
beyond the gorges of the Yangtze River is a re
discovery but to most readers it is an entirely 
new world, of unimagined distances, of color 
and beauty, of rich natural resources, of dire 
need, and unlimited opportunity. 

Of greater importance than the geography of 
the land is the remarkable spirit of the people . 
While waging war against an invader, they are 
building a new China, giving major emphasis to 
constructive pursuits. Even in wartime their 
patriotism and nationalism is moderated, so that 
they actually distinguish between militarism and 
the masses of people and know no hatred for 
the Japanese. 

Probably "Women in the War, " and "New 
Life for the Rural Masses" are the two most 
significant chapters. Among the authors are such 
leaders as Madame Chiang Kai-shek, "Jimmie " 
Yen, and Shen Tze-kao, the Chinese "Schweitzer." 

CONSTANCE RUMBOUGH . 

• THE SEED 
AND THE SOIL 

RICHARD TERRILL BAKER 

--~·-· 
" N ew Horizons" 

"If pacifists continue to move toward 
unity in theory and practice, they are 
likely to initiate the most profound revo
lution in history," is the conclusion of 
Wendell Thomas, who has written an 
exhaustive article on the philosophical 
and historical background of pacifism in 
the current issue of NEW HORIZONS. 

Short stories and poetry are printed in 
the magazine as well as essays and articles. 
The new issue announces a change in 
policy, the editors declaring their inten
tions to make their chief concern "the 
issues which are conspicuously becoming 
matters of life and death for not only 
millions of people but our whole civiliza
tion as well." 

The magazine is published bimonthly 
and a year's subscription is $1.50. Sample 
copies may be obtained for twenty-five 
cents. 

Robert and Margaret Williams edit the 
magazine at "Midwood," Route 1, Elburn, 
Illinois. The associate editor is Prof. R. 
E. Wolseley of Northwestern University. 
Manuscripts for the magazine should be 
addressed to him at Box 336, Evanston, 
Ill. 

Deaths 
Edward J. O'Brien (50 years) in Eng

land. Best known for his anthologies, 
The Best Short Stories, first published m 
1915. 

Sherwood Anderson ( 64 years) in 
Panama-A novelist well known to col
lege students. Latest book-Home Town. 

Elizabeth Madox Roberts ( 5 5 years), 
poet and novelist. Best known novel, 
The Time of Man (1926). 
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Randall B. Ham rick, Editor 

THE national income will probably 
reach $91,000,000,000 for 1941. 

This is $10,000,000,000 more than for 
any previous year in our history! Five 
and one-half million people will be given 
new jobs this year-a new high! More 
than half of these jobs w,ll be the out
growth of authorizing, appropriating, 
and spending thirty-nine billion defense 
dollars. The remainder of these new 
jobs will be created in providing con
sumers' goods and services demanded by 
increased purchasing powet. 

Job Areas 
California, New Jersey, New York, 

Connecticut, Virginia, Pennsylvania, 
Michigan and Massachusetts are the states 
where most of the primary defense or
ders are being placed. Job opportunities 
will therefore be greatest jn these areas. 
However, a single manufacturer may 
have as many as five !hundred sub
contracts spread over half of the states 
in the union, thus creating job opportuni
ties in many states. Furthermore, the 
policy of placing vital defense industries 
"between the mountains" will probably 
result in the development of many fac
tories and job opportunities in the states 
between the Rockies and the Alleghenies. 

Jobs 
The new construction of SHIP-BUILDING 
warships now authorized 

will result in the employment of at least 
200,000 additional workers. President 
Roosevelt's order for the construction of 
212 new ships for the merchant marine 
will have a comparable effect upon em
ployment. Shipbuilding will offer more 
job opportunities during '41, '42, and 
'43, than any other defen se industry. 
AVIATION Employment i~ aviation 

manufacture will pass the 
one-half million mark by June. When 
we recall that there were only 125,000 
aircraft workers at the beginning of this 
year, we get a reasonably accurate pic
ture of the expanding job opportunities 
in this industry. And we are still only 
producing planes at the rate of about 
fifteen thousand per year (based upon 
this month's output). This is still a far 
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Where to Find Jobs This 
June! 

cry from " fifty thousand planes a year." 
Henry Ford's new $20,000,000 factory 
has not as yet begun production upon his 
first order for four thousand airplane en
gines. Studebaker should begin produc
tion of airplanes in its new factory by 
early summer. Employment opportuni
ties in airplane manufacture are tending 
skyward, in tri-motored fashion. 
EXPLOSIVES Strange as it may seem, 

employment opportunities 
in the manufacture of explosives have 
not increased as rapidly as they have in 
other defense industries. However, more 
than one hundred millions of dollars are 
now being spent for the development of 
new plant capacity. Look for the best 
employment opportunities at the three 
new plants now being constructed in the 
"protected area." 
MACHINE TOOLS De~ense prepai:ation re-

quires machmes to 
make machines. The machine tool in
dustry was booming with orders for re
placements from factories feeling the '39 
business upswing, before the surge of 
defense orders began pouring in. The 
75,000 skilled machinists can pick their 
own jobs. There is a great demand for 
trained machinists and even for those 
with only the elementary rudiments. 
STEEL 1:he steel ind_ustry has been run-

nmg at capacity for many months 
-twenty-four hours per day, seven days 
per week-and will continue to do so for 
many, many months to come. There 
will be, however, considerable labor turn
over that will provide employment op
portunities. 
ALUMINUM The earth's _surface contains 

more alummum than any 
other metal. At least fifty major indus
tries are dependent upon aluminum in 
the manufacture of their products. It 
is one of the six industries considered by 
the government to be most vital to de
fense. There is such a shortage of alumi
num that many manufacturers of alumi
num products are being forced to curtail 
production. For the past ten years the 
production and output of aluminum has 
been subject to national and internation
al restriction at the hands of "self-seeking 
individuals who have a monopolized con
trol of the industry." The industry has 
doubled its output during the past year. 
However, a serious shortage will continue 
for some time to come. Employment op
portunities are therefore increasing. How
ever, wage scales are not comparable to 
those in other industries, except in those 

factories where urnon representation 1s 
present. 

We have a normal ca
COAL MINING 

pacity for the produc-
tion of bituminous coal that is approxi
mately twice the normal national demand 
for coal. With our present capacity we 
could produce enough to supply the na
tional demand for bituminous coal in 
four months. The increased demand for 
soft coal for the defense industries will 
not begin to take up the slack in pro
ductive capacity. The increasing mech
anization of the mines will further in
crease the labor surplus. The increasing 
use of other sources of power will further 
diminish the demand for coal. Do not 
seek employment in this industry unless 
you are a highly trained mining engineer. 
Run-of-the-mine ~mployment opportuni
ties are, and will continue to be, poor. 
LUMBERING A defense demand for two 

and one-half billion feet of 
lumber will provide increasing opportu
nities for · employment this year. How
ever, the total number of persons em
ployed in this industry is decreasing • 
yearly. Enter this field only if you are • 
interested in scientific reforestation, the 
development of "sustained yield" timber 
reserves, or in government service. 
AGRICULTURE The loss of _export mar-

kets, the available surplus 
of basic agricultural commodities, the 
over-development of productive capacity, 
the increasing mechanization of farm
ing, the increase in the per capita pro
ductivity of the worker, and the surplus 
labor supply, make employment opportu
nities in agriculture none too inviting. 
The best opportunities are to be found 
in the development of specialities-dairy• 
ing, animal husbandry, vegetable varieti 
soy beans, fruit; also in specialized serv
ices-research, teaching, government em· 
ployment. 

COMMUNICATION More than one milliaJ 
new telephones w. 

be installed this year. Opportunities in 
communication developments are . favo:: 
able and relatively permanent (this deu 
nitely does not apply to operators)• 

One of the greatest labor 
APPLIED b I k h present 
MECHANICS ?tt ei:iec_ s at t e of 

ume 1s m the supply 
trained foremen, shop supervisors, cost ~c; 

f rent1C countants, actory managers, app d cs 
supervisors, and lay-out men.. Stu dnit 
in mechanical engineering will , fi~ard 
profitable to leave the draftsman sf ,Je 
and enter the factory. This is a er 
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employment and advancement area for 
the college trained man. If you are 
planning to enter an industry this June 
in some specialized capacity, try to learn 
all you can about the operation of the 
industry as a whole. 
BUILDING Industrial plant and 
CONSTRUCTION army camp construction 
will remain at the peak throughout the 
summer and fall. However, the greatest 
expansion in job opportunities will be in 
the development of housing for workers 
in congested defense production areas. 
An acute housing shortage is reported in 
ninety percent of the towns affected by 
the defense program. In addition to pri
mary construction job opportunities 
there will be a concomitant demand for 
more workers in factories manufacturing 
plywood, plastics, asbestos fabrit>-, ·insula-
tion, glass, and hardware. ' 

MERCHANDISING A gre~tly inc,reised 
purchasing power for 

the consumer will result in increased buy
ing. Industries providing wearing apparel, 
knit goods, millinery, shoes, leather and 
rubber goods, are looking forward to even 
better days ahead. 

• 
I Shall Be a Workingman 

Robert Britt 

( A reply to the question of Robert 
Bilheimer and Edwin Randall, "How are 
you going to spend your 1,1acation?") 

I live in•a cotton-mill town, but at the 
present I am a student at the University 
of Alabama. Never having been wealthy, 
the passing years find my "fortune" stead
ily decreasing. Therefore I find it neces
sary to seek employment in the mill dur
ing the summer. I do not scorn such 
work for that is my background-my 
family are "lintheads" ( the mill work
er's own description of himself)-and I 
have no objections to entering that cate
gory myself. 

When school is dismissed and the long 
summer months stretch ahead, I shall go 
to work in the cotton mill. I shall rub 
elbows with men and women of little 
vision-and I shall labor with men and 
women who dip into the future with a 
wisdom that comes from long years of 
honest toil. I shall work with young peo
ple, my own age, who see before them 
nothing but the years filled with monoto
nous tasks. I shall thrill to the pride in 
their voices as they say, "my grand-
father worked here" .... "we've always 
been mill hands" .... or "I've worked 
here twenty-five years." I shall bow my 
head in admiration before chose boys of 
sixteen who support their families, and 
ltlanage somehow to finish high school. 

I shall this summer, as I did in the last, 
go almost mad with the incessant roar of 
the huge machines-the machines that 
111ake one dizzy with their terrible noise 

and lightning action. I shall gam new 
experiences to be treasured-thrills such 
as I had when a tall, gaunt woman, 
with fearless eyes, threw back her head 
exultantly and said to me, "I've worked 
here ever since I was tw'el ve years old, 
and I'm sixty-two now!" 

But that will be reward for me. When 
the long eight-hour shifts are over and 
we, the weary toilers, start homeward, 
then my real work for the summer will 
begin. My real wiork? What is it to be? 
My real task for the summer is to share 
with my people the experiences I have 

had in college. To share with them the 
great thrills that come with hearing and 
knowing men like De Witt Baldwin, and 
Bishop Hughes, and W. A. Smart-men 
who have thrilled me with their declara
tion that "there is no other name given 
under heaven whereby society may be 
saved except the name of Jesus." I shall 
tell my young friends glorious tales of a 
world that exists for them only in the 
movies--College. I shall endeavor to 
open unto them-both young and old
new realms of vision, new paths of 
thought that have been opened unto me. 

Methodist Work Camps 
The National Council of Methodist Youth and the Commission on World 

Peace are jointly sponsoring two work camps, one in an industrial situation in 
Michigan, the other in a rural community in Ohio. The Michiga _n camp will 
be conducted at Dearborn in co-operation with the Rev. Owen M. Geer, who 
will serve as director, and the Mt. Olivet Methodist Church. The Ohio camp is 
being planned in co-operation with a local committee which includes several 
young Methodist pastors located in and around Adamsville. 

Young people of college age and older who are interested are eligible to apply 
for these work camps. Applicants should address either the Commission on 
World Peace or the National Council of Methodist Youth at 740 Rush Street, 
Chicago. Information about other opportunities for Methodist Reconciliation 
Service is available on request. 

The Dearborn Camp 
Dearborn is a suburb of Detroit and the site of the largest industrial plant in 

the world, the Ford River Rouge plant. The community faces very difficult 
problems of industrial relationships, especially between the Ford Motor Company 
and the CIO United Auto Workers. There has been a very sharp struggle as 
the union has sought to gain recognition and bargaining rights. 

The work project will be the development of recreational facilities for the 
needy children of industrial Dearborn. The men will engage in manual labor 
involving pick and shovel work, planting, landscaping, etc., while the women 
members will have opportunities to work in various fields, such as recreational 
leadership and playground activities, as well as to share in the handwork if 
they so desire. 

The study project will deal with the problems of community life in an in
dustrial city, and with the carrying on of Christian work in such a com
munity. A schedule will be worked out which will permit a daily period for 
study and discussion, and regular trips to centers of interest, such as factories, 
co-operative projects, low-cost housing projects, and various social agencies at 
work in the community and surrounding towns. 

Rooms will be furnished by the Mt. Olivet Church, and meals will be on a 
co-operative basis, so that the cost will be held to a minimum. The camp will 
operate for eight weeks from June 23 to August 16. 

The Adamsville Camp 
Adamsville is a small, unincorporated village of about two hundred people 

and is located in eastern Ohio. Working in a typically rural setting, the camp
ers will construct a recreation center, consisting of a playground and ocher fa
cilities to provide for all ages. 

The study project will deal with the economic, social, and religious problems 
of the American rural community. Special consideration will be given to the 
role of the church in meeting these problems effectively. Expert resource lead
ers and excursions to near-by and relevant points of interest will serve to enrich 
the work and study programs . 

The exact fee has not been determined at this writing, but the camp will be 
conducted co-operatively and any surplus at its conclusion will be divided. 
The camp will operate for eight weeks from June 3 0 to August 23. 
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Meetings 

Campus Co-ops have found that they 
can function better if they take advan
tage of the experiences of other groups . 
For that reason they have federated into 
four groups, each of which is trying to 
carry on activities that will be of benefit 
to the local group members. There are 
conventions to which delegates are sent 
to participate in discussions of problems 
of planning, budgeting, buying, and other 
fiscal questions, as well as co-operative 
recreation and social life. At most of 
these meetings co-operative recreation has 
a large place. Also the facilities of the 
Consumer Co-operative Movement are 
utilized and leaders in co-operative eco
nomics and business are brought in. 

Among these meetings are the follow
ing: Mid-West Federation ( composed of 
North Central, Great Lakes States) which 
held its meeting on April 5 and 6 at 
Purdue. Central League of Campus Co
ops (South Central States) which had its 
Spring Meeting at the University of Kan
sas April 2 5-27. The Pacific Coast Stu
dent Co-op League is to hold its Spring 
Meeting June 16-20 at Pullman, Wash
ington. 

Try Co-operative Wo rk or 
Recreation This Summer 

Among activities one might consider 
for this summer would be work in some 
camp or study group where co-operative 
economics, philosophy and business is be
ing taught. 

The College Co-op Institute will be 
held at Circle Pines Center, Michigan, 
during the first week in September, 1941. 
Student co-operatives from other parts of 
the midwest will be invited to participate 
in the conference along with the Ohio 
and Michigan student co-ops. 

The Co-operative League of America 
is offering several short courses in co
operative work which include "interne
ship" and actual experience. This work 
is under the direction of the Rochdale 

Co-operation as a Way Out 
THERE is proof aplenty of the value of an education in the sacrifice that is made 

by many to secure one. Abraham Lincoln walked miles for books and then read 
by candle light-or was that Ben Franklin? At any rate, they, and many other great 
leaders, are only a few examples of people who have endured hardships for an educa
tion. 

Today there are many unsung students whose sacrifices make equally interesting 
stories. You know all about students working their way through school, but have 
you heard the story of how they have "starved" their way through school? 

Typical is a student on one large campus who eats day-old rolls and bread with a 
little fruit and milk in order to save enough to pay tuition, if he does not work this 
out, and buy books. Where does he live? In a basement room where each rain brings 
damp floors and the sun is seen only in long narrow rays a few minutes a day. True, 
this sounds bad; but if your school is typical you can find something like it. Look 
around! 

All this became apparent only when such students began to work together-ren t 
haunted houses, cook their own meals, manage their own living problems, and share 
expenses . The result was not only economic savings which meant the continuance of 
education; it made possible getting better food at lower cost, better housing faciliti es 
at less, the fellowship of living and working with others, and it created leadershi p 
and fostered ability to manage. 

Besides the savings which it effects, which would give 6,000 additional students a 
year's education, the campus co-op has changed the status of a student. It has made 
education democratic-that is, available to all. It has also, for many students, ma de 
education a part of one's life, a period of fellowship, rather than "four years of se
clusion." 

It was once thought that college education was most valuable when it meant 
scholarly seclusion and a minimum of social life. More and more, however, happy 
adjustment and normal association with others are being stressed. In no other place in 
school is this so well accomplished as in co-operative living. 

The need for the economic advantages of co-operative living is indicated by the 
spontaneous growth campus co-ops have had. Failure of such ventures is abou t 1 
per cent or 2 per cent, while it ranges around 40 per cent for ordinary business . But 
the advantages are not only economic; in fact this is greatly overshadowed by the 
sharing of work, responsi bility, etc. Even for a student of excellent financia l means 
the benefits are great. Co-operatives are solving problems of student living which 
the university itself could not. 

Today living conditions of people are coming more inro the foreground as prob
lems to be solved. Among things being done are home loans by the Govern ment; 
work in rehabilitation; rural electrification; counseling in budgeting incomes; plan
ning meals and menus, etc. A ll these and many other things are making home life 
more pleasant. The camp us now has a chance to improve its housing facilities. The 
needs are great enough to guarantee success; the reaction is spontaneous. 

Let's examine conditions on our campuses. If we can't find students living in base
ment rooms, let's look for students living in poorly lighted and heated rooms, for stu
dents eating whenever they can find time and whatever they can pick up at a poor 
restaurant. If any of these things exist, a co-operative housing unit has a large poten
tial contribution. Let's contribute something of value to our campus .... let 's start 
another Campus Co-op! 

Institute, national training school in con
sumer co-operation. The Institute, now 
comp leting its fourth year of operation, is 
chartered by the University of the State 
of New York, and offers training in many 
fields of co-operative business, administra
tion, organization and education. 

Rochdale Institute's training program 
includes a period of "interneship" with se
lected co-operative societies. Graduates 
of Rochdale Institute are already em
ployed by co-operative assoc1at10ns 
throughout the United States and Canada 
in such fields as insurance, credit union 
organization, farm supply distribution, 

food store and gas station manage ment, 
co-op medical administration , co-op or
ganization, education, and gover nment 
work with the Rural Electrifica t ion Ad
ministration and Farm Security Adm inis
tration. 

The faculty of Rochdale Inst itut e i~
cludes co-operative leaders, prof essors 1d 
New York educational institu tion s an 
experts who give special inst ruc tion in 
technical phases of the co-opera tive moved 
ment. A catalog, application form an 
other information may be secured fro!II 
the Registrar, 167 W. 12th Street, Ne'IV' 
York City. 
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In or Out? 

SINCE the enactment of the lend
lease bill by Congress, we have been 

showered with statements to the effect 
that we are "in the war," this despite 
the fact that the administration sup
porters of the measure claimed that its 
purpose was to keep us out and that it 
was "short of war." Large numbers of 
people have become greatly confused as 
a result of this propaganda designed to 
encourage defeatism among the anti-war 
forces. . 

The truth of the matter is that war is 
no longer governed by the old conven
tional rules. The statement that we are 
"in the war" doesn't ~ean much until we 
examine the state of affairs and find out 
exactly how far we are in. 

Of course, the writer cannot venture to 
predict what the situation will be when 
your eye reads these words. But the fight 
to keep America as much at peace as 
possible, the fight to preserve and defend 
our liberties of speech, press, and as
sembly, the fight to develop a co-opera
tive commonwealth-these must go on 
and will go on, come what may. For it 
becomes increasingly clear that opposition 
to war and opposition to fascism are in
extricably interwoven. 

Large portions of labor have supported 
the administration's foreign policy and 
armament program; now labor finds its 
right to organize and strike being cur
tailed. For in the mechanics of a military 
machine geared to a wartime economy, 
there is no room for free labor union ac
tivity. 

The tolerance of social and political 
opinion approaches ever more closely the 
"tolerance" of mechanics where it is 
measured by infinitesimal parts of an 
inch. Social gains are shelved and reac
tion rides in the saddle. Thus the real 
struggle for freedom and justice con
tinues where it has always been fought
on the home front. 

War Aims 
The demand that Britain state her 

War aims in clear terms is constantly in
creasing. American isolationists and in
terventionists alike are calling upon the 
Churchill government to formulate and 
announce its plan for the peace after 
the present war. 

A British Institute of Public Opinion 
Poll taken last December on whether the 
?overnment should formulate and publish 
its War aims indicated that 42 % of the 
British people thought it should, 3 5 % 
Were opposed, and 23 % had no opinion. 
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The oppos1t10n to a statement of war 
aims comes for the most part from those 
who fear that such a statement, if it 
calls for great economic and social change, 
will antagonize the conservative forces 
supporting the war and, if it calls for 
only minor changes in the status quo, will 
alienate the liberal backers of a complete 
British victory. This fear is probably 
well founded, but illustrates the con
tradictory purposes for which people sup
port wars and their inability to know 
what they are fighting for. 

Study Conference Called 
The Methodist Commission on 

World Peace has issued a call to 
a nation-wide exploratory confer
ence on the bases of a just and last
ing peace. This gathering will meet 
in Chicago on May 28, 29, and 30, 
with Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam of 
Boston serving as convener and 
general chairman. Expert resource 
leaders will help lay the ground 
work for the conference and will 
speak at its sessions. 

Both leadership and membership 
will include persons holding diverse 
views on such questions as pacifism, 
aid to Britain, and the military in
volvement of the United States in 
present wars. The conference will 
omit discussion of the foregoing 
points and will devote its attention 
to an exploration of the bases of a 
just and durable peace. 

Deferment of Students 
Discussion continues vigorously in re

gard to the deferment of students under 
the draft. Speaking before the annual 
meeting of the North Central Association 
of Colleges and Secondary Schools, the 
deputy national director of selective serv
ice, Brigadier General Lewis B. Hershey, 
opposed any and all deferment of college 
men. At the very same meeting, the 

Unlimber Your Pen 
We are anxious to find out what 

Christian young people are thinking 
in these eventful days. If you've 
got something on your chest, won't 
you get your pen or typewriter into 
action and send us your ideas? 
Write the editor of this page at 
740 Rush Street, Chicago. 

A DEPARTMENT EDITED B' 
HERMAN WILL, JR. 

North Central Association adopted a 
resolution calling for the extension of the 
policy of student deferment. The reso
lution read, "The extension should pro
vide that during the peacetime conscrip
tion students regularly enrolled in recog
nized secondary schools, colleges, and uni
versities may complete the academic year 
in which they become subject to call, 
since this would mean only brief defer
ment, not exemption, and would do no 
harm to the training program." 

Civilian Public Service Camps 
Many persons have inquired as to what 

The Methodist Church is doing to help its 
conscientious objectors finance the cost 
of alternate service, which is $3 5 per 
month per individual. Of course, a large 
number of objectors will be able to pay 
all or nearly all of their own way. But 
there will be many who are not financially 
able to do this, and in order to bridge the 
gap, the assistance of families, friends, or
ganizations, and churches will be needed. 

It should be made clear that this is 
neither a question of charity on the one 
hand nor agreement with pacifism on the 
other. Rather it involves supporting the 
right of human conscience in a period of 
cns1s. Those who are interested in help
ing this cause should get in touch with 
the Commission on World Peace, 740 
Rush Street, Chicago. 

Several requests have been made of the 
Methodist Emergency Relief Commission 
for assistance through the allocation of 
part of the funds contributed on the Day 
of Compassion. 

Peace rn Action 
Inspired by the spirit of groups like 

the Friends and the F. 0. R., students of 
the Wesley Foundation at the University 
of Wisconsin at Madison last fall formed 
a peace fellowship group. 

The interest of a very few students, 
who saw an inadequacy in existing peace 
groups basing their action only on ma
terialistic tenets, was responsible for the 
group's initiation. Its members see Chris
tianity as the ultimate reason for con-
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scientious objection to war-as the only 
certain method of stamping out its sys
tem of hate and force. 

Although experimentation and some 
uncertainty have characterized the pro
gram of the group this far, the purpose 
has been, in general, that of strengthen
ing and perpetuating the convictions of 
students who believe in non-violence. At 
times the meetings ( two each week) be
come mere discussions among the mem
bers, sometimes authoritative information 
is introduced by a special speaker or a 
member, and often they are simple medi
tations in which the group approaches 
some specific problem through prayer. 

A valuable leader and helper in such 
meditations is a University professor who 
has joined the group-Franz Aust, who 
had in previous years led student prayer 
meetings. Professor Aust is a close friend 
and disciple of Glenn Clark, many of 
whose ideas the group has borrowed. 

Tolerance for all opinions, especially 
with regard to national rearmament, is 
the constant thought of the group under 
the leadership of Professor Aust and Miss 
Hazel Kracaw, student advisor. With 
this and the idea of "broadcasting love" 
in mind, the group has adopted and prac
ticed Hornell Hart's meditation tech
nique described in his book, Living Re
ligion. 

Nor have problems for the application 
of the group's resources been lacking. 
Besides the general predicament facing 
the nation and the world, Madison had a 
local lesson in intolerance just before the 
end of 1940 when the Youth Committee 
Against War was trying to find a build
ing in which to hold its Fourth National 
Youth Anti-War Congress. The peace 
fellowship group applied itself to the 
Committee's problem when it had been 
denied the use of the facilities of the Uni
versity, the Madison public schools, and 
several churches. The Congress vas fin
ally held at the Loraine Hotel with meals 
and commission sessions at the Wesley 
Foundation. 

Some books that members of the group 
have studied and reported on for dis
cussion are: Anne Morrow Lindbergh's 
Wave of the Future, Richard B. Gregg's 
The Power of Non-Violence, and A. J. 
Muste's Non-Violence in an Aggressive 
World. 

YOUTH-MILLIONS TOO MANY? A 
SEARCH FOR YOUTH'S PLACE IN 
AMERICA. By Bmce Lee Melvin. New 
York: Th e Association Press. 1940. 220 pp. 
$2.00. 
A provocative and challenging study of Ameri

ca's number one problem-its youth. Considers in 
both its rural and urban aspects the problem of 
unemployment, the ways in which our educational 
system fails to meet the demands of life, the 
problem of recreation, youth activities, and sug
gested new pathways leading to increased oppor
tunities. There is a chapter on youth and 
democracy. The preface is written by Eleanor 
Roosevelt. R . P. M. 
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On Sunday, April 6, two stories ap
peared in the New York Times. Placed 
side by side they throw the bright light 
of cold figures on America's No. 1 prob
lem today: the program of national de
fense and its effect on our national life. 

The first story appeared prominently 
on page one, reporting the threatened 
strike in the U.S. Steel Corporation, 
called by the CIO. The union demands, 
wage increases of ten cents an hour, the 
closed shop, seniority rights, familiar in 
this and every other time of labor strife, 
were stated and then the article con
tinued: 

The company's minimum pay, established 
in 1937, is 62 ½ cents an hour, with the 
average pay of wage earners about 87 
cents an hour. This contract expired 
April 1st, and was extended to April 8th. 

The company's original counter-offer of 
2 ½ cents an hour wage rise was rejected 
by Mr. Murray. Tonight it was learned 
that chis offer had been raised to five cents 
an hour but again was refused by the union. 
The company contended it made but 
$60,000,000 of its $102,000,000 profit lase 
year in its steel plants. The ocher profits 
came from coal, cement shipping and ocher 
subsidiaries. The company insisted it can
not increase wages without increasing the 
price of steel. 

On the first page of the financial section 
of the paper another story was prominent
ly displayed: 

A group of 230 corporations producing 
iron and steel and ocher metal products , 
coal and heavy and light machinery fo r 
factory equipment and outdoor construc
tion earned $599,152,269 after all taxe s 
and charges in 1940, the best earnings in 
ten years and 70.77% above correspond
ing earnings of $350,858,678 in 1939. The 
profits were more than 45 0% in excess of 
$108,572,881 earned by the same com
panies in the recession year of 1938 and 
6.67 % above the $561,689,421 earned in 
the previous peak year of 1937 . 

In these two stories the whole present 
economic issue comes strikingly before us. 
It is not just a question of the relative 
justice on the sides of the opposing forces 
in this particular strike situation. Those 
issues are complex and involved. But 
this does make clear what is happening 
as this country steadily moves on to a 
war-time economy. Capital industry ex
pands at an ever accellerating rate. Con
tracts of unheralded proportions go into 
company files faster than they can be 
filled. Vital machinery cannot be ob
tained by smaller plants because the capi-

ta! industries cannot turn it out fast 
enough to keep pace with the demands. 
And over all stands the government anx
iously awaiting the delivery of arms, 
ships, machines and weapons with which 
it will wage military and economic war 
against the Axis. 

But where is labor coming out in this 
war-time surge of big busine~s? Prices 
have already begun to follow the up
swing of business. Costs of living are 
higher now than they were in 19 3 7 ( when 
U. S. Steel's minimum wage scale was es
tablished). Now, as in every other 
period of expansion, labor is making its 
bid for a place on the bandwagon. Of 
course the usual excuses are offered as to 
why labor's demands cannot be met : 
high taxes, cost of plant expansion, in
creased payrolls, etc. Doubtless thes e 
are real factors; the issue is far from one
sided. But a more sinister cloud hangs 
over labor's head, indeed over the heads 
of all groups who have fought for social 
advancement. Under the guise of n a
tional defense everything which threate ns 
to halt the march of expanding ind us
try is challenged. "Why does labor ad
vance its own selfish aims now in the 
midst of a national emergency?" we 
hear asked everywhere. 

One answer is, now is the only chan ce 
labor has to gain much of a footho ld. 
1933 taught us where labor finds its elf 
when the economic kite has descen ded. 
Industry has done its share in hold ing 
out on the national defense effort-wa it
ing for good contracts, refusing to ex
pand production, making no use of huge 
assembly lines when they were vi tally 
needed, holding up production thro ugh 
monopolies. This again is not all black 
and white. But how easily it gets crow d
ed out of the picture altogether. 

In these days when respectable chur ch 
congregations on Fifth Avenue break into 
applause following a sermon in which 
the government is urged to step in and 
break the strikes, thoughtful people ought 
to be seriously aware of the challenge they 
face. If civil liberties, social and eco
nomic gains, and any sort of equitable 
distribution of the benefits (te rrible 
word!) and sacrifices of this emerg e~c~ 
are not to be swept out the door behin f 
the well-laid newspaper smoke-screen ° 
national unity and defense, we'd better 

der· keep our eyes clearly on the deep un 
lying issues that are involved. 



The National Conference for Democ
racy 1n Education 

John Wesley Seay 

The rights and importance of democ
racy in education, plus all that these 
things imply, became the point of focal 
attention for some 400 delegates at the 
National Conference for Democracy in 
Education on the campus of Harvard 
University March 29 and 3 0. That 
democracy in education is being stifled 
and annihilated ' became significantly ap
parent as the delegate s presented a review 
of happenings in the state and university 
during the past year or so. 

Bound by a program of national de
fense and by a fear of subversive activi
ties, state legislatures, municipal councils, 
and university boards have gradually and 
consistently built a steady program to
ward suppressing any expression among 
university students of a feeling that all is 
not what it should be as far as our gov
ernment is concerned . Textbooks, stu
dent councils, and individuals have all 
been subjected to an intensive inspection 
to ascertain just where they may not be 
agreeing to the infallibility of the present 
"American way of life." As to the valid
ity of these points of disagreement, no 
issue is raistd by such authorities-strict 
silence on points of disagreement is the 
order of the day. When students pro
test against academic regimentation 
and the removal of academic freedom, 
such methods of suppression are con
doned on the basis of national expediency. 
As to their being fundamental democratic 
principles, such an idea is beside the 
point. The following examples, in them
selves only isolated instances, or rather, 
indicative instances of regimentation and 
denial of democracy in education , have 
opened the small hole in the dike prepar
atory to a flood of like conditions. 

For example, the original intent be
hind the Rapp-Coudert Committee in 
N ew York was a legitimate one of actual 
study of educational administration. In 
reality, the Committee did not accomplish 
this end, but attempted to destroy free 
speech, the right of petition, worked for 
the cutting of state allotments to edu
cation, and attacked the Teachers' Union. 
The Tenney Committee in California had 
the definite purpose of examining all those 
individuals expressing disagreement with 
present American policy. The adminis
tration denied the right of petition to the 
student s when a colored basketball player 
iV"as removed from the squad through Jim 
Crow activity in New York University. 
In Ohio, the Phillips Bill provides that 
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in all six of the state universities state 
aid may be withdrawn if individuals 
within one of the institutions carries on 
any un-American activity ("un-Ameri
can" being undefined). At Oklahoma 
University and Oglethorpe University 
students were dismissed for writing for 
the defeat of the Lend-Lease Bill. At the 
University of Michigan, students were 
dismissed for working for peace, and in 
New Jersey all of the Rugg textbooks 
have been banned because of their ac
knowledgment of certain existing social 
conditions and political groups attempt
ing to change those conditions. In South
ern California it was advocated that edu
cation return to the three R's so that 
more time could be spent in defense train
ing and less on "extraneous" study of 
existent social evils. At Columbia Uni
versity, President Butler claimed " aca
demic freedom has no meaning to stu
dents." "It only applies to accomplished 
scholars." 

These were the problems which con
fronted the conference, and it was the 
means of solving them which called 
forth "close co-operation on campuses 
throughout the nation" for the preserva
tion of and creation of further civil lib
erties .... democracy in education. 

Proposing the further linking of these 
principles with that of fundamental 
truths, Dr. Harry Ward portrayed the 
future responsibility of youth and the 
responsibility of youth to the future. 
"Our conception of democracy is not 
based on science, or naturalistic or pagan 
philosophy of life, but on a faith grow
ing out of Judeo-Christian faith ." It 
was his contention that if religion be
comes an opiate to the people it is false 
to itself. Hence, the institutional re
ligion and education which tries to main
tain itself through its organization be
comes sterile and unproductive. Progres ·s 
is impossible as the organization dissi
pates its energies in keeping going . 

It is prophetic religion that will pro
vide the democracy of tomorrow with 
its working tools, Dr. Ward said. It 
is prophetic religion that seeks to find 
justice and discover truth. " Ye shall 
know the truth and the truth shall make 
you free." However, it is only as the 
truth uncovered is used in conjunction 
with loving and living that you may 
serve man better that the search is justi-

fied. " It is something to pay back to 
those who follow, and long owed to 
those preceding you." 

The reason that democracy in educa
tion is being denied, and that the rights 
of free speech are being withheld is that 
our present organization economically, 
socially, politically, and religiously is 
afraid of thought. They are saying: 
"Academic freedom is all right, if it is 
kept purely academic." Through thought 
comes action, hence the "goose-stepping" 
of the mind for the purpose of keeping 
people from thinking. "Be sure that 
there are no curtains on academic free
dom; get all the light of the past and 
present on our situation." 

"The truth makes men free to live, 
love, serve, and to build that which 
neither time nor enemies can destroy!" 
Thus Dr. Ward closed his great appeal 
.for significant youth action-not for 
youth action as just action-but youth 
action tied to those fundamental truths 
which guide the destiny of man and to 
which all action must be related in order 
to validate its existence. 

OBSER VA TIO NS 

Throughout the conference there was 
a seeming unawareness of the necessity 
of a religious emphasis. Dr. Ward's 
statement that youth action must be 
tied to fundamental truths did not seem 
to change a tenor of thought which had 
existed from the beginning of the con
ference-failure to see that democracy 
and freedom were inviolate rights only 
as they were tied to the betterment of all 
mankind-not individuals. 

One of the delegates accidentally en
tered the religious meeting where Dr. 
Ward was speaking. After the meeting 
closed, he said that this was the first 
time he had ever attended the religious 
session of such a conference as this. This 
attitude seemed indicative of the dele
gates in general . . . . a disappointing 
note to find. 

The cheers and applause for certain 
impassioned speeches-many times not 
significant in thought-and the boos and 
hisses on points differing with the general 
opinion of the group, were somewhat out 
of harmony with the general purpose of 
the conference-to promote democracy 
and freedom of thought. 

Despite the insufficiencies of this par
ticular conference, the Church must rec
ognize the movement of thought and ac
tion in our time. Thoughtful change 
must come through the acceptance of 
and search for fundamental truths. In 
a day when the fear of foreign tyrannies 
cows the minds of our leaders, we must 
not be unmindful that we ourselves may 
be the 5tumbling blocks of freedom. 
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More Books 

AUTHOR OF LIBERTY. By Robert W. Searle. 
New York: Friendship Press. 1941. 147 pp. 
$1.00. (Paper 60 cents.) 

Democracy as a child of religion must be main
tained and developed by Christianity. "Democ
racy," says Dr. Searle, "is dependent upon good 
citizenship. The source of good citizenship is 
character. The primary purpose of Christianity 
is the development of Christ-like character." In 
a series of stories using clever devices, the author 
sets forth some of the basic problems of Chris
tianity and democracy. At the end of each 
chapter questions for discussion help the reader 
carry on. The last chapter is a spirited discussion 
of what we can do now to make our religion 
real. 

The whole book gives one the feeling of having 
lived through the experiences related, and the 
last chapter unsettles us as we realize how much 
we have failed. Here is a simple, sensible and 
illuminating study book that is interesting and 
stimulating. 

CHART FOR HAPPINESS. By Hornell Hart. 
New York: The Macmillan Company. 1940. 
198 pp. $2.00. 

Dr. Hart works on the assumption that one's 
-efficiency depends upon the degree of his happi
ness. In his Chart for Happiness he endeavors to 
give scientific aid that will enable the individual 
to determine the degree of his happiness, the 
causes of his unhappiness, and methods by which 
he can increase his happiness. An application of 
the suggested tests and methods should greatly 
reduce the number of students seeking the aid 
-0f the college psychiatrist. Those working with 
students will find in Chapter XIV much assistance 
in their efforts to lead students into achieving 
normal, happy, and efficient living. Here is a 
book which every student and every worker with 
tudents should read. 

c. w. HALL, 

LIFE'S INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS. By Tal-
mage C. Johnson. New York: Abingdon-
Cokesbury. 1940. 202 pp. $1.50. 

Dr. Johnson attempts to deal with all the inti
mate relationships in the area of sex, marriage, 
parenthood and family life. In this fact lies 
-0ne of the book's weaknesses. The viewpoint 
-shifts too frequently from one age group to an-
-Other; it is too diffuse. A student group would 
not feel that enough of the material dealt with 
the problems peculiar to students and might also 
feel that too little emphasis is given to the 
results of scientific research in the area of its 
immediate problems. 

The author is to be commended for the sane, 
practicable and Christian viewpoint which he 
consistently maintains. 

C.W. H. 

.HOW TO FIND HEALTH THROUGH 
PRAYER. By Glenn Clark. New York: 
Harper and Brothers. 1940. 154 pp. $1.50. 

To say that this book by Prof. Glenn Clark 
is unusual is to put it mildly. At first one may 
be tempted to turn aside with an "Oh, bosh." 
As he reads further he is inclined to grant that 
;perhaps the author "has something here." The 
average reader who is in possession of modern 
medical knowledge will hardly be willing to 
accept all that Professor Clark claims for prayer 
as a means of curing disease, but he will be 
ready to agree that many cases will respond to the 
.techniques of psychology and prayer which Pro
fessor Clark outlines. 

C. W. H. 
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From a young man in an Eastern college comes this question: 
What wmdd you do if your son wanted to marry a Jewess? Would ymt show 

racial tolerance? 
Answer-Broadly speaking, I think I would make every effort to love anyone 

whom my son wanted to marry. 
The goal of marriage is the happiness of the two "high contracting parties" and 

permanence and security for their offspring. 
Statistics show that people of similar tastes and background have a much better 

chance for happiness than those of widely divergent inheritance, background and cul
ture. I am assuming that the young lady meets all requirements of health, refinement 
and congeniality-that the question of race is the only one involved. 

Normally Jewish people oppose mixed marriages. Among all people, Jewish people 
are noted for their loyalty and the strength of their family ties-an admirable de
votion to each other. If a Jewish girl were brought up in a reasonably strict Je=is h 
home and if her parents, brothers and sisters were still living, she would find 1c ex
tremely difficult to break away from these normally close bonds. When children came 
the problem would be further complicated. 

I would ask my son to weigh all these matters-for the two young people to sepa
rate themselves by a considerable distance for three months or more, and to meet other 
young people while considering the wisest arrangement for their future. 

If time, space, and honest thinking on the necessary problems of a mixed marriage 
found them still determined, having counted the cost and chance of future unha ppi
ness, I would not offer further objection on the ground of Jewish blood. 

If the young lady having been long associated with gentiles was willing to separate 
herself from her group by taking a gentile name and of necessity becoming to some 
extent a Christian in practice, I would hope that there would be mutual respect, love 
and a determination to show the world it could be done. Perhaps the though t that 
they were doing an unusual and to many minds dangerous thing might challenge 
them to make a conspicuous success of their marriage. On the other hand, if public 
opinion influenced them greatly when matters of disagreement appeared, each might 
run to his own camp for shelter, a strengthening of his own point of view and more 
ammunition for a battle. 

Briefly, I should discourage an alliance of that kind until it was well considere d. Af
ter that, if there were such a marriage I would do all in my power to see her side and 
make it a success. 

Question-Again from a young man. \V hat would you do if your son wh01n y01t 
had brought up in the church declared himself an atheist? Would you try to force 
him to change or let him go? 

Answer-I would not worry if he bragged about being an atheist if he were kind, 
generous and honest. Most young people go through spiritual unheavals if they are 
not ossified from the ears up. 

The young man sees things in the church organization which he doesn' t like; ~e 
sees sharp practices among church members, bad taste, gaudiness, intoleranc e and ~s
honesty and other all too human faults among those who claim the Christian title. 
Honestly, he revolts at the hypocrisy of it. Among a few people who declare them
selves unbelievers, he sees a more studied cultivation of Christian vir tues-kindnes~ , 
modesty, honesty and tolerance. He prefers the unbelievers whom he ju dges by thelf 
best, to the unbelievers whom he judges by their worst. . f 

I would not force him, but I would ask him to visit humanitarian en terprise~ I 
any denomination and find that the care of the helpless and unfortunate in hospita 5 

and orphanages stems originally from Christian sources. We have a long way to go 
to perfect these efforts. d 

I would ask him in fairness to visit a few places where character is destroyed and 
then to inform himself of the activities of the character-building organizations a~
the people responsible for them financially and in actual service-peop le with a bac le 
ground of some kind of Christian belief. Then I would ask him to no te the peochy 
of strong and noble character whom he admired-men like Livingstone of yester roe 
-Schweitzer of today and teachers and other persons whose charac ter he had so 
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opportunity to study regularly and at close range. I would ask him to look for 
Christian influences in and from their lives. 

Then I shou ld t rust that living, loving and bearing some scars from duties done 
under heavy fire, his eyes would be opened to the kind of people who admit longing 
for some relation to God. 

There is some atheism that is honest searching, some that is smartness, and some 
that is unwillingness to seek farther. 

Believing in God as I do and in a future in which the w,rongs of this world will be 
righte d and its unrepented sins punished, I cou ld neit her force nor let him go. 

I would keep on loving him, knowing that somehow I had failed to exhibit symp
toms of Christian living in the parental relationship, t hat I had not been brave or gay 
enough, strong or kind enough, firm or tolerant enough, that I had missed a Christian 
balance which he might feel. Perhaps in improving myself, I might win him to a new 
belief. 

This Abused "Freedomn 
Parents whose sons are having difficulty in wisely using the privileges permitted at 

the University of Florida often wonder why the University does not place more rules 
and restrictions on the students and "make them work" somewhat after the plan used 
by military schools. 

Well, the evidence points away from the military plan for all students. Each 
year a number of our freshmen enter from four-year mi litary preparatory schools. If 
four years of "study hours," "supervised work," drill , etc ., were as effective as sup
posed, then these freshmen should excel those who come from the "easy-going" public 
high schools. But as a matter of record they are not up to the average of the fresh
man class. The graduates of the United States service academies are as a rule well
trained. This is often pointed out as evidence for a more rigid procedure in our 
schools. This is a fallacious post hoc argument. Th e West Point man is what he is, 
probably due to the high ,selection and the fact that as soon as he enters he accepts 
the idea that he is a West Point man and must act accordingly. The idea is more 
powerful than all the drill of the parade ground. 

It is our plan to try by every method available to get the student to take the respon
sibility of .a college man . We believe that the only discipline worth while is self
discipline. We must offer the opportunity, enco urage th e student, and call the score. 
A great deal of external "discipline" has not been very effective. 

-W. W. Lit tl e, Dean of the Ge ner al Colle ge, University of Florida. 

Michigan's Tension Points 
Wi lliam Dew ey 

UNIVERSITY of Michigan authorities some years ago conducted a study on adjust
ment problems of undergraduate students . Th eir findings were enlightening, 

and have resulted in a greatly increased awareness of campus tension points. Problems 
such as they discovered still exist. 

Take the case of Othello, who has been asked to leave school for failing three out 
of four subjects. "I just can't get over it," he moans . "At high school I got all 
A's and B's without any trouble at all, then I flunk out my first semester here." 
Othello's tension point ( as well as that of several hundred other students in the same 
predicament) is one of scholastic maladjustment; a little help and some timely advice 
_(and a few less bull sessions at the dorm) would have pulled him through. Now it 
is too late; he has been asked to leave the university; the whole course of his life 
inay be affected by this stigma. 

Warren, the engineering student, has to get along with practically no feminine 
co~panionship or acquaintances. There are four men to every woman on the 
~ 1chigan campus-and Warren has no women at all in his classes. He exclaims: 
Sure, I've seen lots of girls I'd like to date, but either I never get a chance to meet 

them, or they're going steady already." This girl-less type of life is an abnormal and 
Unpleasant one for students; small wonder that some of them come out with distorted 
•nd "radical" ideas about the opposite sex. 

~~te has to support himself entirely. Earning money for his room, board, and 
:~

1t1on take~ up every moment _ of hi_s spar~ time. To him, and to numerous other 
f-supportmg students, creative leisure 1s unknown. There is simply no time 
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THESE SHARED HIS CROSS, By Edwin Mc
Neill Poteat. New York: Harper and Brother s. 
1941. 192 pp. $1.75. 

Students are not noted as avid sermon listeners, 
and as sermon readers they are even less famous. 
This book of essays does much to dispel the dis
taste for written sermons. 

Dr. Poteat focuses attention upon the spec
tators of the crucifixion. Who were they? Why 
were they there? How did they view the 
criminal? Taking these characters separately, 
he weaves each into a fictional biography so that 
his presence at the cross is explained. Then he 
uses each character as a symbol of some basic 
issue involved in the death of Jesus: Simon of 
Cyrene symbolizes the conflict between the cross 
and wealth; the centurion provokes a discussion 
of the cross and war. So the cross becomes the 
crux of current social problems, and a challenge 
for us to become participants rather than spec
tators, sharing Jesus' redemptive purpose and 
power. 

PAUL s. MINEAR. 

WHO WAS THIS NAZARENE? By Albert F. 
Gilmore. New York: Prentice-Hall . 1940. 331 
pp. $2.75. 

Science and Health with Key to the Gospels
such might well be the title of this book. In 
form it is a biography of Jesus. The author 
pieces together the fragments from the four gos
pels to form a running narrative of Jesus's life. 
But the real purpose of the narrative is to mirror 
the doctrines of Christian Science. Q. E. D., if 
you want to study Jesus, look elsewhere; if you 
want to know what Christian Science makes of 
Jesus, this is the book for you. 

Fo': example, the virgin birth is accepted, and 
explained as due to the spiritual illumination of 
Mary's thought. The kingdom of God is a state 
of perfect consciousness. Man is always perfect 
and sinless, immune to sin and evil in every form. 
Jesus was the most successful man in history. 
He did not die, his spiritual selfhood was not 
crucified, never lost consciousness. The Cross 
represents no real suffering when viewed through 
the eyes of this swank modern heresy. 

P. S. M. 

THIS lS THE VICTORY . . By Leslie D. Weath
erhead. New York, Nashville: Abingdon
Cokesbttry Press. 1941. 276 pp. $2.00. 

It is always exciting to witness the human 
spirit triurn.ph over adversity for it is such mo
ments that men can dare to hope. This book 
represents such a triumph. It was written when 
the pounding s of anti-aircraft guns and the 
demolition of bombs caused the author's house 
to tremble with vibrations. It was spoken to 
people who were "starved for sleep," who were 
"so tired of journeys that they are not to be 
blamed for staying at home ." It comes out 
of unhappy London in the year 1941. Conditions 
which try the nerves, shake the morale and 
test human faith have entered into its making. 
Under such surroundings it is not easy to believe 
that life has meaning, that beauty, truth and 
love are efficacious, that one should live with 
umalicc toward none." We know from experience 
that it is not easy for men to remain honest, to 
retain their poise, and to have perspective under 
similar difficulties. This book does retain those 
qualities to a marked degree. 

The present volume is based upon sermons 
delivered at City Temple, London. They were 
delivered by one of the best known English 
preachers, a Wesleyan minister. The style is 
fresh, it is hortatory, it retains much of the 
directness of address. The pages should be read 
with imagination-a constant recalling of the 
conditions and pressures under which they were 
composed. The thoughts are not novel, some
times th ey are ordinary, but they are unvarnished 
and honest. The words carry meaning, are free 
from the tyranny of unreality and remoteness. 
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They are spoken to encourage those whose homes 
are blasted out of existence, to comfort those 
whose families have been mangled or killed. 
They are intended to transform that experience 
from terror, hate and frustration to confidence, 
moral purging and victory. 

Dr. Weatherhead does not bless war. He be
lieves that more evil will come from it than 
good. He does not relieve his country from her 
guilt in sharing in its causes. He believes that, 
as circumstances developed, the present war 
became inevitable, that a British success is neces
sary, that it will come. He also believes that 
neither side can ever hope for a true victory 
unless they are prepared to sacrifice, to give 
up privileges, to share greatly in the terms of 
peace which must some day be written. No 
other peace will be a lasting peace. The reader 
may disagree with him and dispute his judgment. 
It is doubtful, however, if the author will ever 
be called upon to repent his stand or will be 
accused of losing his head as many preachers lost 
their heads in the last World War . That is why 
this book is important and timely reading for an 
American audience as it faces the present crisis. 

RAYMOND P. MORRIS. 

REALITY AND RELIGION. By Henry P. 
Van Dusen. New York: The Associafio11 Press. 
1940. 88 pp. 50 cents. 

This is the last of the announced titles, and in 
many ways the most useful, of the Hazen Books 
on Religion which are designed for college stu
dents. Its author is a professor in the Union 
Theological Seminary. He is well known as a 
student counsellor. 

The book treats three questions: Why reli
gion? Why Christianity? Why the church? 
together with an epilogue intimating the place of 
the Christian movement in the world of tomor
row. The language is strictly non-technical, the 
substance is not remote, the thinking is straight
forward and non-evasive. It does not argue or 
plead the case; it simply states the viewpoint and 
pertinent facts with remarkable objectivity. A 
short and well chosen bibliography is appended 
to direct further reading. 

This volume will be found useful by small 
discussion groups, or as resource material for 
student conferences and the reference shelf. It 
goes a long way toward filling a dire need and 
a wide open gap in religious literature which is 
acceptable to the undergraduate. 

R. P. M. 

A PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION. By Edgar 
Sheffield Brightman. New York: Prentice-Hall. 
1940. 539 pp. $4.00. 

Philosophy "aims to understand experience as 
a whole." Religion °is concerned about experi
ences which are regarded as of supreme value." 
Therefore, "Philosophy of religion is an attempt 
to discover by rational interpretation of religion 
and its relations to other types of experience, the 
truth of religious beliefs and the value of re
ligious attitudes and practices." This book is 
a philosophy of religion. Therefore, it will be 
of little concern to the casual student. It will, 
however, be of great concern to the student of 
philosophy, the student of religion and to the 
person who desires to do basic thinking in the 
philosophy of religion. It will be of great value 
to the student of philosophy for it clears one of 
the blind spots of philosophy, namely, that part 
which so often fails to give scientific considera
tion to religion. 

The student of religion will find here the in
tellectual bridge between the realm of values 
(religion), the field of systematized knowledge 
(science), and the discovery of whole truth 
(philosophy). He will likewise find a clear , con
cise basic statement of the philosophy of religion 
from a theistic personalist's viewpoint. 

H. D. Bo1.LINGER. 
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or money for social act1v1t1es. Pete gets moments of discouragement, and may 
decide not to come back next year. 

Pete has his feminine counterparts, though "social" problems are the most 
prominent among the girls . All other problems, in fact, seem to distress them in 
proportion to their relation to the social. Finance is not so much a matter of 
"staying in college on a hard-earned shoe-string" as having pretty clothes and 
equal social opportunity. 

Ellen's room, board, and spending money are scraped from waiting table, outside 
jobs, and loans. A sorority is out of the question, yet she feels her financial isolation 
more on this account than for the toll it exacts on her health and st udies. 

At Michigan many girls remain independent. If they can convince themselves 
and their dormitory mates that this is not because they "couldn't make it," they 
are quite satisfied. "Convincing" consists of being attractive enough so they' ll 
believe it . Being attractive means having dates, having dates depends on free time, 
charming manners, and smooth appearance-which calls for "enough" clothes, and 
time to file nails and set hair. So the cycle snaps around . 

Ellen and her self-supporting friends find themselves at a painful social disad 
vantage, not because their position is scorned (indeed, most students admire their 
ambition) .but because the natural consequence of closely budgeted time and money 
seems to be isolation. 

Dating remains a point about which there is plenty of tension . Some girls learn 
from their escorts that a good time means going down beyond Division Stree t 
( where liquor is no longer banned) and getting drunk . Some prominent profess ors 
hit students and their dating methods pretty hard. "Just look at them," they poin t 
out, "their cortices are deteriorating from an appalling lack of creative thinki ng. 
Take away the cinema, the beer-can and a few other manufactured amusements, and 
the poor dears would simply not know what to do on a date." 

Problems of an entirely different sort have created much tension at Michiga n. 
Take the local branch of the American Student Union, which has on several occasio ns 
attracted national attention . The conflict arises between the conservative state 
taxpayers who support the university, and the ultra-liberal students on camp us, 
with members of the faculty sprinkled on both sides. Unfortunately for the ASU, 
some of its members have, in their zeal, overlooked such important physiognom ic 
factors as courtesy and an attitude of consideration. This has lost them much fav or, 
but they smolder on. 

Michigan authorities set about to ease the tension points in various ways. One can 
mention increased loan-funds, academic counselors and advisers, the Student Religio us 
Association, dating bureaus, and the like. But the problems are far from solved, 
and we can see some ugly new ones, such as those that might be occasioned by 
student pacifist groups, in the offing. Each major tension point is tremendo usly 
indicative, and each one cries out to be dealt with from every efficient angle. 

Nor to Be Missed 

Several important books have come in 
too late to be sent to regular reviewers. 
And since the next number of the maga
zine will not be off the press until Sep
tember first, we felt that a short notice 
must be included. Each of these books 
is important and each deserves a longer 
review. 

Dawn Watch in China. By Joy Homer. Bos
ton: Houghton Mifllin Company. 1941. 340 
pp. $3.00. 

If the war in the Orient can possibly do any 
good, one evidence of that benefit would be the 
information we are getting about China. This 
book is something to get excited about, for Miss 
Homer has a way of telling about her trip to 
China that not only gives an illuminating picture 
of conditions and causes, but also makes the 
reader feel a first hand experience of them. Racy 
style, humor-but most of all, an interestingly 
intelligent person reacting to almost unbelievable 
situations. China emerges as a hero. More than 
a travel book-more than a book-an experience! 

The Man Who Stayed in Texas . By Ann• 
Nathan and Harry I. Cohen. New York : 
Whittlesley House. 1941. 322 pp. $2.75, 
The story of a man that is being contin ued 

in everyday living in the city of Galveston. An 
account of a man who as a leader of his race 
stayed in Texas and has become the leader of 
people who in their needs are not Jews or Chri s: 
tians but simply people. A humanitari an, Rabb• 
Henry Cohen will now be an inspirat ion to many 
who have not had the chance to know him per
sonally. 

South of God. By Cedric Belfrage. New York: 
Modern Age Books. 1941. 346 pp . $2,50, 

The story of Claude Williams and his ...,~rk 
among the underprivileged may be an inspi rauon 
to many young people taking their religio~ se
riously who feel that their only salvation " t~ 
work with this group. Told with vivid st yle "\ 
with little varnishing of actual facts, th is boOh ·r 

1 . f r t Cl 
shames most men into an apo ogeuc O d 
lives. Read it if you want to be distut,e . :: 
leave it alone if you don't like to face con ,c,o 

as they are. 



[This service may be done in a church chan
cel or on a stage. Transform the pulpit into an 
altar if the church has none, or make an altar 
at the center back of the stage. Arrange on the 
altar two candlesticks and white tapers, five or 
six red votive lights, an open Bible with a color
ful marker hanging from it, and perhaps a 
genero11s arrangement of flowers. Make steps up 
to the altar over the chancel rail by using boxes 
or tables, properly draped. Focus a white light 
on the altar even for a daytime performance. 
On the stage, put the altar at the top of at least 
five steps, and drape the whole unit. 

The organ prelude should concl11de with "A 
Mighty Forf1'ess Is Our God." The speaking 
choms may enter as this music begins. The mem
bers of the choir 1nay be robed and march into 
the choir loft, or sit in front of the chancel fac
ing the congregation. Or the smaller choruses 
of girls' light voices, girls' dark voices, and 
boys' voices may enter separately as each chorus 
speaks and stand about the altar, closely eno11gh 
together that they may speak together at the 
climax. In an auditori11m, the speaking chorus 
may sit in the pit and a group of trained dancers 
may do a pa11to11iiniic accom,panim-ent to the entire 
service. Their costumes sho11ld suggest stained 
glass. The lighting should establish the mood 
of the soft color of the interior of a cathedral, 
with a diagonal dash of brilliant color as if a 
window were downstage L. The dancers may do 
a se.-ies of ~novements to suggest attitudes of 
prayer as the lights come up, after the congrega
tion has first seen only the candlelight on the 
altar. Then the dancers group themselves up
staie as if they were figures in stained-glass win
dows. Their movements during the remainder of 
the service are slow and simple, but suggest the 
feeling of lines spoken by the choruses. 

The Protagonist enters while the organ plays "A 
Mighty Fortress." In the church he should come 
down the aisle, and walk in the mood of the nmsic. 
The third time the hymn is played let it be in 
the mi11or. Let the bass q11arrel with the origi
nal music, and at last almost disintegrate ill 
confusion. If the performance is in an audi
torium, let this music be a part of the Prelude. 
The Protagonist should enter fro1n a downstage 
wing and walk into a white spotlight to speak. 
In the church, he should stop some distance from 
the steps to the altar.] 

Protagonist: "There is no God. I have traversed 
the worlds. I have risen to the suns; I have 
passed athwart the great waste places of the 
sky. There is no God. I have descended to 
the place where the very shadow cast by Be
ing dies out and ends. I have gazed into the 
grief beyond and cried, 'Where art Thou, 
Father?' But no answer came, save the sound 
of the storm which rages uncontrolled. We 
are orphans, you and I. Every soul in this 
great corpse-trench of the universe is utterly 
alone. There is no God." (Jean Paul Rich
ter.) 

[ff, turns vigoro11sly upstage, and flings his arms 
over his head. At thi, in,tant the light comes 
up on the altar, and off the Protagonist. A 
rtch voice speaks over the amplifier.] 

• 
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The Amplified Voice: Stand still and know 
that I am God. 

[The Protagonist recoils, takes a step or two to
ward the altar, hesitates, moves again, and 
then throws hfoiself on his knees at the lowest 
step. The organ has followed his moods, and 
now seems almost to sob with the Protagonist, 
then gradually fades as the Chorus of girls' 
light voices begins to speak. Lights on the pan
tomimic chorus change from one lovely color 
to another.] 

Chorus of Light Voices : 
I walk in beauty. 
With beauty before me I walk, 
With beauty behind me I walk, 
With beauty above me I walk, 
I walk in beauty. 
One thing I ask from the Lord, that I do seek: 
To behold the beauty of God. 
He has made everything beautiful in its season. 
He made fields of corn and growing wheat, 
Meadows green and flowers sweet, 

Solo: 
Little seeds just coming up, 

Solo: 
Little acorns in a cup, 

Chorus of Light Voices: 
Majesty of purple mountain peaks, 
Blue inlets and their crystalline creeks, 
Restless oceans, little placid lakes, 

Solo: 
And a moon that constantly makes 
Cool cloud mist inviting 
\Vith messages of lunar writing. 

Chorus of Light Voices: 
Suns, numberless as seashore sands, 
Flung from the palms of God's own hands, 
Endless galaxies, soft star shine 
Through light years sifted fine 
Till it seems to wistful eyes 
Golden glow from the gates of paradise. 

Solo: 
Is is not beautiful? 
Is it not truly? 

Solo: 
Beauty smiles up in a baby's eyes 
And down in a mother's voice; 
Beauty speaks in the self-abandonment of a 

lover 
And answers in the understanding of the be

loved. 
There is beauty bare in the compassion of a 

selfless life 
And in joyous discipline. 

[The Protagonist lifts his head a11d alm.ost gets 
up, but droops again.] 

Solo: 
Is it not beautiful? 
Is it not truly? 
One thing I ask, To behold the beauty of God. 
I believe in Beauty. 
I believe in a God of Beauty. 

[A Chorus of Boys' Voices begins to speak. The 
pantomimic chorus makes abo11t three group
ings of rather severe and straight-lined ap
p,ara11ce, as the lights on the111 grow fro11t 
go/ d to white.] 

First Boy's Voice: I will praise thee, O Lord, 
among the people; 

The pictures on this page are from the serv
ice at the Wesley Foundation at Denton, 
Texas, under the direction of Mrs. Joe Brown 
Love. 

Add Another Boy's Voice: For Thy mercy is 
great above the heavens, 

Add Third Boy's Voice: And Thy truth reach
eth unto the clouds. 

Add Fourth Boy's Voice: Surely there is a 
mine for silver, and a place where they refine 
gold, 

Add All Boys' Voices: But where can wisdom 
be found, and where is the place of under
standing? 

First Boy: Man knows not the way of it. 

Second Boy: Pure gold cannot be given for it. 

Third Boy: Nor can silver be weighed out as 
its price. 

Fourth Boy: It cannot be bought with the gold 
of Ophir. 

Fifth Boy: With precious onyx and sapphires. 

Sixth Boy: Gold and glass cannot equal it. 

All Boys: God understands its ways and He 
knows its location. \Vhen He made a weight 
for the wind and meted out the waters by 
measure; when He made a law for the rain, 
and a way for the thunderbolt; then He said 
to n1an: 

[The Protagonist stands, and steps up one step 
by the conclusion of this chorus.] 

Solo Voice Amplified: Behold, the love of the 
Lord, that is wisdom, and to depart from evil 
is understanding. 

Boy with a full voice: And Jesus said, I am 
the way, the truth and the light. Ye shall 
know the truth, and the truth shall make 
you free. 

Chorus of Boys' Voices: I believe in God. I 
believe God is truth and wisdom. I believe 
in God. 

[During the next chorus of gfrls' dark and me
dimn voices, the Protagonist takes another step 
toward the altar. The lights on the panto
mimic chorus are soft and rosy, with purplt> 
shots through them on such phrases as "crucify 
yon."] 

The two best blended voices: 
When love beckons to you, follow him, 

Dark Chorus: Though his ways are hard and 
steep. 

Duet: And when his wings enfold you, yield to 
hi1n, 

Dark Chorus: Though the sword hidden among 
his pinions may wound you. 

Duet: And when he speaks to you, believe in 
him, 



Da,rk Chorus: Though his voice may shatter 
your dreams as the north wind lays waste the 
garden. 

Duet: For even as love crowns you 
Dark Chorus : so shall he crucify you. 
Duet: Even as he is for your growth 
Dark Chorus: so is he for your pruning. 
Duet: Like sheaves of corn he gathers you unto 

himself. 
Dark Chorus : 

He sifts you to free you from your husks. 
He grinds you to whiteness. 

First Girl: Love is very patient, very kind; 
Second Girl: Love knows no jealousy; 
Third Girl: Love gives itself no airs; 
Fourth Girl: Is never rude, 
Fifth Girl: never selfish, 
First Girl: never resentful. 
Second Girl: Love is gladdened by goodness, 
Third Girl: and can overlook faults. 
Fourth Girl: Love is full of trust, 
Fifth Girl: full of hope, 
Sixth Girl: full of endurance. 
Dark Chorus: Love never fails. 

Think not you can direct the course of love, 
for love, if it finds you worthy, directs your 
course. 

When you love you should not say, "God is in 
my heart," but rather, ul am in the heart 
of God." God is love. 

I believe in God. 
{Another voice speaks, preferably a boy's voice. 

The lights on the pantomimic chorus are soft. 
They emphasize with more intensity the cruci
fixion and the resurrection and such phrases 
as "Bear ye one another's burdens." The Pro
tagonist takes another step toward the altar.] 

A Voice: And Jesus was born in Bethlehem of 
a virgin named Mary. Wise men and shepherds 
came and knelt by the manger where he was 
born. For he was born of peasants and lay on 
~he straw. He grew in stature as he worked 
in his father's carpenter shop. When he was 
twelve he went to the temple and astounded 
his elders with his knowledge and insight. For 
about eighteen more years he made doors and 
yokes and tables; his soul became muscular and 
strong. Then he gathered a small group of 
peasants about him and began to tell them the 
truths his soul knew. But the things he did 
and said were misunderstood. The Romans 
who had political control of Jesus' country 
accused him of sabotage. The traditional 
churchmen thought he was a radical and 
'heretic. And even his disciples were disap
pointed because he would not try to overthrow 
Roman rule and re-establish the sovereignty 
of his nation. For three years he tried to 
interpret to all these people, person by person, 
that God was a loving Father. He ate with 
sinners and talked to outcasts as he talked 
to men high in officialdom. Because men could 
not understand him they grew to hate and 
fear him. At last they decided to crucify 
him. But he would not stay dead, and for two 
·thousand years he has been alive in the world. 
Men still do not understand him, though they 
.are drawn toward his vigorous humility, his 
:fearlessness, his belief that men can live as a 
family lives with its Father; men of every 
·race and station in the harmony of deep under
standing. nLove one another." uBear one an
-Other's burdens." nBe not anxious about your 
life." "If you would have your life you must 
lose it." "The Kingdom of God is within 
you." 

'[The lights on the pantomimic chorus are amber, 
and their groupings suggest majestic wonder.] 

Amplified Voice: 
Stand still and consider the wondrous works 

of God. 
Where were you when I laid the foundation of 

the earth? 
Declare if you have insight. 
Who enclosed the sea with doors, when it burst 

forth, 
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When I made the cloud its covering, and the 
dense darkness its swaddling band? 

Have you ever in your life commanded the 
morning? 

Or assigned its place to the dawn? 
Have you gone to the sources of the sea, 
Or walked in the hollows of the deep? 
Have the gates of death been revealed to you, 
Or can you see the gates of darkness? 

[The Protagonist begins to raise one arm as if 
comparing its puny strength with these words 
of God.] 
What path leads to the home of Light? 
Can you bind the chains of the Pleiades, 
Or loosen the girdle of Orion? 
Can you send out the lightning on its mission? 
Who taught the feathery clouds or trained the 

meteors? 
Will critics still dispute with the Almighty? 
If you have an arm like God's, 

[The Protagonist looks at his arm, then grad
ually folds it down during the last of this 
speech.] 
If you can thunder with a voice like His, 
Then deck yourself it\ majesty and pomp. 
Pour out the fury of your wrath, 
Lay all the lofty low and crush the wicked 

on the spot, 
Do you think you have an arm like God's? 
Be still, and know that I am God. 

[The Protagonist throws himself across the altar. 
During the first two repetitions by the choruses 
the Protagonist slowly turns so that he is ready 
to stand for his speech of comprehension.] 

Chorus of Light Voices: I believe in God. I 
believe in a God of Beauty. 

Boys' Chorus: I believe in a God of Truth and 
Wisdom. 

Chorus of Dark Voices: God is Love. 
A Voice: God is within you. 
Amplified Voice: Be still, and know that I 

am God. 
[Very softly and very slowly- the organ begins 

A MIGHTY FORTRESS.] 
All Choruses: I believe in God. 
Light Voices: I believe in a God of Beauty. 
Boys' Voices: I believe in a God of Truth and 

Wisdom. 
Dark Voices: God is Love. 
A Voice: God is within you. 
Amplified Voice: Be still, and know that I am 

God. 
Light Voices: God is Beauty. 
Boys' Voices: God is Truth and Wisdom. 
Dark Voices: God is Love. 
Protagonist: Beauty, Truth, Love--God is Love? 

God is within me? God-I believe in God. 
All Choruses: I believe in God. 
Protagonist: I believe in God. (More firmly.) 
All Choruses: I believe in God the Father Al-

mighty. 
Protagonist: I believe in God. 
Choruses: I believe in God the Father Almighty, 

Maker of Heaven and Earth, creator and pre
server of life. 

Protagonist: I believe in God the Father Al
mighty. (Growing in 1tnderstanding.) 

Choruses: I believe in God the Father of our 
Lord Jesus Christ. 

Protagonist: I believe in God. 
Choruses and Protagonist: I believe in God. 
All Voices: 

Thine, 0 God, is the greatness and the power, 
and the glory, and the victory and the 
majesty; 

For all that is in the heaven and the earth is 
thine. 

To the only wise God our Saviour, be glory 
and majesty, dominion and power, both now 
and forevermore. 

Praise ye the Lord. 
Light Voices: 

Praise God in His Sanctuary. 
Add Dark Voices: 

Praise Him in the firmament of His power. 
Add All Voices: 

Praise Him for His mighty acts: 
Praise Him according to His excellent great

ness. 
Praise Him with the sound of the trumpet. 

Light Voices: 
Praise Him with the psaltery and harp. 

Add Dark Voices : 
Praise Him with the timbrel and dance. 

Add All Voices: 
Praise Him with stringed instruments and 

organs. 
Praise Him with the loud cymbals. 
Praise Him with the high-sounding cymbals. 
Let everything that hath breath praise God. 
[The Doxology is played at f1tll vol1tme. In 

the Church the congregation may join in singing. 
011 the stage the pantomimic chorus interprets 
the music with ecstatic, /1tll movements. The 
Protagonist's arms go 1tP in complete abandon
ment. Then the lights and organ fade slowly, 
so that there is only a white light on the Pro
tagonist. The curtain falls a moment after the 
Amen. In the Church the music of A MIGHTY 
FORTRESS may come 1tP again to take the 
chorus and Protagonist off with joy and certainty 
in their movements.] 

Morning Meditations 
In a program of preparing a period of medita

tion and prayer for the college student we feel 

we have something unique and different on our 

can1pus at DePauw University. 

We have put into the program of our student 

department of the local Methodist church two 

periods each week of "Morning Meditations" 

which last for a period of twenty minutes each. 

These Meditation periods come on Tuesday and 

Friday mornings from seven-thirty to seven-fifty. 

During this period of meditation when students 

may come to the sanctuary for their period of 

prayer and quiet, we have a student organist who 

furnishes music throughout the period. This music 

usually consists of hymns with a modulation 

from one to another, and if the organist desires 

to do so, he may introduce some other suitable 

composition at some interval during the period 

of meditation. We also have a "Meditation 

Guide" which is mimeographed and handed to 

each individual as he comes into the sanctuary. 

The "Guide" consists of a Call to Meditation or 

Scripture sentences, a 15 0- or 200-word medita

tion, and a closing prayer. It is made clear to 

those who come to meditate that they need not 

use the "Guide" unless they desire to do so. 
-Robert Sanks, DePauw University. 

HOW CAME THE BIBLE? By Edgar ]. Good
speed. New York, Nashville: Abingdon-Cokes
bury. 1940. 148 pp. $1.50. 
This book is a description of the "formation, 

transmission and translation" of the Old and 
New Testaments and the Apocrypha. The latt~r 
is the material that, for a long time, was held 1n 

doubt as to whether it would be included in the 
Bible. 

The material for this book was originally pre
pared by Dr. Goodspeed for the Sunday Church 
School lessons for The Adult Bible Class Month
ly, and therefore is compact, readable and factual. 
It is truly an accurate historical outline of how 
came the Bible. 

Large numbers of college students do _not 
have a clear understanding of the moder~ scienk 
tific approach to biblical literature. This b?0 

is a most excellent introduction to this viewpoint. 
It should be universally used either as a text 
or for collateral reading by all college students 
who read or study the Bible. 

H. D. B. 

~ 



THE SKEPTICS' CORNER 
Edited by Robert H. Hamill 

What Takes the Place of 
God? 

This Personal appeared in The Saturday Review of 
Literature, March 15, 1941. 

TAURUS. When did you lose God? 
Where did you have Him last? 

SEARCHERS. Just recently we dis
covered it, but He may · have been gone 
for some time. We remember having 
Him last winter at least, when we were 
candidates for the Crimson Key awards 
on· the campus; both of us prayed then, 
and one of us got the Key. 

I remember ( continued one Searcher) 
that when Dad was out of work back 
in the depression, my family was gloomy 
and discouraged; then Mom said she was 
right sure that the Lord would help us, 
and pretty soon things cleared up. I 
was sure of God then. 

I can remember back at Institute the 
candlelight service on the lakeshore, and 
many times at Sunday school (said the 
other); in those years I had a sure hold 
on God. 

TAURUS. But now He is gone. 
Was He stolen from you, or did you just 
lose Him? How did you realize it had 
happened? 

SEARCHERS. The newspapers, we 
think. There's so blamed much rotten 
behavior everywhere. No one cares about 
decent things-everyone is out for him
self, in a mad rush for money and 
power-innocent and honest people are 
kicked around and starved-it's the bully 
who gets what he wants-and all that 
Jesus talked about is just too soft to fit 
this calloused world. Civilization isn't 
heading anywhere, except to the junk 
pile. Surely there is no God in charge 
of this mess. If there is, it's no com
pliment to Him. 

TAURUS. Hurrah! If you have lost 
God because of what's in the newspapers, 
then you had the kind of God that de
serves to be lost, and ought to be lost
fast . Good for you, that you let Him 
~et lost. You had, probably, a frozen 
'.dea of God, the one that you picked up 
1n Sunday school, and never allowed to 
grow. It was solid and fixed, until new 
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stresses and strains cracked it apart. It 
was too solid, in fact-it needs to be 
flexible, to bend to and resist new pres
sures that come. So, if the God you 
knew couldn't stand up under the beat
ing, it's right that you should let Him 
go down. You would be foolish to com
plain over what is vanished. 

SKEPTIC. Then they are lost, totally 
lost, without footing or guide? 

SEARCHERS. We may be. We've 
tried everything we know. At first 
we tried to recover, and to remember our 
preachers' advice and our mothers' last 
fond instructions. We tried to see how 
other people still maintain their beliefs. 
But that didn't do any good. Now we 
have tried to get away from it, but the 
many intoxicants-of speed, of drink, 
of hectic reading and long nights of talk
ing, of crowds of friends and a hundred 
activities-they only dull our minds, but 
then our minds awake again to torment 
and keep us unsatisfied until we get an 
answer. 

FAITHFUL. Your trouble is that you 
have tried to find a substitute. There is 
no substitute for God . You must return, 
get back to God. It is you who are lost, 
not God. 

SKEPTIC. That's no difference. They 
and God are apart; how to get together 
is the problem. What do you recom
mend that they do? 

The Return of the Faithful 
FAITHFUL. The Church always 

leads a person's soul to God. The Bible 
is a reliable guide, and prayer is very 
direct. There is no counterfeit that 
pays; nothing short of God himself can 
give rest to the restless soul of modern 
man. 

SKEPTIC. But you miss the whole 
point, Faithful. It is God that our 
friends have lost; they cannot use God 
to help them find God. They don't 

want to hunt a mirage, and by self
hypnosis rejoice in finding only what 
they create for themselves before they 
start out. They don't want to kid them
selves. 

FAITHFUL. Dear Skeptic, I am not 
stupid. I'm not telling these young 
friends to shut their minds and jump 
blindfolded. I'm only suggesting what 
William James once said. Sometimes, he 
said, you must believe in a thing before 
it can become a fact; your deliberate 
belief helps to create the thing desired. 
That refers, in our case here, not to God, 
for thinking neither creates nor disposes 
of God, but it refers to man's healthy 
belief in God. Correct belief and think
ing would build and conserve a person's 
life with God. If these two Searchers 
wish to recover God, they must will to 
believe-they must deliberately expose 
themselves to the beliefs and worshipful 
conditions that are nutritive to healthy 
Comradeship with God. That is why 
I recommend church and prayer and 
Scriptures. 

SKEPTIC ( to Searchers). "You can't 
go home again to the father you have lost 
and have been looking for," as a recent 
writer said. You can't go back to church 
and prayers. You can't go back to the 
childhood days, when God was an all
pervading spirit pushing up the grass 
blades, back to the adolescent days whe~ 
God filled you with wonderful thrills 
and energy, back to the dark days when 
God was stronger than economic tragedy 
and could guide your father to a vacant 
job. You can't go back even to last 
winter, when God was on the side of 
justice and saw to it that you got the 
reward that you deserved. You can't 
go back to the God you once knew. 

(To Taurus). That much is clear to 
me-that Faithful has no method for 
these Searchers. What have you to offer 
them? How shall they find release from 
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their prisonhouse of anxiety and not
achieving? 

TAURUS. There are as many ways 
to God as there are people on the search. 
To say that any one is pre-conditioned to 
the search is to deny my whole approach 
to faith. 

SKEPTIC. Will you, then, give no 
help to the Searchers? 

The Belief in Something 
Better 

TAURUS. They have been looking 
backward; that is their major fault; 
and that they cannot do, as you so well 
just said. They cannot recover the past, 
therefore they must uncover the future. 
It is more needful to see where we are 
going than to know where we have been. 
The essence of sound faith, for them, 
must be a belief that the future can and 
will be better than the past. They must 
believe that all enemies to human growth 
can be destroyed. They must be con
vinced that the human spirit can rebound 
from every crash, recover from every 
sickness, conquer every foe. Without 
some such unflagging spirit, they will 
never find a moral equivalent for God. 

FAITHFUL. They will never have 
such confidence until first they can re
cover God Himself. God does not come 
from confidence in man, but vice versa. 

TAURUS. But, Faithful, is it not 
better for a man to have such hope in 
human betterment and not reach God, 
th an to have neither God nor that hope? 

SKEPTIC. But how does one go about 
gettin g such a confidence, when he has 
just read the morning paper? 

TAURUS. Not in spite of, but be
cause of it. Precisely because there is 
no hope, the y must have hope. Exactly 
in time of darkness they must carry a 
light. They must believe that war will 
not forever plague us, for unless they 
do believe it so, it will forever plague. 
They must believe that justice can be 
done, that private greed and public hate 
can be overcome. Or else they never 
will. They must believe in tomorrow 
because today is so far wasted. And if 
they really desire to find God or a sub
stitute, they must believe that some way 
to God is open to them. They must 
have an open, unfixed faith: open to 
new experiment, able to accept fresh dis
coveries about God. If they want God 
they cannot say, "God is such-and-such, 
and we must find Him." For what they 
find to be the final, unshakable stuff in 
the world may be very different from 
their present notions-as indeed they 
have already found that what rules the 
world is not their Sunday-school God. 
Instead, they must say, "\Ve believe there 
1s some unshakable fact, and that it can 
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be found; what it is we do not know 
but will discover." Precisely because the 
world is deeply shaken, they must, for 
the security of their own spirits, believe 
that Something is unshaken. They must 
look ahead, because all the past is ruins. 

SKEPTIC. That is a strong outburst, 
from you. I didn't know you felt so 
strongly in anything. You mean, I 
take it, that any substitute for God must 
begin with a rugged belief that men's 
future can and must and will be better 
than anything yet existing. 

The Commitment to Some
thing Greater 

TAURUS. Certainly. Exactly. Here 
is another slant on it, from a thrilling 
poem by Edwards Davis, called Lovers 
of Lif e: 

" . ... As Heaven's guidance when despised 
Ceases to lead, and leaves the follower , 
~ ' ho onc e in faith had followed it, alone,
(So) each wanderer forlorn must, unled , fail 
To find the way to God except through Faith 
In something more and nobler than him self. " 

That fits so exactly to our friends the 
Searchers, that I could not refrain from 
it. If they are really in earnest, search
ing for a life equal to life with God, they 
must have faith in something larger 
and finer than themselves. 

SKEPTIC. Faith-that's exactly what 
they don't have, but; have lost and can
not now recover. 

TAURUS. Pardon the word, it is 
bad. I'll use another. But in parenthesis 
let me say, Don't ever let that word 
"faith" become a stumbling block to you. 
There is more faith around than there 
is freedom, or opportunity, or any oth er 
vague thing you believe in. There is 
faith in banks, faith in the power of 
steel to hold your car together, you have 
faith when you fall in love (what faith!), 
faith in the man who prepares your 
sandwich over the counter, faith in the 
boss who promises to pay you. Don't 
ever quibble over "faith." In this poem 
it means loyalty to, support of, convic
tion about, labor for, something greater 
and more worthy than oneself. 

SKEPTIC. But what can a thinking 
person today have faith in, or be loyal 
to, as you interpret it? For years we 
have been taught that democracy is the 
greatest thing on the earth. Now look at 
it-using peacetime conscription, aggres
sive expansion, huge power in the hands 
of a very few, censorship, and flirting 
even with concentration camps for aliens. 
Democracy was the biggest thing I ever 
believed in, and now look at it! The 
thrill is gone out of it for me. What 
can you recommend that the Searchers 

be committed to-what is big enough 
and good enough to deserve their loyalty? 

TAURUS. You, like they, have been 
loyal to a static, fixed, and stiffened 
thing-you to the American form of 
government, they to a Sunday-school 
God. You yourself need to develop a 
growing concept of democracy as a fu
ture achievement-a form of social life 
that is cleansed of America's faults, 
stripped of its abuses, and built only of 
its virtues and its potential greatness. 
You need to believe in the Possible De
mocracy, not in the Actual America; for 
the first is much greater than you and 
worth your talent and devotion. As for 
the Searchers, they need to find some 
cause that is superior to their private 
wishes, external to their little needs
some movement that is big enough to 
consume their energies and great enough 
to shape them into useful citizens when 
they yield themselves to it. They could 
gamble on that, and find meaning for 
their lives. 

SKEPTIC. What kind of a thing do 
you mean by such a "cause"? 

TA UR US. Again, there is no single 
mark common to all, except that the 
cause must be unselfish and useful to 
some other person's growth. A woman 
may often find her cause in her chil
dren. A scientist in a laboratory may 
labor for the enlightenment of mankind. 
A young man may join a Quaker work 
camp. A girl, through a hobby, may 
give an invalid joy and friendship. Just 
as for you it may be devotion to the De
mocracy that ought to exist here in 
America. The " cause" must merely be 
more important th an the person 's private 
wishes, and be of hum an value. 

SKEPTIC. Would devot ion to some 
cau se, as you suggest, lead the Searchers 
to God, as the poem says, or would it 
be a substitute for God, as they them
selves desire? 

TAURUS. No one can tell. Either. 
It differs with each person. For some, 
it would be a sacrament, bringing God to 
them. For others, it would so consume 
their energies that they , unreflective, 
would never think of God but have a 
satisfying experience identical to that of 
religious people. 

FAITHFUL. No, never completely . 
Some sense of security, some measure of 
coura ge, never comes to him who be
lieves only in a "cause" and not in God, 
Such a person never quite achieves com
pleteness. 

TAURUS. But he does find meaning 
for his daily work; he has fellowship wit~ 
like-minded loyal people; he increases his 
strength; he is confident of the worth
whileness of his life-you will admit. 

FAITHFUL. Yes, all that. And in 
so far, so good. 

~ 
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W HAT do we mean when we say, with the Apostles' Creed, "I believe in the 
holy catholic church"? 

The simple and original meaning of the word catholic is universal, and that is 
what it means here. We have various meanings for the word church: we use it in 
turn for a building, a local or parish organization, or a denominational group like the 
Methodist or Presbyterian Church. But as early as New Testament times it was used 
both for the Christian group in one place and for the whole fellowship of the fol
lowers of Christ. Scattered throughout the world, they felt they were one body. 
We believe in this one fellowship. We are Christians before we are Baptists or Meth
odists, and all of us, of whatever name, if we are followers of Jesus, belong to this 
company. This is the real church of Christ. Catholic is a great word, an ancient 
word . How far back the Apostles' Creed goes we cannot say; it did not come from 
the apostles but does go back to the beginning of the second century. There was no 
Roman Catholic Church then, or any other body which called itself ''catholic" while 
still being only a part of the whole. So we claim this word and share it with others; 
we belong to the one church of Jesus Christ, the catholic church. 

The word holy as used here is also easily misunderstood . It does not mean a per
fect or sinless church but simply the church which belongs to God. The Old Testa
ment speaks of the seventh day (Sabbath) as holy, of the temple and the tithe as 
holy, by which they simply meant that these belonged to God. There is a human 
side to the church: the people who form its fellowship, support it, and direct its 
work. But the church does not really belong to men; it belongs to God. It is holy 
in this sense: God has created it, it gets its life and strength from God, it is his. 

• And here is a second phrase from this same Apostles' Creed, "the communion of 
saints." In the original language of the New Testament the word chat is used for 
saint is the same as the word for holy. The "saints," then, to whom reference is 
here made, are not moral or religious paragons: they are simply the people who belong 
to Christ, who have pledged their faith and loyalty to him . 

Communion means sharing. . Sharing, or fellowship, belongs to the life of the 
followers of Jesus. The church is a communion, first of all, because its members share 
in certain divine things: in faith, in the love of God, in the help he gives, in the gos
pel, in God's Spirit. But there is a sharing among ourselves as well, though we do 
not practice thi~ communion as we should. We should share not only in worship, but 
in thought and study, in bread divided with the hungry, in sympathy and under
standing. And this communion of faith and life must not be merely local; it ought 
to reach across the seas to China and Japan, to Britain and Germany and Italy, indeed 
wherever there can be any real fellowship binding us together in these higher thing s. 
To keep alive such fellowship among men of kindred mind and common Christian 
faith, and to let no barriers of distance and differences destroy it, that is especially de
manded today. 

• That brings us to another word, ecumenical. ln the last few years we have been 
hearing a good deal about the ecumenical movement, the ecumenical church, and 
even about ecumenicity-and if you can pronounce that at first sight, you're doing 
well! It is really only another term for these ocher words, catholic and communion. 
Ecumenical is simply world-wide. The idea for which it stands is really a thrilling 
one. Not for years have the forces dividing humanity been so strong as today. Are 
they going to bring us down to a common ruin? \'v'hat can stand against them? Only 
a faith in something higher than man, a loyalty to something greater than class or 
color or nation can do this. That means the Christian religion and the Christian 
church. But it must be a church that realizes its oneness, chat has regained that deep 
sense of unity which belonged to those first little Christian companies scattered 
throughout the Roman empire. 

This idea of an ecumenical, or world-wide church does not necessarily mean giving 
11P all differences and distinctions and merging in one big church under a central 
control. Within the present set-up of what we call denominations, however, there has 
been real progress in this ecumenical movement. There is the International Missionary 
Coimcil, which met last in 19 3 8 in Madras, India, and included every land and prac-
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"For is the kingdom of God become wortl, c 
syllables? Why should we be in bondage lo lh,i 
if we may be free?"-Preface to the King fa 
Version of the Bible, 1611. 

GOOD CHRISTIAN MEN. By H. Martin P. 
Davidson. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 
1940. 250 pp. $2.00. 

FOUNDERS OF CHRISTIAN MOVEMENTS. 
(Cm,tive Perso11alities, Vol. III.) Edited by 
Phillip Heury Lotz. New York: A ssociation 
Press. 1941. 160 pp. $1.25. 

Hurrah! Three cheers for two thrilling books. 
Not the isms alone, nor economic pressures only, 
but men-men of ordinary talent, often, but 
men who exhausted those talents-have made 
history. Here is sober fact-facing, and a heart
ening review of the centurie s from the angle that 
"some men have been set on fire by Jesus Christ 
and have made some difference in their world.'' 

Especially Good Chri stian Men is a complete 
delight. It treats the growth of the Christian 
influenc e on society, giving the story in bio
graphical form-including Augustine, the modern 
student type; Francis, the daring aristocrat turned 
radical; Thomas Aquinas, the thinker; Wesley, 
who left the world nothing but "a library, a 
worn gown, a much abu sed reputation, and-the 
Methodi st Church"; right down to Jane Addams 
of Hull Hou se, Chicago. The fresh style races 
along and keeps you in your chair longer than 
you intended. The author hies the student mind 
exactly. 

Found ers of Chri stian Movements is a collec
tion of chapter s, in haphazard order, about fifteen 
great men. It makes good bedtime reading, and 
expands your ambition to go and do likewise in 
some creative way of your own. 

I recommend that you and your roornrnate 
pass up your cokes the next twenty days, and 
spend two bucks for a book. Especially David
son would give you refreshment that really sat
isfies-a longing deeper than thirst. 

ROBERT H. HAMI L L. 

• It' s strang e, isn ' t it, how the attitude of an 
entire campu s can change overnight? Yesterday 
on the Baker campu s, the students with the nit's 
nothing to me," or "what the hell" attitudes 
were making all sorts of cracks and disparaging 
remarks about the service s to be held during 
Passion Week. And what I couldn't understand 
was that they were even slamming the new ex
periment of bull sessions being held Monday and 
Tuesday nights this week at each frat, sorority 
and dorm, with profs and their wives invited. 

But it's Tuesday morning now and just a few 
minutes ago a sorority girl told me, "Well, you 
know girls alway s hold sessions about boys and 
dates, etc., but la st night talk led into different 
channels and they realized that through thought, 
meditation and prayer, college life could give 
something new, something better!" 

These and many other remarks this morning 
give one the feeling that this little deal of profs 
and students on an equal footing in a good old 
night session is easing this student body into a 
more sharing and receptive mood for the services 
of the next three days. 

JOHN PHILLIPS, BAKER UNIVERSITY. 
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Tension Areas--by Those Who 
Preach to Students 

(I) How can I rate in the group in which I 
should like to find myself accepted? (2) How 
can I make myself attractive to the boy or the 
girl whom I would like to attract? (3) How 
to achi eve some pre-eminence and not simply be 
one of the crowd? That is, how to achieve some 
distinction where I think distinction count s. ( 4) 
How shall I make friends that will help me on 
my way? (5) How to make real friends in the 
midst of a crowd. ( 6) How far shall I expre ss 
my natural desires in relations with the other sex; 
and how much weight shall I give to the re
striction s of convention and parental admoni
tion? ( 7) How can I get enough time to do all 
that I want to do? (8) How can I have enough 
money to finish my course? (9) How can I have 
enough money to keep up with the crowd and 
have a good time? (10) How much weight 
should I give to early religious training? ( 11) 
What does it mean to be a Christian? ( 12) 
How shall I know what job to gee myself ready 
for? ( 13) How shall I know I will gee a job 
for which I am preparing myself? (14) Will I 
have to go to war? ( I 5 ) Will the boy I care 
for have to go to war? And what is that going 
to do to my expectations of marriage and home? 
-Paul Burt, Pastor-Director, Wesley Foun-

dation, University of Illinois. 

(I) Philosophy of life-personality develop
ment . (2) War and peace-why this war and 
my stand on it. ( 3) Life work. ( 4) Religion
meaning, personal habits. ( 5 ) Social reconstruc
tion for the future. ( 6) Sex, marriage, the 
home. 
-James S. Chubb, Pastor, Baldwin, Kansas; 

Professor, Baker University. 

At the dinner hour the president of the house 
announced her engagement, but the fellow is in 
camp as a draftee. That hung over them in 
the thoughts that followed. Perhaps it colored 
what happen ed so that what I saw was not aver
age. 

Fir st , the problem of sex was never raised. 
The tensions of home relationships as between 
parents and children were not mentioned. 

Second, the area of their problems were two, 
fir st, the discovery of a religious experience that 
would release some of the personal tensions · in 
living. Meaning mastery over disorganization in 
living, the search for a philosophy of life, but 
more than that, a dynamic by which the integra
tion of the self could be achieved. Second and 
far more to the fore were the tensions over the 
meaning of life in such a world as this. The 
ten sions were not of their creation, but origi
nated in several sources. The parents, teachers, 
and preachers created one ten sion by debunking 
chem concerning the whole war process, the part 
that profit s and propaganda play s in war, the 
step s that lead co war. Yet here we are asking 
them to believe the very things we once taught 
them were bunk because now we say, "This war 
is different." Mu st they abandon the leadership 
of their elders in this matter; must the y be swept 
off their feet with a new hysteria? 

The tensions they faced over religion were not 
the academi c discu ssion of creed and dogma, but 
a very vital search for religion as a way of life , 
as a source of inner strength and a way of relat
ing one' s self purposefully with society as repre 
sented now and as in histor y. The y wanted 
more th an a world view; they want ed somet hin g 
worthy of th eir best to which their best could 
be rationall y and enthusiastically committed. 
-From a report of a session during Reli-

gious Emphasis Week on the campus of 
U.C.L.A. By Gordon Chapman, Minister, 
Westwood Community Church, Los 
Angeles. 
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tically every group except the Roman Catholic and Orthodox churches. There is the 
World Conference on Faith and Order, which had its last meeting in Edinburgh i9 
1937, and that on Life and Work, which met the same year in Oxford. These two 
movements include not only Protestants but the Orthodox, or Eastern Catholic, 
Church. Finally, these movements, with others, are uniting in The World C01mcil 
of Churches, a movement to which not even the war has put a stop. These names 
stand for a new epoch in the modern church. The Christian church is facing a new 
paganism which has taken control of large sections of the world. If it is to over
come this it must have a better understanding of its faith and a closer union in life 
and work. 

To help our understanding of words, this section of motive might well take up some
time such words as sect and denomination, asking how different church groups 
came to be, and what they mean, how they got such names as Methodist and Presby
terian and Baptist, and what we may look forward to in the W'ay, not only of Chris
tian unity, but of church union. 

Twice wrapped in my mother's apron I 
perched on the kitchen stool with a cook 
book and a wooden spoon. 

"I'm ready to mix, Mom, now read me 
the recipe!" 

But it was no magic formula that 
baked my first cake. Before the dream 
came out of the oven I had to reckon 
with the pantry and refrigerator, bowls 
and tins, and plenty of seven-year-old 
persistence and patience. 

Before you cry, "We're ready to mix. 
Now give us the recipe!" how about tak
ing casual inventory of the · dating in
gredients on your campus? See it in 
your mind as a three dimensional chart; 
-one scale to vary with the occasion and 
available facilities-another to make al
lowances for varied interests-and a third 
interested in the varied allowances. 

Don't give up on "available facilities" 
until you look into the cupboard. The 
chances are you'll find more than the 
bones you've been gnawing all year. 

Do Michigan students, for instance, 
know that Barbour gym is open for bad
minton dates Monday and Friday nights 
-that the Women's Athletic Building of
fers mixed sports from bowling to riflery 
-that the men's pool has date-night for 
swimmers? Look into it, Middlebury, 
Oberlin, U. of C.; you may be as sur
prised as we have been! 

Or make your own facilities. Stop at 
the super market and wheel a wire baby 
carriage around with your picnic appetite. 
Do it together. That's part of the fun. 
Then off for the park, two, four, or six 
of you. 

There may be better sailing ingredients 
at Northwestern than at Kansas State, 
but May is all over the country, and noth-
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ing is needed for hiking but May. While 
you tramp along the country roads you 
can pry gently into the second measure, 
your mutual interests. 

Do you both like music? There you 
have a simple recipe for a dozen dates. 
Use the record libraries available on many 
campuses, music appreciation evenings, 
band concerts, faculty recitals, choral 
programs and University Orchestra con
certs. For more elegant dates you may 
subscribe to guest concert series. 

Or are you interested in some of the 
same studies? Join forces for a research 
project, quiz each other before the 
exams, and finish with a dish of ice 
cream. You'll get a glow of satisfaction 
which can be likened in the cooking anal
ogy to eating dessert that's good for you, 
too. 

You might find mutual interests in 
clubs and organizations-Wesley Founda
tion, language groups, debating societies 
or choirs. Their meetings and parties are 
ready-made dates, often in more than one 
installment. Church services are an in
spiration to be shared, and need not 
limit themselves to the habitual denomi
nation. A tour of all the churches in 
town may be as refreshing a variation as 
almond or chocolate in the vanilla cake. 

In fact, there is no end to the list of 
original and interesting dates that "m~
tual interest" can invent. The secret 15 

to discover them, and there's nothing like 
that hike. 

So go ahead with the inventory! The 
"how much" column is a private matter 
between you and your budget book. But 
remember, the best good times are free. 
A teaspoon of ingenuity gives more fla~£°r 
than six sifted cups of the same old dn t. 

~ 



Campus Talk 
Research by 

Clifford Zirkel 

TRY as we might, we just couldn't seem to "feel it" for this column. That is, 
we couldn't get "on the beam." Or, do we make ourselves opaque? 

Got a note from a girl in class the other day ( charming girl-dear me) in which 
she mentioned a sharp ark. I asked the meaning and learned that she was refer
ring to the automobile of another boy. In other words, a sharp ark is that kind of 
a car Hollywood thinks all college boys drive, and that kind of a car we would all 
like to drive. 

Worst of it is the fact that guys what owns cars like that is usually on time. 
We make no reference to punctuality! If everyone were on time there would be 
no need for Dale Carnegie, because on time is used to describe those people who 
possess peachy personalities. "She's really on time!" She's all there, she's the 
stuff, she's hep, she's sharp, she's the nuts .... we majored in English, and still can't 
explain "on time"! Maybe this might work: "She's on time" means she is the 
perfect "Thou" in, "A loaf of bread, a jug of wine and -." Or if describing a 
man: he would be on time if he could handle all three at once! 

From away down South-Lynchburg, Va., Randolph-Macon, girl's school (the 
catalog says, "College for Women")-comes a rather catchy onomatopoeic phrase. 
Those southun belles ovah theah refur to a male who doesn't happen to be on time 
as-well, they just say, "Honey, you-all know, Ah just can't toluhrate him-why 
he's-ugh! Ugh!" (Anyone knowing the status of the movement that wants to 
give this country back to the Indians, let us know!) Don't you-all let all that theah 
southun drawl fool you-all, though, 'cause we-all got that ugh expression from a girl 
at Texas who went to R-M. And we in the southwest refuse to be considered south. 
Ah, ah-tch, tch-beware provincialism! 

Between the darkness and daylight 
At the end of a day's occupation 
Comes a cry that's familiar to all 
Around the Wesley Foundation! 

Just a perverted way of introducing the phrase: "Let's get up a bunch." Now 
bunch could mean bananas, grapes, nuts, ideas ( doubtful )-but in A us tin it means 
"doing is something going to be, when together a lot of people get." Usually what's 
left of a day's crowd around the W. F. get together when "let's get up a bunch" 
is heard, and go across the street to Buck's. So far we like the idea, because haven't 
had to pay the check. Buck likes the idea too, because now he's makin' a little
dough! (Please, dear censor-) 

Here it is the third of April, two days past deadline for motive copy, and we're 
up on our roof blithely basking beneath Texas sunshine writing this. Anyway this 
spring weather makes us feel like going on a whee-which comes to us from 
Nebraska via Harvard. This phrase is very synonym-etical ( that is, capable of 
being synonym-ized) ! "It's my night to howl," "Goin' on a tear," "Gettin' 
on a kick"-all of 'em mean the same thing. Probably the most concise way of 
stating all of the above is, "Boy we're goin' to have a fat time tonight!" At 
S.M.U. they say, "It looks drunk out tonight"-that's what we were told! But 
\Ve would rather say, "It looks like a bunchy night tonight." 

Socials and spring make us think of wall-flowers . That gives us a lead to introduce 
a phrase from State University in Oregon. "She's stuck in a poesy pot." Of 
course, that also could apply to "he." 

What with summer "i' cumen in", we hope that each of you does not get stuck in 
a poesy pot or stuck in anything else, because you'll be bound to have a static attic 
tome next school-goin' time. You don't have to do much guessing to get the meaning 
~f that phrase-a guy with a static attic is a person with an inert-if he has one
brain. He's inclined to indolence, indifferent to intelligence and intoxicated by ir
rationality-we just couldn't let this column go by without an example for our "belles 
ettres." bellowings. Forget our "literary efforts"-and a happy summer to you. 

Whatever you do, don't be static, 
Whatever you do, be most emphatic! 

Amen and adios! 

Dialogue in Letters 
(Continued from page 22) 

January 19. 
Things are very confused. The problem con

cerns the army. There I had thought that my 
number was way down the list. I find it's near 
the top and I'll get my questionnaire in a month or 
six weeks. In a way I'm glad; it's more com
fortable to have the problem in a place where it 
has to be set tled rather than to have it continually 
in the background. As I look at it now, I 
think I'll waive exemption, and at the end of 
this school year try fitting myself in a uniform. 
I haven't told many people, because I'm not sure 
that it is right. All I've talked with are in
clined to think I'm mistaken, but all are sym
pathetic. Some of the ideas in your last letter, 
if looked at from my point of view instead of 
yours, tend to support me. It would mean a 
year gone, but not exactly lost, because there 
would be some definite compensations. It would 
throw me into a new life that would give me 
a new and real slant on the whole purpose of 
my work in the ministry, and would break the 
~tademic fog that I fear sometimes threatens to 
envelop me. Of course, if the U. S. should go 
to war soon, it would be more serious than that; 
but in that event, I wouldn't be willing to go my 
uninterrupted course anyhow. On theoretical 
grounds I think there are reasons that could jus
tify my accepting the exemption. But that 
doesn't help the practical situation which seems 
to demand that I take some of the consequences 
of my beliefs and proceed to do something about 
them. Perhaps by the next time I write, I'll 
have someth ing definite to say; at present my 
trend of thought is pretty sure, but I haven't 
reached positive conclusions. 

Rog. 

January 31, 1941. 
Dear Rog: 

I get quite a kick out of the fact that where
as you have had to live in the state of urgency 
during the last couple of weeks, I have had a 
comparatively leisurely time. There are a couple 
of books I should like to get hold of, but they 
will have to wait. In the meantime I continue 
to cogitate on my minority action philosophy. 
The more I look at it, the only way in which 
any kind of social salvation seems possible in 
history is that which is found in the process of 
radical minority group action. Of course the 
final salvation of both the individual and society 
lies beyond either the one or the other, but so
ciety in its flux must have meaning, it must be 
able partially to fulfill itself just as an indi
vidual can partially fulfill himself , by repentance, 
recommitment, and faith. 

At this particular moment of history you and 
I find ourselves at opposite political poles. I 
hope that neither one of us claims our position 
as final truth. That would be to misjudge 
the relativities of the situation. But it seems to 
me that one mistake the interventionist Christian 
inakes is that he is doing nothing to oppose the 
evil of war itself. War is not just a method; it 
is an institution in its own right. It needs to 
be opposed in its own right. I am sure of this 
( and I am not thinking in either perfectionist or 

Utopian terms). War does not need to exist and 

the day will come when other means of settling 

disputes will be found, but probably not until 

there is some kind of a reorganization of our world 

order. It is too bad that the interventionist 
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Christian is always faced with the fact that as 
soon as he gives his sanction to the war, the 
war has an aura of divinity about it. I am sure 
you see this as much as I. 

I have been wondering a lot about whether you 
were still going to waive your exemption and 
try to get your year of service in. I hate to 
admit it, but if I had your opinion on the war 
and defense, etc., I would want to do the same 
thing. There are lots of army men in here, and 
our discipline here is not unlike that of the army. 
Therefore I can vouch for the fact that you 
would gain a lot from your year. How strange 
that I should find myself in a position of think
ing it wise for a person to go in the army. I 
am sure that a year of service would cause you 
to rationalize some of your ideas terrifically. 
Even the most bloodthirsty person has some diffi
culty, I should think, in learning how to bayonet 
an "enemy" in the guts the right way. The 
hate, the disregard for life, the extremely im
posed Fascistic discipline-all repel me terribly. 
But probably no more me than you! And yet if 
you believe that that is necessary in order to have 
a higher justice and if you are counseling others 
to give their lives to such a thing, I think you 
ought to do it yourself. One has to pause now 
and then and cry inwardly "What kind of a 
world has God created that such contradictions 
may be necessities?" We've got to repent, 
brother. 

George. 

February 9, 1941. 

Dear George: 

I'm looking forward to the days when you'll 
be turning up for a bull session. We've got a 
lot of problems to settle as soon as we get a 
chance. Thanks for the letter which just came. 
It's got a number of things in it that I ought to 
write about and show you where you're wrong, 
but it doesn't seem quite fair for me to argue 
with you when I can outdo you about three to 
one on the number of letters. 

Both of us are looking for a society where we 
can get along without war. Maybe I am more 
pessimistic about this than you are, but I think 
we'd agree that we aren't going to eliminate all 
the tensions and struggling forces and contra
dictory aims that characterize society. We'll get 
something better when ( 1) the world is organ
ized more justly-politically and economically
than it is now; (2) when the power of govern
ment is in the hands of some overarching sov
ereignty, rather than in that of a single im
perialism which tries to run the rest of the world. 
The question is how to get there. Since the goal 
(as far as it is a this-worldly one) is not to 
eliminate force but to put it on the side of 
justice and democratic rather than tyrannical or 
imperialistic government, the only way to that 
goal is to work directly toward it. That means 
trying now to throw force on the side of those 
nearest to democracy and justice, and most sym
pathetic to the ideal. That means continually 
trying to move men toward this goal. That, as I 
see it, is the only possible program. If, instead, 
we give up the use of force ( or draw the line at 
violence), and allow a terrible tyranny to over
come civilization and govern the world, then we 
make our program irrelevant to the practical goal 
we have in mind and to the struggles now going 
on. And we make any early approximation of 

the goal an impossibility. That's why we've got 

to take part in the struggle. . . . . If you say 
that during all this we should have a minority stand

ing for the unrealizable, more than this-worldly 
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goal, I say all right. But let that minority realize 
what it is doing, and not interfere with the only 
possible method of realizing the this-worldly goal. 
That means for them to keep out of politics, and 
recognize that they should ..... If I'm in error 
correct me. I'll look forward to the time we can 
talk this over again. 

Rog. 

February 28, 1941. 
Dear Rog: 

I think your pos1t10n on the war is wrong in 
at least three ways: ( 1) Just as my position may 
tend to underestimate the terribleness of N aziism, 
your position tends to make Britain a saint on 
the one hand, and to forget about the nature of 
war on the other. I think that we are likely to 
discover after this war is over just how we have 
been propagandized about the virtues of Britain, 
and the tragedy of N aziism. And, Rog, never 
speak to me too much about my political com
panions. I would hate to be in with the bunch 
of flag-waving and aristocratic udemocracy lovers" 
that take your position. I would never be able to 
accept a technique of hate production, of mur
derous intent, of fascistic military officialdom, etc. 
The price is always too great. ( 2) I have no 
hope for a world order of decency after modern 
war. Power politics may be part of the scheme 
of human history, but I am a complete defeatist 
if they cannot be put on a higher plane than they 
are today. Nothing permanently better can arise 
with the method of war as the organizing factor 
(I need more space). ( J) I believe that one can 
take a minority group position in any political 
struggle quite justifiably when it is obvious the 
major alternatives are mutually destructive of the 
good in each other . Minority action is an end in 
itself in history I am convinced. 

George. 

March 9, 1941. 

Dear George: 
I don't think it is at all right to say that I 

make Britain a saint. I think I am aware of its 
defects more than most folks, and I regard them 
seriously, as I do those of this country. I could 
not fight for Britain or the United States without 
something of a guilty conscience, because I know 
what wrongs I'd be fighting for. But the com
parison with Naziism is something important too. 
I've known people from Britain and people from 
Nazi Germany, and I can compare the two. 
Partly from my own talk with German refugee s, 
partly from people I have complete confidence 
in, I know something of what Naziism means. I 
know how it has shattered and ground into de
spair the souls of men who have suffered its per
secution and tyranny; I know a little of how it 
has perverted German youth and turned them to 
brutal sadism. And I can't think of it or see its 
victims without feeling anger. Surely if we 
can't draw a strong moral distinction here, there 
is no more room for moral choices in our world. 

Your next point I am much closer to agreeing 
on. You are right in seeing all the difficulties 
of a world order of decency after modern war. 
I appreciated your uneed more space,, insertions, 
but I think I know the problem well enough to 
fill out your argument for you. I despair when
ever I think of the outcome of the war, no mat
ter who prevails. But there are possibilities of 
getting something fairly just and stable; and in 
any case the outcome of a victory of the democ
racies must be better than domination of Nazi
ism. A democr~cy, though brutalized by hatred 
and war, is still far from a government whose 
very basis is this hatred and war. And its peace, 

though it will not be a just one, cannot con
ceivably be the "peace" which Czechoslovakia, 
Poland, and occupied France are suffering. Ob
viously war does not create justice and love and 
goodness; but it may prevent the triumph of 
something intolerably worse. I think there have 
been wars which have left their mark on the 
cultural history of mankind and have made pos
sible the working out of good which would other
wise have been impossible. In some ways I am 
more pessimistic than you, but within the difficul
ties of our situation I see possibilities which I 
think you neglect. 

If there were any conceivable way of isolating 
the evil of war from the rest of life, of selecting 
it as a particular evil, like slavery or prostitu
tion, to be done away with, then we could think 
of abolishing it. But the trouble is that war is 
only a form of force-the most disastrous and 
most effective form. Any attempt to abolish it 
without abolishing all use of force is futile, as 
shown by the completely ineffectual efforts of 
Hitler's foes who have tried to use force "shor t 
of war." As long as force is used in social or
ganization, there will always be the possibility and 
sometimes the actuality of its leading to violence 
and even organized war. And so long as we have 
socia l organization we'll have to have some use of 
force in order to reach any approximation of 
justice or tyranny and greed will be completely 
unchecked. So in the present, I see no hope of 
justice or near justice, unless some of the forces 
abroad in the world are stopped. 

Sincerely, 
Rog. 

March 23, 1941. 
Dear Rog: 

Any political action is always rooted in com
promise for one who takes a Christian stand. 
And yet political action is an essential. In social 
terms the ideal we have set up for ourselves is a 

democratic world with justice and equality for all. 
In religious terms the ideal is a world in which 
people will love one another and be interested in 
the welfare of others before themselves. In ac
tuality we can only approximate these ideals, but 
not absolutely achieve them. Those of us who 
tend to make the cause of victims of injustice our 
cause, are always critical rather than purely con
gratulatory of the status quo. The question 
then arises as to what method one is going to 
use in order to establish greater justice. And 
here the only thing that can be said is that one 
will have to use methods which do not defeat 
the end for which he is working. I am convinced 
that the method of violence tends to defeat more 
than it gains-this is a political judgment. The 
religious judgment is simply that to me it be
comes impossible to use the method of indis
criminatory killing in order to achieve an end. 
The war method is more than just a method. It 
is an institution of civilization in its own right, 
and must be opposed just as any other institu
tion such as capitalism must be opposed, or race 
prejudice. What I am trying to expound here 
is something which is different from the general 
FOR argument. To say that love in social 
terms-that is, in terms of having a societ_Y 
which is built only on love-is an easy Po'.51

" 

bility is a gross overstatement. There is nothing 
to make me think that tensions between groups 
is ever going to be reduced to nought. A so~ietY 
based only on love would be an anarchic society- 4 
Furthermore, it would be a society of omnisci~nt 
members, for it is only when men become in

finite rather than finite that they will see eye to 
eye on issues. As long as issues exist there 



will be tension, and I think that tension does not 
arise in a society of love. Thus I think the 
Kingdom of God is not for man to achieve by his 
own efforts, but only by an act of God. Who 
knows how or when this will take place? But 

~ since there are going to be tensions in history 
and we are going to take the cause of the vic
tims of injustice as our cause, we have to use 
methods which both act as a criticism on the 
status quo and act as a factor for change in the 
status quo. Thus we must be both prophetic and 
political. The prophetic element is religious. 
The political element must consist of only non
violent methods. What political action one takes 
is always relative and must be judged on its own 
merits. 

Yours, 
e George. 

Magna Carta of Social Prayers 
(Continued from page 26) 

society. We are all afflicted with covetousness, 

greed, oppression and cruelty. Through prayer 

and devotion we come nearer to God who helps us 

to triumph over these evils of our lower nature. 

And Jesus' cry to His Father to deliver us from 
the evil one is another way of saying "save us, Oh 

Father, from yielding to the powers of evil which 

would bind us to the earth." 

Conclusion 

Our Lord's Prayer is the greatest liberator of 
humanity from the ills which beset us, as in

dividual Christians, and that enslave the world 

in which we live. Jesus would have us pray not 
to pass through this world in safety, leaving its 

evils unshaken, but rather to effect the moral 
tranoformation of man as we move through our 

world. Thus, in saving those about us, we would 

make sure our own salvation, by the Grace of al

mighty God. 
Only as we take on the mind of Jesus, as 

revealed in His Prayer, can we fully sense. the 

will of God for our lives and can we become sensi

tive to the needs of other men about us. In this 

mood we are ready then to admit: 

I. That only God is holy. 

2. That His Kingdom must come on earth. 

3. That His will shall rule on earth. 
4. That there shall be bread enough for the 

bodies and souls of all His children, even 

the least of them. 
5. That we can expect forgiveness only as we 

forgive. 

6. That only by the Grace of God are we saved 

from temptation. 
7. And, that without His power we shall never 

be free from evil. For to Him alone belongs 

the power and the glory forever and ever. 

Amen. 

• 
The Green Horn Press, a student pub-

lishing enterprise begun last fall by Mary 
Treanor, Scripps College '40, and Robin 
Park, Marlborough, '40, under the guid
ance of Ward Ritchie, has printed its 
first two books. The Press is at 19 3 8 
li:yperion A venue, Los Angeles, above the 
Ward Ritchie Press, and type is set by 
hand and printed on a hand press. 
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Thank you .... No, Hollywood! 

David Crandell 

The phone rang in Herman Taylor's 
campus apartment. It was ignored. It 
rang again. It continued to be ignored. 
Herman was in the shower. But a per
sistent telephone might mean something 
important . . . . so, true to human na
ture, Herman gave in and drippingly 
picked up the receiver. 

"Mr. Taylor?" "Speaking." "Mr. 
Taylor .... I am a talent scout." That 
was enough for Herman. He might as 
well have finished his shower. Being ex
ceptionally good looking and having · the 
name "Taylor" had caused much misery 
for the ambitious, conscientious Univer
sity of Southern California senior. "Is 
that so?" retorted Herman. "Yes, that's 
so," answered the man, a trifle annoyed 
by Herman's tone. "I should like to make 
an appointment for a screen test." "You 
don't say!" Herman replied flippantly. 
"When would it be convenient?" "Oooh, 
any time . . . . next month, next year 
.... ?" "Listen, Mr. Taylor, I am 
a busy man ..... " "So am I. Perhaps 
you had better call again." The man 
hung up and Herman returned to his pur
suit of cleanliness. 

It was several days before Herman 
knew that the man was actually a talent 
scout, and that he was .serious about the 
screen test. Of course he felt all kinds 
of a fool for passing up an opportunity, 
but decided that that was that. The 
studios had seen his work as a track 
man in the University of California shoot
ing of "A Yank at Oxford" and had 
picked him out as a very likely matinee 
idol. 

This public administration major with 
an eye to personnel work, and a minor 
in religions, had entered college four 
years earlier with one suit, one tie and 
fifty cents. He worked in fraternity 
kitchens and at various university odd 
jobs including janitor work, gardening, 

MosT of the people in the Southwest 
are keenly aware of the rivalry between 
the University of Texas and Texas A. & 
M. 

The "Aggies" were rated by some ex
perts as the Number One team of the 
nation last year. The "Aggies" were, 
are, and will be rated by all students at 
Texas as Number One on their Louse 
Lists. Hence it is news when such a 
thing happens as that which occurred 
after the Texas-A. & M. game last 

and so on. He made the track team 
of U.S.C., junior and senior men's honor
ary Trojan Knights, became president of 
the student body, president of the Student 
Council of Religion, was chairman of 
co-ordination activities, counseling fresh
men, and Trojan Squires. As a junior, 
he represented the University at the Unity 
Conference of the Methodist Church at 
Berea, Kentucky. As a senior, he won 
the Phi Kappa Tau Shideler Award, a 
trophy of recognition awarded to the 
nationally outstanding senior brother 
every two years. Herman was happy. 
He was engaged to the loveliest, most 
charming girl on the U.S.C. campus. 
He had made good on his own. He had 
a job, a good job, in the personnel office 
of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation in 
Los Angeles. 

Then he approached the day of gradua
tion. His photograph appeared in the 
Los Angeles papers in cap and gown. 
The studios saw the newspaper. Para
mount called. Herman talked to Para
mount. Paramount offered a studio con
tract. Herman thought it over. He 
thought of his fiancee. He thought of 
his college work. He thought of his 
ideals and his ambitions. He thought of 
Lockheed and weighed it with Paramount 
.... not on the basis of what might be 
done today or tomorrow .... but the day 
after tomorrow and the day after that. 
Herman made up his mind. His an
swer was one that few young men would 
have had the courage and the common 
sense to make. Herman said, "Thank 
you .... NO, Hollywood!" 

(EDITOR'S NoTE: 'X'hile an undergrad
uate at U.S.C., Taylor was one of the 
most active and loyal Methodists on the 
campus. As chairman of the Student 
Council of Religion, he held the most im
portant student religious office in the 
University.) 

Thanksgiving-the one on the 28th! 
Believe it or not, the following telegram 
was sent to the editors of the school 
paper at Stanford by some University of 
Texas journalism students: 

"Tradition-inspired Texas team 
defeated Aggies today. Urge you 
don't overweigh defeat of South
west's powerhouse when choosing 
Rose Bowl opponent. Aggies still 
Number One in nation in our 
book!" 
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Student Leadership Training Conferences 
Lake Junaluska , N. C.-June 9-14 
Baker University, Baldwin , Kansas-June 9-14 
Epworth Forest (Leesburg) , Indiana-June 16-21 
San Anselmo, California-June 30-July 5 

Christian Mission Service Fellowships 
Lisle, New York-June IS-August 1 
Denver , Colorado-July 16-August 27 

Second National Methodist Student Conference 
University of Illinois, Urb ana, Illinois-December 29, 1941-January 2, 1942 

Caravan Training Conferences 
Lake Junaluska, North Carolina-June 14-21 
Senatobia , Mississippi, Northwest Junior Colleg-.June 21-28 
Berea, Ohio, Baldwin-Wallace Colleg-.June 28-July 5 
Abilene , Texas, McMurry Colleg-.June 7-14 
Sioux City, Iowa, Morningside Colleg-.June 14-21 
San Francisco (vicinity )-July 5- 2 

Kappa Phi 

Th e Twent y-fi fth Anni versary Biennial 
Con vention of Kappa Ph i, the Methodi st 
girls' society, will be held from June 21 1 
to 28, at Silvan Lake, Cu ster , South D a- I 

kota. Inform ation ma y be had from Mrs. 
Gerald \Vhitn ey, Homedale, Idaho, or 
from Mrs. H . M. Le Sourd, 206 W averly 
Ave ., Ne wton , Mass. 

Second Lisle Fellowship 

Dr . DeWitt C. Bald win of the Board 
of Missions announces a second Christian 
Missions Fellowship for thi s summer . The 
new group will ~eet near Den ver, Colo
rado, July 21-28. For inform ation write 
to Dr. Baldwin at 15 0 Fifth Avenue , New 
York City. 

Regional Methodist Student Leadership Training Conferences---June, 1941 

LEADERSHIP 

P lace Dean 
Lake Junaluska, 

North Carolina ••• Claude Singleton 

Baker University, 

B ible In terpretatio n 

W, J. Faulkner 

Esse n tials of Chri stia n F ait h Lect ur es 

Albert Outler 

W orship 

The worship 1ervice1 

Recreation 

E. O. Harbin 

Baldwin, Kansai .. L. f. Sensabaugh Rollin H. Walker Paul Schlipp !;\11 t~e co~~~~~~~nc:; Lawrence Eisenberg 
representative studen t Epworth forest, 

Indiana .• • . • • . •• •• Harold Bremer John Irwin Harold Fey yroup1. Lawrence Eisenberg 

San Anselmo, 
California .......•. Charle s E. funk Carl Sumner Knopf John Bennett James l\.1cGiff en 

COMMISSIONS--MORNING 

Pi a.co B ibl e 
Lake Junaluska, 

North Carolina . .. W. J . Faulkner 

Chl'istian Ethics in D iscipli ned L ivin g 

Alb ert Outler 

Th e W orld Ch r isti an Comm unit y 

Ed·na Baldwin 

Ile• Discovery of the Chu rch 

Henry M. Johnson 

Baker Un lver1ity. 
Baldwin, Kansai . . Merrill Mcfall Paul Schlipp DeWitt Baldwin Robert Hamill 

Epworth forest, 
Indiana ... ... . . ... John Irwin Harold Fey R. H. Edwin Espy 

San Anselmo, 
California ....•• • •• Carl Sumner Knopf John Bennett Richard Baker 

TECH N IQ U E GROUP S--A FT ERNO ON 

Pianist 

Oorothy Edwardo 

Christia n Reconstruction 

Richard Baker 

Edgar Wahlb erg 

Harry Spencer 

Norm an T aylor 

Pl ace 

Organizatio n an d 
Administ r ation 

(Stu den t P resi den ts) Recre ation 

E. 0 . Harbin 

Worship Drama Socia l Actio n Deputatio ns 

The W orld 
Community and 

the Local Camous Music Pastors and A 
Lake Junalusk a , 

North Carolina ... Ethelene Sampl ey Harold Ehrensperger Edna Baldwin Henry M. Johnson Richard Baker 

Baker University, 
Baldwin, Kansas . . Murray Dlckaon Lawrence Eisenberg Mrs. Joe Brown Love Milded Hahn Herman Will Joe Brown Love DeWitt Baldwin 

Epworth forest , 
Indiana ..... . . .. .. Paul Burt Lawr ence El1enberg Harold Ehrensperoer Mn . Joe Brown Love Harvey Siefert H. L. Batts Harry Spencer 

San Anselmo. 
California .•..••••• Charles E. Funk James McGiffen Harold Ehrensperger Mn.M.E.VandeMark Norman Taylor Frank Goodnough Richard Baker 

P lace Mond ay 
ake Junalu1ka , North Carolina • • • • . . N. c. McPh erson 

Baker University , Baldwin, Kanoa, .. .. • Robert Hamill 

Epworth forest, Indiana .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Russell Bayliff 

1.11n Anselmo, California . • • • • . • . • • • . • . . Sen. Mary Farquharson 
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EVENING SESSIONS 

Panel 

Panel 

Panel 

Panel 

Tues d ay 

* Leader to be announced 
** Combination 

W ednesday 
Rich ard Baker 

Edgar Wahlberg 

Paul Schilpp 

Richard Bak er 

Thursday 
Music Appreciation 

Play 

Music Appre ciation 

Music Appre ciation 

Roy Hendricks Harvey C. Bro• 

Le Roy Wright H, D. Bolllnue 

Roy Hendricks H. D. Bolilnuei 

Boyd McKe~ 

• Frid ay 

Bishop Paul B. Kern 

Paul SchilPP 

R. H. Edwin Espy 

Don Tipp ett 
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